
A trip for two
to British
Columbia

Win!

TRAVELLER

SEPTEMBER 2016

lonelyplanet.com

Italy

FLORIDA

The Sunshine State from 
Miami to Key West 

DREAM BIG!

Bucket-list trips for much 
less than you think 

ZAMBIA

Go wild on the ultimate 
DIY adventure  

Find your own 
hidden idyll



Availability may be extremely limited, particularly during peak periods. Price quoted is correct as of 13/07/2016 and is subject to change, for travel between 09 January 2017 and 13 February 2017. Price quoted
is based on 7 day travel for 2 adults travelling in World Traveler cabin with economy car, with outbound journey from London Gatwick to Tampa International Airport, and return journey from Miami International
Airport to London Heathrow, made using the customize your trip function. Car pick up and return to respective Florida airports. The holiday featured is ATOL protected under the British Airways Holidays number 
ATOL5985. British Airways Holidays standard terms and conditions and conditions of carriage apply. For full terms and conditions please refer to ba.com.

From Tampa 
to Miami
Fly-drive holidays in Florida promise

excitement and diversity. Fly to Tampa

and soak up the Latin vibe of the historic

Ybor district. Then drive down and explore 

the glorious Gulf Coast, with its award-

winning beaches. Stop at sophisticated

Sarasota, a cultural hotspot with a rich

history, arts and cultural scene. Then head

to palm-lined Fort Myers for relaxation on

miles and miles of white sandy beaches, before 

ending your journey in multicultural Miami.

Benefit from great rates and flexibility, 24 hour

customer support, and road side assistance, plus

British Airways Executive Club members earn 

bonus Avios on every fl ight & car booking.

Tampa to Miami
7 day fly-drives
from

£579pp

Customise your trip at ba.com/fl ydrive
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E D I T O R ’ S  L E T T E R

This month...
…we’ve been striving to offer a fresh take 
on the familiar, and make the exotic seem
more accessible than ever before. On the
first count, this issue’s Great Escape (p45)
suggests a fly-drive holiday to Florida.
Beyond any preconceptions that may give
you of crowded beaches or queues at theme
parks, we introduce a sun-drenched state
that also plays home to Cuban émigrés,
friendly sea mammals and the ghost of
Ernest Hemingway propping up a bar at
the pointy end of Key West. On the second
count, we show how to organise a self-drive
adventure through Zambia (p70), to spot
leopards, hippos, lions and elephants at
your own pace through the windows of
your Land Cruiser. And if safari sounds too
expensive, we reveal how you can tick this
box off the bucket list for less (p84), along
with a broad range of other imaginative
travel experiences across our planet.

O�Subscribe! See p20

O�Follow us on Twitter 

@LPTraveller and  

Instagram

@lonelyplanettraveller

O�Join our Lonely 

Planet Traveller 

Insiders panel at 

immediateinsiders.com
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In this issue...
P O S T C A R D S
Your travel photos and stories

8 A modern Classical palace in Russia and 
more images from around the world

G L O B E T R O T T E R
The latest travel news and discoveries

23 The best destinations across Asia,
South America beyond Rio and more

E A S Y T R I P S
Short breaks you can take right now

34 Seaside sounds in ‘Mediterranean’ Wales
35 A Kentish pub that’s so much more
36 William Eggleston’s classic camerawork
36 Feel the vibe in Frankfurt’s rooftop bars
37 One south-coast bike trail, three galleries
38 High-summer low season in Madrid
39 Make ripples on the canals of Brittany
41 Farm-to-fork in England’s southwest
41 Greek island hikes for non-Olympians
42 Top chefs take turns in the New Forest

G R E A T E S C A P E
Your next big trip mapped out

45 Florida, the Sunshine State – join us on a
lazy two-week tour, beginning in Miami’s
Little Havana, and heading on to take in
rare wildlife, shell-studded beaches and  
a proudly unconventional island city

F E A T U R E S
More big ideas for your bucket-list

60 You may not have heard of Lunigiana:
this mini-region is a classic slice of Italy
that has somehow slipped attention

70 A self-drive safari in Zambia gets to the
heart of its living, breathing, ear-flapping
and toothily yawning wilderness

84 Try out unique travel experiences around
the world for little or nothing, from Asia’s
top sunset spots toAmerican film fun

96 Tapas bars, hammams, kayak tours and
secretive, biscuit-baking nuns – it’s all
part of a Perfect Weekend in Seville

104 Rio de Janeiro in photos: the naturally
sporty side of the Olympic host city

M I N I G U I D E S
Themed guides to take with you

117 Take a tasty bite out of London
119 Wine tours in the Champagne region
121 The best of Oslo in a weekend
123 Delve into Prague’s hidden corners
125 Fresh-air experiences in Nova Scotia
127 How to do Chicago without big bucks

All prices correct at time of going to press. Prices for hotel rooms
are for double, en suite rooms with breakfast in low season, unless
otherwise stated. Flight prices are for the cheapest return fares,
including one piece of hold baggage, unless otherwise stated.

Look for these symbols to quickly identify listings

Sights

Beaches

Activities

Tours

Festivals

Sleeping

Drinking

Entertainment

Courses

Shopping

Eating Information
& Transport

Beyond the
trusty pasty p33

Which relative of elephants

swims in these waters? p45

Save over 30 per cent on the usual
shop price with a subscription to
Lonely Planet Traveller, and also
receive a copy of The Best Things
in Life are Free book… for free

SUBSCRIBE P20

The town of
every colour p21



Dine on

pappardelle,

mele rotelle

and testaroli

p60
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Australia

Bolivia

Botswana

Brazil

Rio de Janeiro
Canada

British Columbia
Nova Scotia
China

Hong Kong
Colombia

Croatia

Czech Republic

Prague
England

Cornwall
East Sussex
Kent
London
New Forest
France

Brittany
Champagne
Germany

Frankfurt
Ghana

Greece

Cyclades
Iceland

Indonesia

India

Italy

Lunigiana
Japan

Kenya

Malaysia

Myanmar

Namibia

Nepal

Netherlands

Norway

Oslo
Peru

Philippines

Russia

Scotland

South Africa

South Korea

Spain

Madrid
Seville
Taiwan

Tanzania

Thailand

Turkey

USA

Alaska
California
Chicago
Denver
Florida
Miami
Michigan
Nevada
New Mexico
New Orleans
New York City
North Carolina
North Dakota
Tennessee
Wyoming 
Vietnam

Wales

Llŷn Peninsula 
Zambia

p16

p30

p90

p30

p104

p129
p125

p25, p86

p15, p25, p85
p30

p16

p89

p123

p41
p37
p35

p36, p87, p117
p42

p87, p89

p39
p119

p87, p89

p36
p90

p89

p41
p88

p25, p86

p15, p25, p27, p86

p23, p88

p60
p25, p86

p90

p25

p85

p90

p85

p87

p88

p121
p30

p85

p8

p10, p89

p90

p25

p89

p38, p87
p96
p25

p91

p25

p12

p29

p93
p93

p127
p94
p45
p94
p94
p92
p93
p94
p94
p92
p92
p92
p92 
p25

p34 
p70

DESTINATION
INDEX

Win!

Turn to p129 

A SKI TRIP TO 

CANADA

What is this pride 
looking at? p70

A sporting 
carnival p104

A top tourist 
spot since  

the Tang  
Dynasty  

p84

East, west or 
south? p96
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How our team of writers and photographers made the September issue

Behind the Scenes

EDITORIAL

Editor Peter Grunert

Deputy editor Amanda Canning

Production editor Alice Braham

Features editor Orla Thomas

Contributing editor Gabrielle Jaffe

Sub-editor Rory Goulding

Senior features writer Oliver Smith

Editorial assistant Sophie McGrath

ART

Art director Hayley Ward

Designer Mike Cutting

Photo editor Claire Richardson

Thanks to Becca Andrews, Emily Baker, Rachael Davies,

Gemma Doyle, Corey Hutchison, Polly Johns, Dom Martin, 

Wayne Murphy, Lauren Rice, Ann-Christin Schubert

ADVERTISING

Advertising manager Ali Teeman

Group head Nick Connell

Senior sales Lauren Bell, James Riall

Advertising director, Northern sales team David Downs 

Classified sales executive Melissa Barnes

Inserts sales executive Harry Rowland

For advertising enquiries 020 7150 5135

AD SERVICES AND PRODUCTION

Head of production Koli Pickersgill

Senior production controller Katie Panayi

Repro technicians Darren McCubbin, Jonathan Shaw

Senior inserts coordinator Sandra Da Costa

Advertisement services coordinator Tony Dixon

Senior ad services coordinator Chris Softly

PUBLISHING

Publishing director Alfie Lewis

Marketing manager Tom Townsend-Smith

Head of newstrade marketing Natalie Shearer

Newstrade marketing manager Gareth Viggers

Subscriptions marketing manager Natalie London

Management accountants Len Bright, Noma-Afrika Pele

Insight executive Matt Rodriguez

MANAGEMENT

Chairman Stephen Alexander

Deputy chairman Peter Phippen

CEO Tom Bureau

SYNDICATION AND INTERNATIONAL

DAM manager Liz Cowlin

For international magazine licensing enquiries  

sue.coffin@lonelyplanet.com

For syndication enquiries
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Lonely PlanetTraveller is produced for Lonely Planet Global

Limited (part of the Lonely Planet Group) by Immediate

Media Company London Limited. The words ‘Lonely Planet’

and the Lonely Planet symbol are trademarks of Lonely

Planet Global Limited. © Lonely Planet Global Limited.

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part prohibited

without permission. ISSN 2050-635X. Printed by

Wyndeham Group. Immediate Media Company is working

to ensure that all of its paper is sourced from well-managed

forests.This magazine can be recycled for use in newspapers
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and dispose of the magazine at your local collection point.

UK full annual subscription rate for 12 issues: £46.80;  

Europe and Eire: £65; rest of the world: £75.

NEED TO GET IN TOUCH?

Subscription and back issue enquiries

0844 826 7350

Editorial enquiries 020 7150 5118

Subscription enquiries

lonelyplanet@servicehelpline.co.uk

General enquiries

editorial@lptraveller.co.uk

Subscription enquiries

Lonely PlanetTraveller, Building 800,
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General enquiries

Lonely Planet Traveller, Immediate

Media, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green, 

Hammersmith, London W6 7BT

T R A V E L L E R

T H E M A N W I T H  T H E  T H O R N

I N H I S S I D E
While hanging out the window of a 4x4 to get this shot for our

Zambia story (p70), photographer Philip Lee Harvey inadvertently

collided at speed with an acacia bush, and then spent much of the 

rest of the day picking thorns out of his body. The man at the

wheel, our senior features writer Oliver Smith, claimed he didn’t

notice the bush coming. Philip looked into his eyes and still he 

didn’t believe him.

D A V I D ’ S D O U B L E 

Our Florida feature (p45) is writer Mike

MacEacheran’s debutfor the magazine,

but he got thoroughly into the swing of

things, sampling various outlandish

cocktails at KeyWest’s nightly sunset 

celebrations in Mallory Square. 

S U N D O W N E R ?

Two contrasting travel experiences feature

on our covers this month: safari in Zambia

brings a close encounter with lions on our

subscriber cover, while a bike ride along the 

Ligurian coast stars on the newsstand.  

This month's covers

MarcelTheroux and Matt Munro both

won at the recentVisit USA Media

Awards.Writer Marcel won Best

ConsumerTravel Magazine Feature

and Matt won Best Photographic

Feature for theirAppalachian Fall story, 

which we published last October.

A W I N N I N G

C O M B I N AT I O N

L nn Cove V aduct in he

mo nta ns of No th Caro ina

is p rhaps the c own ng glo y

of the Blue Ridge Parkway

O tobe 2015 Lonely P anetTr vel er 93

A P P A L A C H I A N
F

L
L

The 574 mile route through the Blue Ridge Mountains is one ofAmerica’s legendary

road trips every autumn it’s the scene for a drama of change and           renewal

WORDS MARCEL THEROUX @therouvian O PHOTOGRAPHS MATT MUNRO

While exploring Italy’s

Lunigiana region (p60),

writer Antonia Quirke

visited a marble quarry.

‘It has a seam of pure

white once favoured by

Michelangelo,’ she says.

‘Its owner, 75-year-old

Franco Barratini, was

proud to be providing

the material for a

replacement for the

artist’s best-known

work: the statue of

David in Florence’s

Piazza della Signoria.’



On sale 
THURSDAY 1 SEPTEMBER

Ì Dive into Greece with an island-hopping trip 

round the Cyclades Ì Catch the Sunset Limited train 

from New Orleans to Los Angeles ÌPedal your way 

to adventure with cycle tours all over the world 

ÌSearch for Noah’s Ark in Armenia Ì

Next month  



W H E R E  Y O U ’ V E  B E E N  A N D  W H A T  Y O U ’ V E  S E E N

Postcards

Kazan’s Palace of Farmers 

houses the Tatarstan food and 

agriculture department and 

features winged snow leopards, 

the symbol of the republic



P O S T C A R D S

Why not get involved? We’d love to include your best new travel photos. Send us your highest resolution 

JPEG images (not exceeding 15MB) along with a pic of yourself to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Artyom Mirniy is a photographer of 

architecture and is from Kursk, Russia

Founded more than a 
thousand years ago, Kazan 
is one of the oldest cities in 
Russia, and a place I’d 
dreamed of visiting. I took 
this picture of the Palace of 
Farmers during a three-day 
trip, as I watched the sun 
rise from the 16th-century 
Kazan Kremlin in the heart 
of the city. The observation 
deck gave a beautiful view 
of Kazan and the majestic 
palace, which was built 
between 2008–2010, but 
borrows elements from 
Classical architecture. It 
was special to capture the 
huge city when there was 
nobody around – just soft 
light, beautiful clouds and 
silence all around. I felt a 
complete unity with nature. 
Looking at this photo takes 
me right back to that dawn.

KAZAN, RUSSIA

Shepherd’s 
warning
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Christian Kellner, from Vienna,  

spent five days in Scotland

I took a road trip through 
Scotland with my brother 
and a friend. About 
midway through, we 
visited the Isle of Skye, 
whose sheer scale and 
beauty left us speechless. 
We spent hours soaking in 
the scenery of this magical 
place. Of the dozens of 
pictures I took, this one 
stood out: a single hiker, 
backdropped by The Storr 
summit and framed by the 
shadows of the rapidly 
moving clouds up ahead, 
contemplating. One single 
visitor set against a million 
years of natural history.  
It captures a tranquillity 
that I hadn’t expected to 
find, and reminds me of a 
memorable trip full of long 
drives, hikes and laughs 
(and, of course, whisky).

SKYE, SCOTLAND

A treat  
in Storr



P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk

The most prominent pinnacle 

on The Storr is known as the 

Old Man of Storr – it was first 

scaled in 1955, and only a 

handful of times since



Cappadocia’s remarkable 

rock formations consist 

of a soft stone that has 

been shaped into 

habitable caverns by 

local people for centuries
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Prasanta Mohanty is a corporate executive 

and avid traveller based in Mumbai

I was on a family holiday in 
Turkey when I embarked on 
a hot-air balloon ride – a 
first-time experience for all 
of us. I’d seen numerous 
photographs of Cappadocia 
taken from the air and, as a 
keen photographer, wanted 
to get my own unique shot. 
I had to lean out quite a bit 
to get this one, with nothing 
in the frame but the two 
balloons and the region’s 
beautiful scenery, formed 
millions of years ago from 
eroded volcanic rock. I was 
very happy to get the shot, 
and for the wonderful 
experience of the balloon 
ride. Travelling slowly, we 
were high up, yet still close 
enough to the ground to 
drink in the surrounding 
beauty. I recommend  
it to everyone I know.

CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY

Go above 
and beyond

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk



www.sthelenatourism.com

Discover the abundance of life and beauty of the South Atlantic Ocean. Swim

with whale sharks, explore historic wrecks, follow dolphins and humpback

whales on their journey and marvel at the many endemic species of marine life

WKDW FDOO RXU FRDVWOLQH KRPH� :DWFK RXU ZHEVLWH IRU GHWDLOV RQ ƮLJKWV� ZKHQ

6W�+HOHQD�,VODQG�ZLOO�IRU�WKH�YHU\�Ƭ�UVW�WLPH�EH�FRQQHFWHG�WR�WKH�ZRUOG�E\�DLU�

DIVING &

MARINE ACTIVITIES
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There some 400 different Theyyams dances – it is believed the ritual invokes a spirit to possess the dancer’s body

Victoria Peak is the highest mountain on Hong Kong island and is reachable via the Peak Tram, established in 1888

Lucy Higgins is a flight

attendant based in London

Barbara Paul from Connecticut,

USA, visited Kerala with her husband

It was a unique privilege to
watch the ritual dance of
Theyyam in the sandy
temple courtyards of
northern Kerala. Each
dancer was extravagantly
costumed, with meticulous
face painting – regarded
as transformed into a god.
The dancers moved to an
accompaniment of frenzied
drumming, before villagers
lined up to receive blessings
for the coming year. For me,
this scene embodies the
spirit of Theyyam – and the
majesty, colour, creative
costuming and awesome
power of the dancers.

KERALA, INDIA

In thespirit

On a recent trip to Hong
Kong, I decided to make
the most of a clear summer’s
day by going up Victoria
Peak, which has fantastic
views over the city. I was
just about to leave when
I saw a monk in vibrant
robes taking selfies, with
huge skyscrapers behind 
him – a brilliant and
unexpected sight. This
photo is one of my favourite
shots, as I feel so lucky to
have captured this unique
moment when tradition
and modern technology
collided – a true reflection 
of Hong Kong.

HONG KONG, CHINA

High profile

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Venomous Copperheads, of which there are three species, are excellent swimmers, and frogs are a favoured source of food

Krka’s numerous spectacular waterfalls are formed from tufa, the calcium carbonate-encrusted roots of moss and algae

Dave Hill, a graphic designer,

visited Croatia for five days

Vito Chiancone has lived

in Brisbane for two years

MELBOURNE,

AUSTRALIA

Small scale
As an Italian living in
Australia, I’m fascinated
by all the beautiful flora
and fauna the country has
to offer. I love exploring
new places, including
the outer suburbs of
Melbourne – home of the
Australia Copperhead
snake. The lighting was
perfect when I came across
this little guy, and I was so
pleased he stayed still long
enough for me to capture
this shot. I take my camera
with me everywhere I go
for exactly this reason.

KRKA, CROATIA

Fall in love
When my girlfriend and I
booked a trip to Dubrovnik,
I started researching what
else we could see and do. I
stumbled on some photos of
Krka National Park online,
and decided that we had to
go. We drove for four hours
to reach it, and it was well 
worth it. We spent the
morning exploring the park
and its many waterfalls, but
for me this view was the
most impressive – we
walked around a tight
corner and it sprung on us.
It really highlights how
beautiful Croatia is. I’ll
definitely be going back.

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk



Call our Travel Specialists on 020 7666 1275

to enquire about our tailor-made safari holidays.

rainbowtours.co.uk

Safari in Africa. Within just three words lies the promise of exploring 

vast untamed wildernesses, of searching protected national parks

roamed freely by the Big Five, of being a spectator to the Great

Migration, and of unforgettable adventure. What are you waiting for?
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Experience the
world in colour
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Whether you’ve got the latest DSLR 
or just a smartphone, you’ll want  
to get hold of our next issue, out on 
1 September, in which we launch our 
travel photography competition 
with Amateur Photographer. 

COMING SOON...
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   photographers

INSPIRED

2016
Travel 

Photographer
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what-you-like walking tours.

Plus receive Lonely Planet’s  
The Best Things in Life are Free, 
worth £16.99

Save over 30%

SUBSCRIBER BENEFITS

Save over 30% on the 
usual shop price with your 
subscription

Receive The Best Things in 
Life are Free, worth £16.99

Money – back guarantee – 
cancel and we’ll refund your 
remaining issues

Save 35% on Lonely Planet 
guidebooks – exclusive to 
our subscribers†

Never miss an issue – 
delivered direct to your door

Receive unique, collectable 

covers, only seen by our 
subscribers

PAY  

£2.83  
AN ISSUE  
shop price £4.10

MAKE IT HAPPEN

CALL US ON 0844 826 7350 AND QUOTE LPP916

Complete the order form opposite and return to the freepost address detailed

ORDER ONLINE AT buysubscriptions.com/LPP916



A collection of Lonely Planet Traveller’s greatest European escapes,
with mapped-out routes to guide you through highlights of regions as
diverse as Tuscany, Provence, the Austrian Alps and northern Portugal.

ON SALE

NOW

Available at



Globetrotter
A  W O R L D  O F  T R A V E L  N E W S  A N D  D I S C O V E R I E S

Paint the town…
AN ECCENTRIC SATELLITE of an already unconventional city,

Burano greets visitors fromVenice with what feels like every colour

in the spectrum. Day-trippers are bound by waterbus hours, but

those who wish to see this lagoon island at quieter times can now

stay in a scattering of converted houses in town, once home to

fishermen and lacemakers.This is the latest venture fromVenissa,

a Michelin-starred restaurant with rooms on next-door Mazzorbo, 

linked by footbridge to Burano (from £120; venissa.it).P
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Lonely Planet writers have explored the planet’s biggest continent 

and cherry-picked the best spots to visit in the next 12 months, 

from electrifying cities to castaway islands. Head online for more 

details and the chance to win a trip for two to the top-rated 

destination: Hokkaido in Japan (lonelyplanet.com/best-in-asia).

3

109

6

1. HOKKAIDO, JAPAN
Perfect powder snow put Japan’s northernmost island on the map, but 

also blinded visitors to the year-round charms of its wild, mountainous 

landscape, from alpine villages to hidden onsen (hot springs). Hokkaido 

has become even more accessible, thanks to the new bullet train linking 

its southern port city, Hakodate, to Tokyo – the line will eventually 

extend to dynamic Sapporo, host of next year’s Asian Winter Games.

2. SHANGHAI, CHINA
China’s biggest city feels like the centre of the universe right now – join 

its 24 million-odd residents for ballroom dancing in parks, delicate 

brews in old teahouses, or sky-high cocktails amid its forest of neon-lit 

skyscrapers. This year sees a new addition to the skyline: the Shanghai 

Tower, the world’s second-tallest building.

3. JEONJU, SOUTH KOREA
Birthplace of a definitive dish in Korean cuisine – bibimbap, rice topped 

with mixed bean sprouts, beef, chilli paste and more (pictured) – this 

city is home to a fast-evolving street food scene as well as one of the 

country’s best-preserved groupings of hanok (traditional houses).

4. CON DAO ISLANDS, VIETNAM
Better flight connections from Ho Chi Minh City confirm this small 

archipelago, for decades the site of a brutal penal colony, as a rising 

star on the Asian beach scene. The islands offer a national park, a 

coastline studded with white-sand coves and Vietnam’s best diving.

5. HONG KONG, CHINA
The city is experiencing renewed dynamism 20 years after its return to 

China: top chefs are turning to local produce for inspiration and artists 

are brightening old neighbourhoods like Sham Shui Po. There are also 

improved transport links to natural heritage sites on the outskirts.    

6. IPOH, MALAYSIA
The otherworldly concept hotel Sekeping Kong Heng has been central 

to the renaissance of Ipoh, Malaysia’s lesser-known food capital. 

Art-cafés like Burps & Giggles (pictured), Roquette and Everyday 

Lifeshop have cropped up nearby, among elegant colonial buildings.  

7. PEMUTERAN, INDONESIA
On Bali’s northwest coast, mellow Pemuteran village remains under 

the radar, despite easy access to Menjangan Island, home to a 

stunning coral wall, plus the Underwater Temple Garden (pictured). 

Visit for its beaches, art-filled resorts and inventive new restaurants.

8. TRANG ISLANDS, THAILAND
Much less crowded than Andaman coast neighbours like Phuket and 

Ko Phi-Phi, the island beaches of Trang province glisten amid shards of 

jungle-topped karst. With ever-improving transport links, visit now 

while development is still limited to beachfront bungalows.

9. MEGHALAYA, INDIA 
This limestone plateau separating the lowlands of Assam from the 

plains of Bangladesh is India’s lost world, but won’t remain so for long 

– hike, climb and raft through a landscape filled with raging waterfalls, 

tribal outposts and bridges woven from the living roots of jungle trees.  

10. TAITUNG, TAIWAN  
Bounded by green hills and the turquoise Pacific, this county is the 

place to come for a party – from summer’s International Balloon Fiesta 

to the unique local take on Chinese New Year, which sees a near-naked 

volunteer pelted with firecrackers. 
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DOG DAYS OF SUMMER
An overseas trip need not mean a stint in the 

local kennels for your four-legged friend; 

holidaying with a pup is all down to proper 

planning. Our new book Travel with Dogs 

(£7.99; shop.lonelyplanet.com) is packed with 

useful tips on everything from 

pet passports to hound-

friendly hotels.    

RAINBOW BAGELS
Created by ‘bagel artist’ Scot Rossillo,

these are bestsellers at his store in

Brooklyn, NYC, where they’re

smothered in a cream cheese blended

with hundreds and thousands

(thebagelstoreonline.com). The trend

has since spread to London’s Brick

Lane Beigel Shop, which serves them

with classic fillings such as smoked

salmon or salt beef (bagels from 50p).

RAINBOW TOASTIES   
Pioneered by Hong Kong café KALA 

CheeseToast (kalatoast.com), this trippy 

grilled cheese sandwich brings to mind 

a My Little Pony that’s been left on a 

barbecue, and the blue cheese is 

lavender-flavoured: just wrong. LA’s 

Chomp Eatery (chompeatery.com) has 

since debuted their own version, the 

Unicorn Melt, but let’s hope this is the  

end of the rainbow for this fad.    

LOVE

HATE
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O The value of the pound has fallen against most 

major currencies, especially the dollar and euro, 

and forecasts are uncertain. Hedge your bets by 

buying some currency now and some before 

travelling – but never at the airport, with some 

rates already at £1 for €1. Shop around, including 

online, to get the best prices.

O Consider places where the impact on the 

pound is less, and compare rates with a few years, 

not months, ago. Canada and South Africa 

represent better value than in previous years,  

as do Norway, Sweden and Australia. Keep an eye 

out though – this can change at very short notice.

O Depending on the air service agreements 

negotiated, we could see higher fares for flights 

to and from Europe; currently, it’s all speculation. 

It’s unlikely prices will rise in the short term, but 

bear in mind that you’ll usually get the best deal 

by booking as far in advance as possible.

O Consumer rights coming from EU-wide 

legislation, such as on flight compensation and 

roaming charges, won’t be affected in the short 

term but may change in the future. The biggest 

obstacle to making the most of your rights is 

understanding them; it’s a good time to 

reacquaint yourself, including with the new 

package-holiday legislation currently coming 

through (ec.europa.eu/consumers). 

O Healthcare abroad will need to be negotiated. 

It’s worth bearing in mind, anyway, that an EHIC 

card only entitles you to the same cover as 

someone living in that country (ehic.org.uk).  

It’s not a substitute for travel insurance.

What does Brexit mean for travel?
Right now, the UK is still a member of the EU, and Brits have the right to go to any European country to travel, 

live and work. This won’t change until after the UK declares its intention to leave the EU by triggering Article 

50, which will prompt a negotiation period lasting at least two years. We don’t fully know what will happen 

after that, but here are some things to bear in mind when planning your travels:
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Often called ‘Little Tibet’, the Himalayan 
kingdom of Ladakh in north India is a tiny 
place with giant views, and few can match 
those on offer at Shakti’s new opening here. 
On the banks of the Indus, the River House 
is the company’s seventh property in the 
region, each a traditional home given a 
high-end restoration inspired by local style. 
Guests can travel between the houses either 
by car or on foot, accompanied by an 
English-speaking guide and porter. Though 
undeniably pricey, a trip includes all meals 
- stand-out dishes, prepared by a private 
chef - plus drinks, as well as some unique 
experiences. You’ll explore rarely visited 
villages, stopping in at schools, temples and 
monasteries, and lunch at the home of a 
Buddhist monk (seven nights from £4,365pp, 
excl flights; shaktihimalaya.com).

NEW ROOMS AND TOUR

TOM HALL  
Lonely Planet’s 
Editorial Director

@tomhalltravel
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Arthur Ransome’s 1930 

adventure novel 

Swallows and Amazons 

was a literary paean  

to the power of the 

great outdoors – and it 

certainly looks mightily 

alluring in this latest 

cinematic adaptation. 

Released 19 August,  

it was shot in the Lake 

District (Derwentwater 

is pictured) as well as 

Yorkshire and Scotland. 

NEW FILM

A few months ago, during the
refurbishment of the Half Moon in
Herne Hill, South London, a tattered

old list of barred customers was discovered.
It quickly went viral on social media, thanks to
characters such as ‘Mickey Two Suits,’ ‘One-
Armed Keith’ and ‘The Ginger Drunk Twat
Called Angus.’ It seemed to capture the essence
of the fantasy pub, the kind of place in which
‘A man walks into a pub…’ jokes happen.

After the refurb, the Half Moon’s old live music
area will be a dining room. It’s a sign of the times.
Many of Britain’s pubs are now owned by large
pub companies or ‘pubcos.’ These companies
refer to their punters as ‘guests’, their staff as
‘colleagues.’ Decisions about what’s served at the
bar in thousands of pubs are made centrally. The
laminated menus in one Red Lion are identical to
those in the King’s Head somewhere else.

This is why the banned list stirred something
– real pubs are our refuge from the world,
providing a gloriously noble boozy escapism.
The classic boozer is still there if you know where
to look. My favourites include North Wales’s
Ty Coch Inn, on a beach so isolated it makes up
its own rules as it goes along. The Canny Man’s in

Edinburgh is famous for barring anyone it doesn’t
like, such as people with rucksacks or mobile
phones. The Seven Stars in London is presided
over by a cat wearing a choirboy’s ruff. The
Rutland Arms in Sheffield keeps an up-to-date
list of songs that are banned on the juke box (Paul
Weller is out, The Jam are in) and communicates
via chalkboards with notices like: ‘This week we
are drinking… the tears of our enemies.’

But my favourite is the Pig’s Nose in East
Prawle, South Devon. You won’t find it without
satnav. You can camp in fields overlooking the
sea, and wander across the village green to a pub
that’s far bigger on the inside than out. The walls
look like they were decorated by a charity shop
owner in the midst of a mental breakdown.
There’s a pile of knitting in the corner.
Ridiculously famous bands turn up and play here
in the middle of nowhere. I often feel like I must
have dreamt it, and have to check it’s real.

The pubs people share, often in excited
whispers, are those that are cut from a
different cloth, where things don’t quite gel,
where humanity in all its wonky
glory can relax and take the weight
off. Is it opening time yet?

PETE BROWN is an 
author whose latest 
book, The Pub: A 
Cultural Institution,  
is out this month  
(£22; Jacqui Small).

SOMETHING TO DECLARE: 
Forget the crowd-pleasing pub-by-numbers
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Geoff Dyers’ White

Sands is published 

by Canongate 

(£16.99)
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I had always wanted to live in California, and moved there

with my wife two years ago. I’m really conscious that being

in LosAngeles rather than the East Coast, it’s so far from

most other countries. America itself is so varied though,

and you get so many different landscapes just in California.

British people love to go on road trips in theAmerican

Southwest, and I have done so many times. I’ve always

found something wonderful about being in those vast places 

– vast horizontally and also vertically, without this lid of

cloud on you the whole time. Having come from a rather

damp little place, it’s not unusual to be drawn to the arid

Southwest. In a particular manifestation of that, I became

obsessed with being in the blazing whiteness of the desert.

DeathValley was the firstAmerican desert I visited, and I’d

wanted to visit White Sands in New Mexico ever since

seeing a photo of it taken by street photographer Garry

Winogrand in 1964. With its combination of colours both 

incredibly bright and infinitely faded, the desert is a

landscape I feel very happy to be in proximity to.

I heard about Burning Man in 1997 when I was in San

Francisco and very much into the trance scene. Nevada’s

Black Rock Desert, where the festival is held, is an expanse

of totally flat nothingness – a dry lakebed, a space of pure

possibility. And every conceivable possibility is realised there 

during the week. It sounded incredible, and my then-

girlfriend and I went two years later. We discovered that it

was so much more than the kind of desert rave that we’d

been hoping for. It’s pretty clear now that it’s just about the

most influential cultural gathering of any kind on the planet

– you can see evidence of it everywhere as so many of its

aspects have been assimilated into mainstream culture.

OBurning Man festival, a temporary community in the

desert known for its outlandish artistic creations, runs from  

28 August to 5 September this year (burningman.org) 

The blazing white
AWARD-WINNING BRITISHWRITERGEOFF
DYERONTHE LUREOFTHEUS SOUTHWEST,
HIS NEW HOMEANDA LONG-TIME PASSION 
EXPLORED IN HIS LATEST BOOK
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ALL EYESAREON RIO FORTHEOLYMPICGAMES,

BUT SOMEOFTHECONTINENT’S MEDAL-WORTHY 

NEW EXPERIENCES LIE BEYOND THE BIG CITY

ROAD TRIP
COLOMBIA
Opening up a neglected

pocket of the country,

the FCO has recently

relaxed its travel advice

concerning Colombia’s

southern areas, Huila

and Cauca. Book with

new operator Amakuna

on its road trip itinerary

– the journey’s end is

the Tatacoa Desert,

home to bright orange

rock formations and

clear, star-filled night

skies (seven nights,

excluding international

flights from £2,350pp; 

amakuna.com).

BOLIVIA’S
ARTY CITY
La Paz design hotelAtix

opens this month.The

luxurious rooms have

wood and stone accents,

the roof terrace has 360°

views (from £140;

atixhotel.com). Explore

the city with specialist

operatorAracari’s unique

three-day itineraries,

which include a tour of

the colourful Los Cholets

buildings (pictured) with

their architect Freddy

Mamani and two nights 

at Atix (from £910; 

aracari.com). 

MACHU
MADE EASY
Just-launched is

Avianca’s flight from

London to Cuzco, Peru

(with a stopover in

Colombia’s Bogotá),

making it that bit easier

to reach the ancient city

of Machu Picchu – a

train ride away from

Cuzco (from £470;

avianca.com). Llama

Travel is offering a

bargain eight-day

itinerary using these

flights for only £999pp

(limited availability;

llamatravel.com). 

BRAZIL: ONE COOL CAT
The natural diversity of the Olympic host country

is the star of Reef & Rainforest’s new tailor-made

15-day tour. It begins in Brazil’s northern Pantanal,

where you can spot jaguars, macaws and monkeys,

before moving on to Iguazú Falls and nearby

rainforests. You’ll finish up with a flying visit to Rio

and then some RnR on the Ilha Grande’s quiet

beaches. The trip costs from £3,347pp, including 

flights, accommodation and activities 

(reefandrainforest.co.uk).

LITERARY ARGENTINA  
Almost 40 years after Bruce Chatwin’s

experimental travelogue was first published,

The Folio Society has released a covetable new

edition. Bound in mustard yellow and featuring

nine unpublished photographs, you’ll be mentally 

transported (£32.95; foliosociety.com). 



www.regentholidays.co.uk

Talk to an Iceland & the Arctic Explorer on 

Regent Holidays is part of ITC Luxury Travel Group Limited     ABTA | ATOL

Iceland’s staggering volcanic landscapes entice

visitors year-round but during the winter months,

it’s the northern lights that steal the headlines.

From Reykjavik, settle into front-row seats for

one of the world’s greatest natural phenomena.

Visit Gullfoss waterfall, Strokkur geyser, Pingvellir

National Park and soak in the Blue Lagoon.

South Iceland Winter Break

5 days from £685pp

Iceland
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EasyTrips

XPop-up kitchens in Cornwall

XMadrid in the summer lull

XCanal-boating in Brittany

XScenic Greek island hikes

including

for summer’s end
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As hallowed as the tradition may be,

there’s more to the British festival

season than trudging through a

muddy field. Set on the wildly scenic

Llŷn Peninsula, which extends like a

beckoning finger from the coast of

North Wales, Glass Butter Beach has

more in common with the beach-

festivals of Croatia than with Glasto

and co. With its broad sands and

sheltered waters, the peninsula

makes for an almost Mediterranean

setting for three days of live music

and outdoor fun by the seaside 

village of Llanbedrog. Indie, rock and

dance acts like WolfAlice, Katy B and

the Mystery Jets let rip at five stages

on the coast and beach, while DJs

take over at night. Intimate sessions

play out at sunrise, around a bonfire

and even on a boat – and for more

water-based action, revellers can try

their hand at paddleboarding and

surfing, or watch wakeboarders at

one of the sport’s top events. Food

stalls are on hand to fuel all this

activity – which also extends onto dry

land, from volleyball to paint fights.

Making (sound) waves in north Wales
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Glass Butter Beach runs from

19 to 21August (glassbutterbeach.

com). Day tickets start at £42.50

and weekend from £95 – or £70 and

£140 forVIP tickets giving access to

to a private stage, exclusive DJ sets,

cocktail bar, café and hot tub.

Standard,VIP and campervan

campsites are on fields next to the

beach, overlooking Cardigan Bay.

VIP boutique campers can choose 

from pre-pitched tents with 

sleeping bags and air mattresses

(from £150), bell tents (from £220)

or yurts (from £345).VIP facilities

include private toilets, showers,

a freshen-up tent and free coffee.

Coaches serve the festival from

Manchester, Chester and Stockport

(from £32; biggreencoach.co.uk).

Trains run from Birmingham to

Pwllheli, a brief shuttle away (five

hours; from £37); and to Bangor,

a bus ride from Pwllheli (3¼ hours,

from £41; arrivatrainswales.co.uk).

A ‘paint fight’ at the

Glass Butter Beach

festival in North Wales1
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

The historic Milk House;

red mullet at the restaurant;

a performer at Milk Fest; dining

at the Milk House

2

‘Homegrown’ is the name of the

game at the Milk House in Kent, and

never more so than during its annual

Milk Fest.The four-day festival

celebrates the very best of this

particular corner of Kent, with local

musical and acting talent on stage in

the vast garden, locally made beer

and wine flowing freely, and Kentish

produce served up on the barbecue

and for sale at its stalls.The pub,

occupying aTudor hall house, revels

in its surroundings and community

year-round. Art from the southeast 

lines the walls in the timber-beamed

bar and dining rooms, alongside a

wall covered in a bespoke map of the

immediate area.The accomplished

menu is, of course, big on produce

from the area, with most ingredients,

from pork chops to the butter on the

bread, sourced within a 20-mile

radius. English fabrics and toiletries

feature in the incredibly comfy

upstairs bedrooms, each decorated

individually and two featuring brick

fireplaces. After a day’s carousing,

there’s no better place to fall asleep.

The very best of Kent
MAKE IT HAPPEN

The Milk House is in Sissinghurst

and has four rooms (from £80;

themilkhouse.co.uk). Dinner mains

cost from £12 and pizzas from £8.

Milk Fest runs over the bank holiday

weekend, 26 to 29 August. Quote

‘Lonely PlanetTraveller’ when

booking by 31 December 2016 to

receive complimentary Romney

Marsh Wools bath products.

Sissinghurst is just off theA229

between Maidstone and Hawkhurst

in Kent.The nearest train station

is in Staplehurst, five miles away,

with regular services from London

Charing Cross (from £14; one hour), 

Canterbury and Folkestone

(southeasternrailway.co.uk) .

If you venture away from the pub,

head to Chapel Down Winery, nine

miles away. It runs guided vineyard

tours and tutored tastings of its

award-winning wines and beers

fromApril to November (£10; 

chapeldown.com).

free
bath

products
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An untitled 1960s William Eggleston

photo at the National Portrait Gallery

Picture
perfect
These days, when Instagramming

lunch is something of a national

pastime, it’s hard to imagine that

photographing the everyday was

ever controversial. But it was an

artistic no-go well into the ’60s,

when US photographer William

Eggleston caused a stir with his

pictures of offbeat and ordinary

moments, many captured in

glorious colour.This month,

London’s National Portrait Gallery

brings together 100 works in the

most comprehensive exhibition of

his portraits ever. Spanning his

career, they range from huge, vivid

prints taken in Mississippi (a woman

smoking on her garden lounger, say)

to previously unseen black-and-

white scenes of life in his hometown

of Memphis, played out in diners,

markets and gas stations – a

fascinating window on the changing 

face of the American South.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

William Eggleston: Portraits

runs until 23 October at London’s

National Portrait Gallery

(admission from £7; npg.org.uk).

The gallery is a few minutes’

walk from Leicester Square and

Charing Cross tube stations, both

a short ride from Waterloo, where

trains run across England’s south

and west (southwesttrains.co.uk).

Spread across five Georgian

townhouses in Bloomsbury, the

Academy Hotel is full of original

features like tall windows, ceiling

cornices and fireplaces, and has a

shady garden with a pond (from

£120; theacademyhotel.co.uk).

Frankfurt am Main is best known

as Germany’s business capital (it’s

been hosting international trade

fairs since the MiddleAges) and this

role means its appeal is often

overlooked by regular visitors.

Summer sees Frankfurt’s citizens

flock to its parks, riverside spots and

rooftop spaces. Long Island Summer

Lounge is one such sun deck, atop

a car park fitted out with a pool,

potted palms and deckchairs. With

a glass of riesling in hand – or a

hot-dog, in this, the home of the

frankfurter – summertime loungers

can survey the city skyline, which

often feels more NorthAmerican

than European with its high-rise 

architecture. Despite the city’s more

recent nickname, Mainhattan, it’s

not about to forget its heritage, with

many projects complete or under

way to rebuild historic houses in the

old centre lost in WWII. One annual

tradition is theApfelwein Festival,

from 12–21 August, where tastings

of local cider take place among live

music performances and theatre in

the local dialect. Later in August, the

Museumsuferfest brings in crowds

for discounted entry to museums,

along with open-air art exhibitions,

handicraft markets and world food

stalls. Finish off with a drink at

Maincafé’s riverside tables, as the 

sun sets behind ‘Mainhattan’.

Hot-dog, summer in the city
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Read more about Frankfurt

at frankfurt-tourismus.de, and

Long Island Summer Lounge at

longislandsummerlounge.de.

BA and Lufthansa fly to

Frankfurt from major UK cities

(from £130; ba.com). Frankfurt-

Hahn Airport, used by Ryanair,

is 75 miles from the city centre.

Villa Orange, from 1914, offers

a great combination of tranquillity,

modern German design and

small-hotel comforts (from £100;

villa-orange.de). Quote ‘Lonely

PlanetTraveller’ when booking for

10 per cent off your first night’s

stay; not valid during trade fairs.

Manhattan meets ‘Mainhattan’

at Long Island Summer Lounge

3

4

on your stay

save

10%
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There’s an alternative way to enjoy

the British seaside this summer:

placing feet onto bicycle pedals

rather than into the chill sea. In

recent years, art galleries have

opened to great acclaim in the towns

of Hastings, Bexhill and Eastbourne.

The Coastal CultureTrail connects

them all. Start your trip in Hastings,

calling into the Jerwood Gallery that

squats beside the fishermen’s stalls

and huts of the Stade shingle beach.

A few miles’ cycle along a car-free

path brings you to Bexhill and the 

Modernist De La Warr Pavilion, home

to two galleries hosting a regularly

changing rota of exhibitions.The trail

swings through the countryside for

a few miles before returning to the

sea at Eastbourne. Wheel along the

promenade before turning inland for

your final art fix at theTownerArt

Gallery.A day in the saddle is best

rewarded with a pint on the green

at theTiger Inn in nearby East Dean,

four miles away near Beachy Head.

(It’s permissable to ditch the bike for 

a cab at this point.)

Follow the south-coast art trail
MAKE IT HAPPEN

The Coastal CultureTrail runs for

25 miles between Hastings and

Eastbourne (coastalculturetrail.

com). 247Taxis will transfer your

luggage for £25 (247.uk.com). Hire

bikes from Bexhill Bicycle (£16 for

24 hours; bexhillbicycle.com).
All three towns have train service

(LondonVictoria–Bexhill from £10;

1¾ hours; southernrailway.com).

In Hastings, stay in a beautiful,

Scandi-influenced room at the 

friendly Laindons b&b (from £120;

thelaindons.com). In Eastbourne,

the cheerful Ravilious Hotel has

bright, spacious rooms (from £75;

ravilioushotel.com). For theTiger

Inn, see beachyhead.org.uk. Quote

‘Lonely PlanetTraveller’ when

booking two or more nights for a

free bottle of prosecco on arrival.

Valid until June 30, 2017.

For info about the galleries,

see jerwoodgallery.org, dlwp.com

and townereastbourne.org.uk.

A cyclist zips past an

ornate shelter on the

seafront promenade

at Bexhill, east of the

De La Warr Pavilion

free
prosecco
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August is Madrid’s quietest month of

the year, with many Madrileños

absconding to the Spanish coast,

a good number of businesses shut for

their staff summer break and

relatively few tourists pacing the

city’s squares. In return for braving

some blazing Castilian sunshine,

you’ll find fewer crowds in the

galleries, shorter queues in tapas bars

and a few local fiestas and street

parties for those stoic souls who

remain in town. One fine place to

cool down is the Hotel Urso – ideally

poised for exploring the bohemian

streets of the Malasaña

neighbourhood to the west and

the grand galleries of the Prado and

Thyssen Bornemisza to the south.

The hotel is a minor masterpiece

in itself, with originalArt Nouveau

stained glass, iron bannisters and

floral fabrics giving little suggestion

of its former life as a paper factory.

Guest rooms are just as handsome,

with high windows; lean over the

balustrade and people-watch over

the thoroughfares of the capital. 

Keep it cool in Madrid
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Hotel Urso is a three-minute

walk fromTribunal metro station.

Rates include breakfast in a leafy

atrium, and there’s a small spa

squirrelled away in the basement

(from £170; hotelurso.com).

Air Europa, BA, easyJet, Iberia,

Monarch, Norwegian and Ryanair

offer flights to Madrid from London,

Manchester, Edinburgh and other

UK cities (from £90; easyjet.com).

Take the metro from Madrid Barajas

Airport to the city centre in 15–30

minutes (from £4; metromadrid.es).

The trio of Madrid mini-fiestas in

August are the San Cayetano

Festival in Plaza de Cascorro, the

San Lorenzo Festival in the Lavapiés

neighbourhood andVirgen de la

Paloma Festival in La Latina district.

Taking place in quick succession, all

three entail processions, traditional

costumes, folk music galore and

lots of cooling lemonade (5–16 

August; esmadrid.com).

6

The atrium

at Madrid’s

Hotel Urso
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Life in the slow lane on Brittany’s canals
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Pick up your boat from the

Nicols base in Glénac. River boats

are available in different sizes

depending on the number in your

crew. The two-person Estivale Duo

starts from £580 for a weekend

hire, and has a separate bedroom

as well as kitchen facilities

(boat-renting-nicols.co.uk).

The quaint village of La Gacilly

is renowned for its arts and crafts,

Yves Rocher spa, botanical 

gardens and annual photo festival 

running until 30 September

(festivalphoto-lagacilly.com).

Glénac is seven miles from the

town of Redon, between the cities

of Nantes and Rennes. CityJet,

easyJet and Flybe serve Nantes

from UK airports (from £90;

easyjet.com), while Flybe also flies

to Rennes. Trains to Redon take

40 minutes from Rennes (from

£16) and 50 minutes from Nantes

(from £24; uk.voyages-sncf.com).

In 1811, Napoleon Bonaparte ordered

the construction of the Nantes-Brest

canal to protect his military supplies

and dodge the British lurking along

the Breton coastline, and it became

a thriving transport route.Today,

the tree-lined waterways offer a

somewhat slower and altogether less

warlike pace of life.There’s no better

way to explore them than at the

helm of your own vessel. No

experience is necessary on a Nicols

boating holiday; after a quick

induction, voyagers will soon be 

cruising gently through the fertile

countryside to a chorus of chirping

birds.A 34-mile round trip from the

inland fishing village of Glénac to the

medieval town of Malestroit, full of

half-timbered houses, is ideal for a

weekend break. Moor alongside

pretty riverside villages, explore

historical sites and pick up supplies

from local markets to enjoy onboard

on long summer evenings.Three

miles north from Glénac, the village

of La Gacilly is worth a detour with

its annual open-air photo festival.

7

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Poplars

along the Nantes-Brest canal;

photos on the walls of La Gacilly;

mooring up for lunch; a café on

Place du Bouffay in Malestroit 
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Make the most of the waning

summer by heading to an al fresco

banquet on a Cornish farm. The

brainchild of West Country

born-and-bred chef Benedict

Quinn, Woodfired Kitchen’s

Smokey Sundays are a series of

pop-up communal feasts held in

laid-back locations across the UK

– with a particular focus on the

southwest of England – which

showcase local ingredients through

the art of open-fire cooking. The

next event takes place at Padstow

Kitchen Garden, a four-acre estate

on the north Cornish coast,

renowned for the lovingly grown

veg that it supplies to Rick Stein’s 

Padstow restaurant and other

highly regarded eateries which

have transformed this fishing

village into one of Britain’s premier

culinary destinations. For this

cookout, Ben will collaborate with

chef-turned-head gardener Ross

Geach to create a seasonal spread,

featuring dishes such as smoked

padron peppers and Cornish beef

charred over oakwood – not to

mention fresh-off-the-boat

seafood for which the area is

famed. Guests can help pick the

produce or simply lounge back and

enjoy views of the fields rolling into

the Camel estuary. This is farm-to-

fork in the most literal sense. 

Follow the smoke signal
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Smokey Sunday is at Padstow

Kitchen Garden on 11 September.

For dates in Devon, London and

Somerset, see the website (£20;

woodfiredcanteen.co.uk).
Flybe flies to Newquay from

Birmingham, Glasgow, London

and other UK cities (from £100;

flybe.com). From there it’s a

half-hour taxi or 1½-hour bus. By

car, Padstow is three hours from

Bristol or five hours from London.

Sea Chalet is a b&b on the

edge of Padstow, with coastal

décor and Camel estuary views

(from £180 for two nights’

minimum stay; seachalet.com).

Head to Cornwall – or

more locations to be

announced – for a

Smokey Sunday

pop-up dining event 

Following a trail in the hills above 

Amorgos’s northwest coast

Grecian
rambles
Late summer in the Cyclades islands

guarantees skies as bright and blue

as the stripes on Greece’s national

flag, making it the perfect time for

leisurely hikes along a plethora of

coastal and mountain trails in this

archipelago. New for 2016, On Foot

Holidays’ two-island holiday

contrasts Naxos – including its old

town with whitewashed walls,

cobalt doors and tumbling pink

bougainvillea – with the less-visited,

seahorse-shaped Amorgos. On each

isle there’s a menu of walks to pick

from, with highlights including a

trundle alongAmorgos’s vista-laden

spine to a monastery built into a sea

cliff; and, on Naxos, an ascent of

Mount Zas (also called Mount Zeus),

the highest peak in the Cyclades.

After the day’s trek, opt for a dip in

theAegean’s waters or a refreshing

glass raised in honour of Dionysus,

the Ancient Greek god of wine. 

MAKE IT HAPPEN

On Foot Holidays’ seven-night 

self-guided Cycladic Islands

itinerary is priced from £410,

including accommodation, plus

breakfast on three of the days

(onfootholidays.co.uk).

Transport to and around the

islands is not included. Low-

season breaks of five or six nights

are also available (from £355).
Airlines including BA, easyJet

and Thomas Cook fly direct to

Santorini from UK airports until

late summer or autumn (from

£190; easyjet.com). From there

it’s a 1½-hour ferry to Naxos 

(from £70; seajets.gr).

8
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New chefs in the New Forest

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

The Forest Cabin on the estate;

seafood pasta made in a cooking

class; the shaded gardens at Lime

Wood; a cheese-board with port

and other accompaniments

MAKE IT HAPPEN

The rooms and suites at Lime

Wood Hotel are split between the

main house and separate lodges

and pavillions in the gardens (from

£347, late deals from £195;

limewoodhotel.co.uk). Dinner in

the hotel’s Hartnett Holder & Co

restaurant is open to non-guests,

with set lunch starting from £19.50.

The pop-up dinners, also open to

non-guests, cost from £75 and

include a welcome drink, nibbles 

and three courses.The next dinners

are hosted by Russell Norman on

30 September, Michel Roux Jr on

21 October and Mark Hix on 11

November, with further dates to be

announced. Book now to guarantee

a place.The Smoked & Uncut

festival runs on 21 August (£30).

Brockenhurst station is five miles

away, with trains from London

Waterloo (from £20; 1½ hours),

Southampton, Weymouth and

Poole (southwesttrains.co.uk).

Take one country-house hotel with

an award-winning chef presiding over

the restaurant and you’re guaranteed

a top weekend.Throw in the equally

decorated friends of the award-

winning chef, and you have yourself a

belter.Angela Hartnett is head chef

at Lime Wood Hotel, a Regency pile

ringed by woodland in the New

Forest.This year, she’s invited guest

chefs to host dinners on her turf:

night-long, communal affairs in a

private dining room. Russell Norman,

Michel Roux Jr and Mark Hix are up 

next, with dates running into

autumn. If you can’t wait that long,

there’s a summer festival at the hotel

this month, with bands and food

aplenty.There’s much to compel a

visit to Lime Wood outside of its

events. Spacious communal rooms

with deep sofas encourage maximum

lolling; the landscaped gardens

warrant a lazy amble; and there’s a

pool if some light activity is required.

The bedrooms are reason enough to

book a stay, their luxurious country-

styling making them hard to leave. 

10
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Great Escape
Embrace Cuban culture in Miami, before delving into the Everglades, where

panthers and black bears roam; next, drive south past sandbars and turquoise lagoons

to the state’s capital of rum-based fun Key West, recharge in the beach paradise of

Sanibel Island, before finishing in the manatee-rich waters ofCitrus County.

F L O R I D A

WORDS MIKE MACEACHERAN @MikeMacEacheran O  PHOTOGRAPHS JUSTIN FOULKES @justinfoulkes

The Green Parrot Bar marks

the end of US Highway 1 in

Key West, the southernmost

tip of the Florida Keys
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Plan your trip
1Begin in Miami 

with a trip to

Little Havana to

celebrate the city’s

Cuban culture with

cigars and salsa (p50).

2Take a knee-

deep walk into

the Everglades
swamplands, one of

the world’s most

ecologically-diverse 

forests (p52).

3Key West is

a non-stop party

in the south of Florida,

but it’s also a prime

spot to fuel up on

Caribbean food and

a drop of rum (p54).

4Fiery-hot

sunshine, pale

sand and swaying

royal palms – life slows 

down on the Gulf

Coast’s Sanibel 
Island (p56).

5The towns

of Citrus
County are home

to freshwater springs 

and endangered

manatees – the

backdrop for the

ultimate kayaking

adventure (p58).



ON THE ROAD

HOW TO GET THERE

In southern Florida all roads lead to

Miami, making it the most useful

entry point for this trip. BA and Virgin 

Atlantic fly daily from London

Heathrow, while Thomas Cook flies 

from Manchester (from £340;

thomascookairlines.com), while other

airlines including American, Delta and

United fly via other hub airports. Prior

to travelling to the US under the Visa

Waiver Program, most British travellers

must complete an ESTA travel

authorisation (£11; esta.cbp.dhs.gov).

HOW TO GET AROUND

Our suggestion for this itinerary is

to hire cars at Miami International

Airport and also at Southwest Florida

InternationalAirport in Fort Myers, near

Sanibel Island (from £30 per day; hertz.

com). Start by driving southwest from

Miami via the Everglades to Key West,

before taking a short 50-minute flight

to the Gulf Coast to complete the

second leg of the trip from Sanibel

Island north to Citrus County.A number

of carriers fly between between Key

West and Fort Myers, including Silver 

Airways (from £60 one way;

silverairways.com).The trip outlined

here involves no backtracking; sticking

behind the wheel instead would ensure

a 700-plus mile cross-state road trip.

HOW LONG TO SPEND

With paradise beaches, bountiful

nature and buzzing beach bars to

explore, Florida is to be savoured

slowly. It’s possible to complete this

route in just 10 days, but given the

long flight from the UK, a fortnight’s

trip will be far more rewarding. Nature

lovers will want to add an extra day or 

two in the Everglades and Citrus

County, while bar hounds could end

up frequenting the same rum joint  

in Key West for a week.

WHAT TO BUDGET

The US is a great country to visit for

budget-conscious travellers. Petrol is

dirt-cheap, food comes in mammoth

portions and is easy on the wallet, and 

national parks like the Everglades

charge a bargain one-off fee for a

seven-day visit. The real cost comes

from hotels, with rooms at three-star

boutiques costing from £75 per night

in low season – add £40–50 to that in

autumn and winter. For £75–100 a

day, it’s possible to eat at only the

best restaurants, drink in the hippest

cocktail bars and hire well-chosen,

informed guides for excursions and

boat trips. Factor in around an extra 

£20 a day for tipping.

WHEN TO GO

Peak season in the Sunshine State

is from March to August, when the

sun guarantees a golden tan and

temperatures can get fiendishly

hot in the high 30s. Summer also

coincides with the wet season from

July to September, when heavy

tropical storms hit the coast – the

same time as Orlando’s theme parks

peak with families beelining from

across the US and Europe. The cooler

low season runs from October to

December and is the best time to

spot manatees in the warm shallows 

of the southwest coast.

WHO CAN HELP

Audley Travel can arrange a series

of self-drive trips to Florida. A 14-

day coastal trip staying in a mix of

boutique hotels costs from £3,175

per person, including 13 nights’

accommodation and excursions 

(audleytravel.com).

HOW TO PLAN

For in-depth information, pick up

Lonely Planet’s Florida (£15.99). Find

more Florida tips at visitflorida.com 

and discoveramerica.com.

F L O R I D A
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Eat
Delicious Florida stone

crab is a remarkably

sustainable delicacy

– each time a crab

moults, its claws fall 

off to grow back

larger within weeks.

Read
Ernest Hemingway’s

To Have and Have Not,

written and set in Key

West. It tells the story

of reluctant smuggler 

Harry Morgan.

Bring
it back
There are no restrictions

on bringing Sanibel Island

shells back home, but the

collecting of live shells on

the island is outlawed.

Look out for
Snowbirds – those older,

often retired, citizens who

migrate south from the

colder northern United 

States in winter.

Drink
Cuban coffee. This Florida morning 

pick-me-up is a thick, maple-

coloured shot of goodness,

commonly served with a sweet

roll to soak up every last drop.

Say
‘South is more north and north is

more south’– which is Florida-speak
for the political, cultural and social
differences that divide the state.

Make friends
EndangeredWest Indian manatees

migrate to the warm springs of Citrus

County to escape winter and to mate

and birth their young. Here, you can

see these gentle giants up-close.
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The Chassahowitzka National 

Wildlife Refuge spreads over 

31,000 acres in and around 

northern Florida’s Citrus 

County, and is home to 

endangered manatees
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Paddle 
through  
a land of 
vivid 
colours...
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IT’S EARLY ON SUNDAY
morning and the day’s work has
begun in earnest. At four antique
wooden desks, men and women
are tightly rolling thinly pressed

cocoa-brown tobacco leaves by hand,
snipping the frayed edges with blades,
before placing each one into a cicada-
shaped mould. The air is bitterly thick,
a film noir fug of dry smoke and smouldering
match ends, the workshop furnished with
Havana Cola bottles, Catholic figurines,
and hundreds of stacked boxes, each one
bearing the stamp of the Cuba Tobacco
Cigar Company. Apart from the tin-crackle 
from a vintage radio playing merengue
hits, the only sound is the languorous,
measured puff of cigars.

‘My father introduced me to cigars when
I was seven,’ says owner Pedro Bello Jr, as he
strolls around the emporium’s shop floor,
proudly displaying sepia prints of the
family dynasty, which began in Havana in
1896. Transported to Miami after the
Cuban Revolution in 1959, Pedro explains,
the workshop remains the only Cuban-
seed cigar factory in the neighbourhood,
and the only one owned by a Havana
family. Sat outside on the pavement,
Pedro’s father Don Pedro Bello taps his
silver lighter in agreement, lighting up his
fifth cigar of the morning. He is dressed in
a trimmed Stetson and chalky double-cuff
shirt and his scuffed black shoes are flecked
with ash, his piercing eyes hazed-over with
smoke. In his breast pocket, a buckshot-
thick cigar pokes out for later, on its nib a
gold and maroon crest. ‘Hecho en Cuba,’ he 
whispers: made in Cuba.

Nostalgia for all things Latino is a
passion on Calle Ocho, or SW 8th Street.
Located west of downtown Miami, it is
a gathering point for the largest Hispanic
population in the States, where long-time
inhabitants, immigrants and fresh-off-the-
boat exiles refuse to shake off their
Caribbean identity. Since the ’60s, they
have shopped in fruterías, Latino record 
stores, and coffee bars where syrupy 

1. Miami
Head west of South Beach to Little Havana to meet cigar makers, domino

players, and musicians who practise the pastimes of their former homeland

thimbles of Herculean-strong espresso
still cost 20 pence.

Even today, the neighbourhood is far
from a museum; its most striking feature is
the undying devotion to modern Cuban art 
and culture. Walls are spray-painted in
two-storey high murals dedicated to
peacock-like singers and revolutionaries,
galleries showcase contemporary sculptors
and artists, and a permanent installation of 
rainbow-painted fibreglass roosters
marshals Calle Ocho in the scorching
yellow sun. Behind the shopfront of
arcades, sun-dappled backstreet balconies
are hung with laundry and the stripes and
five-pointed star of the unfurled Cuban
flag. It is an area anointed by Catholic
churches, where bells peal out all Sunday
afternoon. Here, the lingua franca for priests
and prayers is reservedly Cuban-Spanish.

Just along the street at the buzzy Máximo
Gómez Domino Park, morning service has
finished and tensions are beginning to
simmer. Blinking, sun-wrinkled men in
their Sunday best – Panama hats, tucked-
in shirts, perfumed barbershop shaves –
competitively slap down cracked dominoes
with tobacco-stained fingers. They squat
on stools, gesticulating wildly around
discoloured plastic tabletops. At the most
lively, the air smells of strong coffee and
embers from furiously stubbed-out cigars.
One player, his ego bruised, walks off in
disgust, falling dominoes rattling and
clacking at his side in the sharp midday
light. Eyebrows are raised around the
concrete yard, but the victor smiles,
knowing he has won bragging rights for
the rest of the day.

A few doors down, in the shadow of a Bay
of Pigs memorial – an enduring symbol of
Cuban resistance – the pace has slowed
completely. It is time for lazy mid-afternoon
mojitos at La Esquina de la Fama, a
restaurant specialising in the kind of faded
charm found in Havana’s Vieja or Miramar
neighbourhoods. Dressed in a suit, tie and
fedora, Ángel Zollo Perera is entertaining
a table of Nicaraguans with down-tempo 

boleros and Latino pop on a steel-string
skiffle guitar. The singer rasps out a kazoo
intro on a piece of folded leaf pressed
between his lips, before muddling the
words, and bursting into a chorus hook.

Later, the drinkers will be in the mood
for the more upbeat syncopated horn
blasts and rattly timbale drums of Little
Havana’s salsa clubs, but they resolutely
toast and join in with the old Cuban’s easy
swing nonetheless, a brotherly sign of
Latino solidarity and camaraderie. For 
now, an enthusiastic rendition of
Guantanamera will have to do.

F L O R I D A

Only a few steps from the vintage lifeguard 

cabanas of South Beach, Townhouse is a

boutique hotel first built in 1939, now rebooted

with stripped-back, minimalist rooms. Explore

the Art Deco buildings on nearby Ocean Drive, or

settle in for sunbathing and sunset cocktails on

the rooftop garden.The lobby doubles up as a hip

sushi bar and it’s a popular location for magazine 

shoots (from £80; townhousehotel.com).

The Cuba Tobacco Cigar Company is in

Little Havana, Miami. The shop is open every

day from 10am–6pm (1528 Southwest 8th 

Sreet; cubatobaccocigarco.com). 

Essentials

An easy two-hour drive west along Highway

41 – also known as the Tamiami Trail – takes

you from Little Havana, Miami into the swampy 

depths of the Everglades National Park.
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Mojitos are served with a

stick of sugarcane at

La Esquina de la Fama.  

A wall mural lets you know

you’re in Little Havana.

RIGHT A worker at the Cuba

Tobacco Cigar Company 

A game of dominoes 

takes shape at

Máximo Gómez

Domino Park.

LEFT Guitarist and

local celebrity Ángel 

Zollo Perera
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2. Everglades National Park
Pull on your rubber boots to seek out Florida panthers, 

black bears and wildflowers in the largest subtropical 

swamp in North America

C
APTAIN BRUCE HITCHCOCK 
creeps through the sticky, 
waist-high bog, splotched 
light illuminating the swamp 
around him. ‘It’s creepy isn’t 

it?’ he whispers. Mysterious, unsettling 
fruit bat squeals echo beneath the telephone 
pole tall trees, but Bruce wades on through 
the soup-thick wash unfazed, his boots 
squelching, his camouflage trousers 
mud-splattered from the slog. He is hunting 
for the rare ghost orchid, a silky floral wisp 
that hides among the olive-green blur of 
strangler figs, creepers and hardwood 
bower thickets of Fakahatchee Strand 
Preserve State Park, a thread of backcountry 
forested swamp in the Everglades. 

Around him, blue-faced dragonflies 
hover and the morning dew settles on 
pond apple and bald cypress stumps that 
grow out of the water. ‘I normally carry a 
pistol,’ he says, scanning the waters and 
tightening his jungle pack, the buckle 
decorated with an enormous alligator 
tooth, which he wrestled from its carcass. 
‘Someday it might save my life, but I left  
it back in the Jeep.’

Mapping this uncharted wilderness is 
Captain Bruce’s business. Fakahatchee 
Strand is an area so impenetrable and 
overgrown it can only be navigated on  
foot, and having spent the past 20 years 
cataloguing rare species of perfume-
scented orchids and flowering bromeliads, 
he knows the wetlands better than most. 
The Florida panther can catch hikers 
off-guard, he says, the elusive American  
big cat slinking with penetrating, restless 
purpose between bushes and trees, its 
predator’s eye fixed on nervous, tawny-
coloured Key deer. Then there are 
imperilled species such as Florida black 
bears and the American crocodile, both 
silent wraiths in the swamplands. It pays, 
he adds, to be on alert. Spiders’ webs are 
the size of silky hammocks and there are 
other unseen residents like mink, bobcats, 
and alligators nearby.

Covering a sprawling 2,344 square miles,
the Everglades is of such epic proportions, 
it feels like the Amazon of North America 
– a shallow, seasonally flooded depression 
of shrubs and wildlife. The largest 
wilderness area east of the Mississippi 
River, it sits on the edge of southern 

Florida with a resilience that would make 
its original inhabitants, the pre-Columbian 
Native Americans, proud. Within this vast 
maze of channels lies Fakahatchee, the 
largest and least developed of Florida’s 
state parks, a 20-mile long, key-shaped 
slough where Miccosukee and Seminole 
Native Americans first lived as far back  
as 2,500 years. Legend also tells of the 
mythical skunk ape, a southern relative  
of the Bigfoot and Sasquatch, a mangrove-
dwelling woolly ape and beast more 
Creature from the Black Lagoon than Tarzan.

Lunchtime nears and anxiety rises: time 
is running out and walking any farther 
would ensure a trek back in the fading 
light. As Bruce continues to pick his way 
through the puddles and ponds, a soft 
chirruping adds to the forest chorus and  
he pauses, smiling softly, in front of a knot 
of red maple and pop ash trees. On their 
trunks bloom a cornucopia of flowers: a 
secret garden of round-edged clamshells, 
stiff-flowered stars, and night-scented 
wildflowers. From a distance, the orchids 
appear drab at first, plainly-dressed 
silhouettes unnoticed on the side of the 
trees. But when they catch the sunlight, 
their violent pink and purple tendrils 
flicker to life, like oil on water. There are 
no ghost orchids today, but it’s  
a florid bounty nonetheless.

On the road out, the skies darken as a
bank of clouds descends and wildfowl
– white ibis, egrets, blue herons – seek
shelter in the water-deep shade of the
Ten Thousand Islands National Wildlife
Refuge, the salt marsh prairie on the
western edge of the Everglades’ ecosystem.
Soaring, swarming, diffusing in the
brooding sky, they streak across the
horizon like a stain.

As suddenly as they appear, the
wildfowl are gone, falling from the
charcoal sky and funnelling downwards
into tufts of hardwood royal palms that fan
out from the refuge’s watchtower. The
cackling is momentous, a ceaseless racket
that’ll ring long into the night, the birds
barely visible, now wrapped in shadow.

Located on the edge of the park, Everglades 

Historical Bed & Breakfast has doubles with 

four-poster beds and creaky floorboards (from 

£76; evergladeshistoricalbedandbreakfast.com).

A car permit for Everglades National Park 

costs £13 (nps.gov/ever). Fakahatchee Strand  

is open daily (FloridaStateParks.org). Swamp 

walks can be booked with Captain Bruce 

Hitchcock at EvergladesArea Tours (from £75  

per person; evergladesareatours.com).

Essentials

Turn east to meet Highway 1 for a dramatic change of 

scenery as you head south to Key West. The 4½-hour 

journey goes through mangrove corridors, across 

causeways, and over a seven-mile-long bridge.



Sometimes called the ‘river  

of grass’, the Florida Everglades 

is one of the most extensive 

and complex wetland 

ecosystems in the world

Alligators are an 

important part  

of the Everglades 

ecosystem
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Florida panthers are 

occasionally spotted  

in the park.  

RIGHT Captain Bruce 

Hitchcock has been a 

guide in the Everglades 

for 27 years
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AS THE SAYING IN KEY
West goes, ‘they shook the
United States and all the
nuts fell to the bottom,’ and
this afternoon the beach

town seems determined to bring every last 
coconut out onto the streets.

It’s an oven-hot day, songbirds trilling
in the gumbo trees, and the crackerjack
characters of Duval Street are on parade
with their toy dogs. A man in sequinned
hot pants trots past with his bouffant
poodle, a pair of gaudy sunglasses propped
on its muzzle, while across the street, a
lobster-pink Ernest Hemingway lookalike,
shirt open to a paunch midriff and straw 
Panama hat slanted over his brow,
sluggishly trips his way into Sloppy Joe’s
bar carrying a wrinkly pug. He orders the 
first rum-laced daiquiri of the day, a
symptom of ‘Keys disease’, a malaise that
sees people come for work or vacation and 
have so much fun they never leave.

Key West is ripe with these kinds of
stories. In the heyday of the late 1800s,
wreck-salvaging and conch and turtle
markets thrived bringing a squall of
migrants from across the United States, the
Bahamas and Cuba, all of whom never left.
Then came the huge shrimping fleets of the
1950s. The town’s fortune was built on this
pink gold, paving the way for bars that
look like shipwrecks today. Cafés are
draped in antique fishing nets and
restaurants are built into the prows of
damaged schooners, each a waterfront
living room with views of the snooker-
chalk blue coastal shallows.

Holidaymakers may come and go, but
Key West’s age-old traditions survive and
it remains fiercely proud of its heritage. 
The air is rich with the currency of
trap-caught seafood: wild stone crab,
clams, oysters and pungent, just-picked
tropical fruits. ‘Key West has a hidden
story that most people miss,’ says island
guide Analise Smith, as she tucks into a
smokey fish taco with slaw. ‘The way to
understand its history is through its food.’

Afterwards, skirting Key West’s 16-block
Bahamian community, she lists the town’s 
influences, a jigsaw puzzle of Cuban,
Spanish and Creole, weaving in and out of
restaurants and leafy, banyan tree-tangled 

3. Key West
It’s notorious for its party hard attitude, but there is another way to explore 

– through the island’s history of Creole food and rum cocktails

garden cafés where pecking roosters and
slouching iguanas shelter from the lemony
sun. Lunch is running late, and locals sit
down to dishes tied to stories of survival
and endurance. Chewy conch fritters –
ground-up sea snails with flour – and
stewed Cuban pork and caramelised
plantains are a key to memories of exile
and hardship, the pineapple-yellow key
lime meringues a legacy from Florida
sponge fishermen who first created them
with the only ingredients they had to
hand. Even at sea, Analise explains, there 
was time for comfort food.

Walking deeper into the former immigrant
neighbourhood, rows of raised-up
speakeasies and historic ‘shotgun’ houses
line the street, designed so the front and
back doors were flushed to the right to help 
air circulate in the heat of summer. As
Analise explains, they were so-named
because rum bootleggers in the 1920s once
shot their pistols straight through the open
doors during the island’s prohibition raids.
‘We never produced the liquor ourselves,’
she adds, shielding her eyes from the sun. 
‘We just smuggled it in.’

Bootlegging has since vanished, but the
smell of molasses and sugarcane filters the
air across town at the First Legal Key West
Rum Distillery, a brick-red former Coca-Cola 
bottling plant where chief distiller Paul
Menta experiments with ingredients such as
tannin-rich red wine, chocolate and spices.
In one corner, next to a polished copper and 
brass vat with a swirling glitter-ball
attached, he shows off his latest project,
a batch of saltwater-soaked barrels. Inside,
the cloudy, aged rum is spiked with bitter
Spanish key lime picked from his friend’s
back garden. It’s raw and unfiltered yet
intensely sweet, a homage to the island’s
misfits. ‘We’re distilling rock-star style,’
he boasts, pushing a mop of straggly curls
back under his cap. ‘People say don’t do
that, follow the straight line, but this is Key
West dude, no matter what I make, someone
is going to drink it.’ Hedonism, says Paul, 
runs through Key West’s DNA.

Soon night has fallen, the hazy sun
mellowing below the horizon, and
downtown has shaken off the day’s rum
stupor. Tonight, the search for the definitive
saloon bar begins again at the intersection 

of Southard and Whitehead Streets, where 
a thronging crowd is squeezing its way
through the doors and slatted louvre
windows into the Green Parrot, the first
and last bar on US Highway 1. It is a riot of
blurred ladies in polka dot dresses and 
men dancing in felt trilbies, the bar
decorated with whatever customers have 
left behind from the night before.

On stage, under whirring ceiling fans
and a rich glow of mint-green lights, a
six-piece 1950s rockabilly band begins to
shake the tin roof to its foundations. Drums
pound and the bass line echoes across the
neighbourhood. Good times run deep here,
despite the occasional need for a morning-
after shot of rum to help kickstart the day.

F L O R I D A

With bay views away from the hullabaloo of

downtown, The Inn at Key West is a laid-back

affair with the largest swimming pool on the

island. It has a botanical garden’s worth of foliage

out the back, as well as the Oasis Café &Tiki Bar,

where sozzled sunbathers wrinkle-away in the

sun (from £100; theinnatkeywest.com). Handily,

it is also adjacent to the king of Key West seafood

joints: The Stoned Crab (ibisbayresort.com).

KeyWest FoodTours last for three-hours

(£50; keywestfoodtours.com), while KeyWest

First Legal Rum Distillery offers free tours at 

3pm Mon–Sat (keywestlegalrum.com).

Essentials

Return the rental car at Key West International

Airport, before taking a 50-minute flight bound

for Fort Myers, the jumping-off point for the  

short 40-minute drive to Sanibel Island.



A vendor at Mallory 

Square advertises  

a Key West speciality

A bean and avocado  

taco is lunch at Andy’s 

Cabana, in Bahama Village. 

RIGHT Piña coladas in progress

Crab claws on ice at  

The Stoned Crab.  

LEFT Happy hour in the 

Schooner Wharf Bar,  

by the docks

A performance at the Green 

Parrot bar. RIGHT Guide 

Annalise Smith in front of a 

Cuban-inspired wall mural

The nightly Sunset 

Celebration sees food carts 

and performers congregate 

at Mallory Square Dock

Caribbean clapboard 

architecture in  

Key West’s Bahama 

Village District
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IT’S BARELY AFTER DAYBREAK, 
yet most of the residents of Sanibel 
seem to be awake. Shutters are 
flung open, bleached, wood-clad 
cabins lie empty, and shards of 

golden sunshine streak across the sky, the 
silhouettes of sabal palms and spiked agaves 
gathering on Tarpon Bay Beach.

Dressed in typical attire of Hawaiian 
shirts and baggy shorts, the locals are on the 
march. With heads bowed and backs bent, 
shuffling along the sand like castaways, they 
stop every few metres to pick up shells from 
the high-tide line, before examining them 
closely and placing them into canvas bags.

One of the beachcombers shrieks – she’s 
found a bay scallop – and the others look up 
briefly, smiling if a bit jealous, then return to 
their hunched positions. To the outsider it’s 
an odd scene, but is a daily snapshot of the 
phenomenon dubbed the Sanibel Stoop.

Few islands inspire such devotion. Seen 
on a map, it’s a sculpted barrier, shielding 

4. Sanibel Island
The slow pace of life on the Gulf Coast islands is a beachcomber’s dream, 

and paradise is only ever a shell’s throw away

the mainland from the sea. To the north lie 
freshwater marshes and tidal flats where 
birdwatchers spy on flamingoes and 
pelicans; to the south, a singular arc of 
beach meets a carpet of shells settled in the 
shallows of the Gulf of Mexico. With each 
high tide, the shells creep up the strand to 
the delight of collectors.

Among them is Stefanie Wolf, a marine 
biologist and guide from the island’s 
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum. 
‘This is a spiny jewel box,’ she says, turning 
over a spiky, off-white shell in her hands. 
‘There are plenty of great finds here, but you 
need local knowledge. It’s like looking for 
strange shapes in the clouds, you only see 
what you can understand.’

As she picks her way along the sands, she 
introduces some of the island’s most highly- 
prized finds: a rare junonia, a cone-shaped 
shell with giraffe-hide markings; a kitten’s 
paw, a fan-shaped skeleton worth upwards 
of £120; and a sunburnt husk once home to 

the meanest predator around, the Florida 
horse conch. ‘You might laugh,’ she says, 
‘but it’s warfare for the molluscs inhabiting 
the shells. They’re carnivores, so they fight 
for survival every day.’

Other shells scattered along the island’s 
western shore have even more fabulous 
names, a testament to the overactive 
imaginations of shellers. None are more 
vivid than Stefanie’s favourites; the 
chestnut turban, the coffee bean trivia,  
the lettered olive, the buttercup lucine  
and the ponderous ark. 

The beach is only one part of Sanibel’s 
appeal, the pace of life justified by street 
signs reading ‘no golf carts on roads’, and 
‘gopher tortoise crossing’. It is so quiet, it 
would be safe to shoot a pirate’s cannon 
down the high street. In town, antique stores 
lead islanders in flip-flops and floral dresses 
down memory lane. They browse in 
clapboard stores like Tuttles Sea Horse Shell 
Shop on Periwinkle Way, a single-storey 



Blind Pass Beach, on the 

western end of Sanibel Island, is 

a popular spot for shelling. 

ABOVE Stefanie Wolf with a 

lightning whelk shell
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Robinson Crusoe shack, filled with brightly
coloured buoys, rigging and booty.

At the eastern tip of the island it is a
similar story. A series of boardwalks lead
through tangled bush to washboard-rutted
beach lanes and the base of a historic iron
skeleton lighthouse, a steampunk fantasy
built in 1884. Visitors on rented bikes stop
by to idle in the foaming surf, or to watch
snapper fishermen spool-in dinner from the
jetty at sunset. Later, the shellers are back
out in force, hunkered down beneath tall
cypresses bowing in the breeze, seeking out
a grand finale for the day. At times, it feels
like all of Sanibel is tuned into the tides.

Dusk begins to settle, a magical full moon
rising above the ocean swells, and the locals
return to what they do best: eating, idling,
and napping, before an early rise tomorrow.
The cicadas stir into a rhythmic hum, and
as twilight falls, a handful of turtles flip-flop
onto the northern strand-line to nest. The
islanders snooze on regardless, dreaming
long into the night.
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The oldest hotel on Sanibel, the beachfront 

Island Inn, opened in 1895 and has lost none of 

its original charm. Located at the southernmost 

point of the island, its cottages and cabana 

studios are scattered between palm groves, with 

some overlooking a dip-in pool and stretch of 

private beach. Former owners Will and Harriet 

Matthews started the island’s first Shell Fair, and 

it remains a hub of beachcombing activity every 

March (from £95; islandinnsanibel.com).

Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum 

is open daily 10am–5pm (£7; shellmuseum.org). 

Bikes to tour Sanibel can be hired from Billy’s 

Rentals (from £10 a day; billysrentals.com).

Essentials

From Sanibel, it is a 230-mile drive north across  

the causeway via Tampa to Citrus County, where 

kayaking adventures with endangered manatees 

await you.
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NEXT MONTH

Great Escape: THE CYCLADES

MIKE MACEACHERAN is a freelance writer
based in Edinburgh. He loved Florida but was
not so keen on all the bugs he encountered.

WATCH OUT FOR GATORS,’
says nature guide Dennis
Blauer, as he casts his
kayak out from the beach in
the pre-dawn light. ‘If you 

see ’em coming, we’ll need to boogie.’
It’s a hazy, out-of-focus morning, diffused

light filters through the trees, the riverlands
ahead wrapped in mist and the languid limbs
of Spanish moss. He paddles with soft
strokes, cocking an ear to one side, listening 
intently for surface movement, alert to
ripples and swells on the mirror-like water.
On either side is a half-drowned world of
primordial forest, cycad ferns and vine-
strangled laurel oak.

Moments later, a huge splash disturbs the
forest calm, rocking the kayaks, before dying
out with a ghostly echo. It’s a silver-grey
mullet breaching the surface, Dennis points
out, one of a number of creatures capable of
delivering an early morning wake-up call on
the Chassahowitzka River. ‘Gators,’ he adds, 
‘won’t tell you they’re coming.’

Located 15 miles from the town of Crystal
River, the Chassahowitzka River is a vast
freshwater spring that funnels its way
through southwestern Citrus County,
creating a web of creeks, mangrove swamps
and tidal channels, before snaking its way to
the sea and emptying out into the Gulf of
Mexico. It’s part of the Chassahowitzka 

5. Citrus County
Launch your kayak into the backwaters of a crystal-clear freshwater spring  

and, with a bit of luck, you’ll spot a manatee

National Wildlife Refuge, so-named because
the area’s original inhabitants, the tribal
Seminole Native Americans, saw the river
basin as the ‘land of hanging pumpkins’,
a delta where the trees were once dripping 
with ribbed orange fruit.

It is also an area renowned for its diverse 
terrain, sky-high vegetation and varied
wildlife. Bald eagles, scarlet-capped
woodpeckers and ink-black anhinga –
known as snake-birds for their long, sinuous 
necks – flit above the treetops. In the
hyacinth-strewn waters, predators such as
river otters, alligators and venomous snakes
hunt river fish by stealth. It’s as if the whole 
delta is on the move, the peak of the
morning’s traffic jam. ‘We may bump into a
big momma water moccasin snake,’ Dennis
advises. ‘Stay close, that critter’ll kill you.’

Around a bend in the river, he sculls past
a moored houseboat tethered to the bank, an
idyllic picture of life on the bayou. On its
front deck, a heavy-lidded dog snoozes
while an old-timer, in a vest and scruffy
baseball cap, fishes for mangrove snapper
from a rocking chair, his line tugging in the
current. Furrowed roots and knotted weeds
wrap around his floating house as though
trying to drag it under. It’s a reminder of how 
fragile the whole ecosystem is. In some
years, the muddy banks are under siege, 
wholly submerged in water.

As Dennis paddles up a narrow channel 
overhung with canopies burdened by
lichen, he describes the peculiar geological 
quirks of Citrus County, likening it to a
gigantic petrified sponge. Subterranean
water, he explains, percolates down from
the swamps of Georgia, creating a colossal
underground aquifer system. Reaching
Florida, it then breaks for the surface,
discharging into hundreds of finger-like
freshwater springs, sinkholes, cataracts and 
moonshine-clear rivulets.

Such topography also explains why
Florida’s Gulf Coast has become a refuge for 
the endangered West Indian manatee,
making it one of the few places where it is
possible to see the sea giants in the wild.
Drawn in from the brackish estuaries in
winter, the herbivores move between
extremes of salinity, migrating to warm
spring-fed waters inland to bathe and feed
on abundant supplies of feathery eel grass.

By the time Dennis finishes his story, the
canopy has thinned out to reveal a small,
enclosed water hole. He manoeuvres his 

canoe into the clearing, dappled light falling 
onto the spring’s surface. ‘Look, nervous
water,’ he cries, pointing to sudden wrinkles 
that appear in front of his kayak.

Then, a bulbous, yawning head pops up,
followed by a smooth roll of grey skin and
the watery slap of an oar-shaped tail-fin.
Momentarily, a manatee puts up a flipper,
right by the kayak, as if asking for a belly
rub. Part-hidden in shadow below, a calf
appears in silhouette, before sinking back
into the deep. ‘A mother and baby,’ he says. 
‘Would you believe our luck?’

Soon after, a gator is on the move on the
opposite bank, its muscular tail vanishing 
from sight with a swish of leaves. It’s a
fleeting encounter, but one that underlines
the beautiful, if ephemeral nature of the
Floridian ecosystem. The manatees have
vanished, and Dennis guides his kayak 
back to dry land, and to safety.

A waterside location is a must in Crystal River,

the main point for kayaking trips in Citrus County.

Few are better placed than the Plantation on

Crystal River, a hotel on a jut of land poking into 

the manatee-inhabited waters of King’s Bay.

Designed like a Southern plantation house, it has

a lagoon-style swimming pool and the West 82

Bar & Grill, a popular restaurant with craft beer

on tap (from £85; plantationoncrystalriver.com).

Kayaks can be hired at Chassahowitzka River

Campground, the launch point for excursions

into Chassahowitzka National Wildlife Refuge

(from £23 per day; chassahowitzkaflorida.com).

Essentials



The wildlife-rich

Chassahowitzka River is

best explored by kayak.

OPPOSITE A cormorant spreads

its wings in the Chassahowitzka

National Wildlife Refuge
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Italy 

The fishing town ofTellaro,

perched on a cliff above

the Gulf of La Spezia, has

been a lure for poets and

artists for centuries

in
miniature
The little-known region of Lunigiana offers all the
ingredients for a classic Italian holiday – sparkling
coast, authentic food and pretty hill-top towns – 
but without the crowds
WORDS ANTONIA QUIRKE O  PHOTOGRAPHS MATT MUNRO



A stack of ‘amor’ pastries, a

speciality of the Pasticceria

degli Svizzeri, in Pontremoli.

RIGHT Café seating under

the 18th-century arches

Matteo Pugolotti is

the youngest in a

family of cheesemakers.

LEFTA side street in the

town of Pontremoli
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YOU MAY NOT HAVE HEARD OF

Lunigiana. A historical territory that

straddles Tuscany and Liguria, it is – like

its name – an anachronism. A landscape

of Apennine peaks leading down to the

Magra River valley, filled with forest,

meadowland and over 100 castles. Standing

sentinel over narrow villages, these castles

show that Lunigiana was historically fought 

over, though it now feels somehow

forgotten. It hasn’t been a fashionable place 

to visit since the 19th century, when

Romantic writers in residence – such as

Shelley and Byron – earned its coast the

nickname the Gulf of Poets. Neither was

this region ever intensively farmed. Its

power lies in its greenness and immense

quiet, and in its imagination with local

ingredients like chestnut and nettle. Every

homegrown thing here is cherished: from

dried sage leaves the size of book pages

to kumquats turned into liqueur. Such

techniques born of frugality have, with the

slow-food movement, seen a return. Back,

too, are Lunigiana’s people, after a century

of emigration – renovating old farms into

agriturismi, bringing new visitors to a place 

that still seems a little lost in time.

Feast
on Italian  
cuisine
(with a twist)
BREAD, OLIVE OIL AND WINE ARE AS
revered in Lunigiana as elsewhere in Italy,
but here this culinary holy trinity tastes
different. The bread might be made of
chestnut flour, or with water from hill
streams. The oil has a dark damp-greenness,
and the white Vermentino wine is
distinctively dry: the clean taste, perhaps,
of volcanic rock. Lunigiana was the first
region in Italy with DOP (local origin
guaranteed) status, and people here
distrust food of which they do not know 
the provenance. Local dishes, while
essentially Tuscan, reflect Lunigiana’s
geography as a border region. All the
armies, merchants and pilgrims who passed
through are to be found in its food – pesto
with pine nuts in the Genoese style, or the 
devoted curing of hams from Parma.

But some foods are resolutely
Lunigianese, such as the testaroli. In an
outhouse in the town of Pontremoli,
master-maker Lorenzo Garigali devotes his
days to this region-wide staple – a kind of
pancake meets pasta eaten drenched in
butter and cheese or pesto, and originally
invented for men working in the woods.
In Lorenzo’s ‘black kitchen’, aged, sooty,
cast-iron pans set over open flames radiate
heat into the room. ‘I cook in the same way
my grandparents did,’ he says with pride.

There is a very conscious reclaiming of
culinary traditions in Lunigiana, people
returning to rebuild dilapidated family
farms, rear animals, and produce food the
old way – embracing the ideals of slow 
food. Lorenzo cooks as if under the
influence of a meditative spell, moving each
testarolo through the various stages of heat, 
unfurling with slim fingers the dried
chestnut leaves he uses as baking paper.
‘I only ever pick the leaves on the first full
moon of September,’ he says earnestly,
laying fine, sweet-smelling beech branches
on his fire. This faith in the lunar calendar,
to guide the sewing of seeds or harvesting of 
crops, was once routine in Lunigiana.

Many dishes here sound conjured from
a whimsical story, and local fairytales 

often involve feasts appearing like magic. 
The best cooking in Lunigiana is herb-
based: wild mushrooms and nettles make 
their way into ravioli; pimpernel and
borage into pies. Food is celebrated at
agriturismi like La Luna di Quarazzana,
in a hamlet that’s home to just 12 people.
It is a verdant place, dotted with deep
pools filled by the nearby Rosario river.

Luna di Quarazzana’s organic kitchen
garden is similarly green: a patchwork of
peppermint and sage. Moving among the
crops is Ilaria Bacherini, who runs the
agriturismo with her husband Stefano.
A donkey follows her adoringly as she
gathers mela rotella, a flat variety of apple
that she will simmer into a jelly for cold
meat. Ilaria hosts cooking lessons in her
kitchen, where she gently works pasta
dough to serve with fresh marjoram, and
rolls gnocchi made using homegrown
potatoes. ‘Everything here grows so large
and intense,’ she says, podding broad beans.
‘These are so big and sweet I like to serve
them raw, with salami: the perfect starter.’
In the evening, the Bacherinis gather their
guests for a convivial, candle-lit supper. The
ingredients for each course come from the
garden, and dinner is served around one
long table to a thrilled round of applause. 



A cake made from sweet

chestnut flour and baked in

a pan over open flames.

OPPOSITE Lorenzo Garigali

stacking fresh testaroli
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Ilaria Bacherini makes

pappardelle in the garden

of her agriturismo La Luna  

di Quarazzana
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A medieval castle belonging to

the Malaspina family dominates

the village of Fosdinovo, in the

province of Massa
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Visithill-top 
villages
andcastles
BALANCING ON A ROCKY SPUR, A
little commune huddles in the skirts of
a Gormenghastian medieval fortress:
Castello di Fosdinovo, seat of the
Malaspina family. In the early morning,
fine tendrils of mist still linger along
Fosdinovo village’s deep alleys, ever-
shadowed by the castle’s ramparts. Quiet 
streets begin to fill with the sound of
waking children’s voices, purling through
open windows. A cock crows in a little
garden, which spills over the edge of the
village in an avalanche of buttercups.  
The walls of the castle are thickly
embedded with flowers, some of them
rare and exotic – seeds transported here 
from Africa on sirocco winds.

The castle’s housekeeper shuffles past
dungeons and a row of cherry trees to open
the doors. Anybody who stays in Castello
di Fosdinovo’s b&b is given a set of keys,
and left to negotiate the cool, mossy smell
of its many terraces and ramparts. Roaming
the rooms, guests will stumble upon piles 
of old cannonballs and cabinets of
curiosities, Crusade-era beds studded with
carved pomegranates and frescoes of the
crucified Christ. Dante stayed here for a
long while in 1306, writing some stanzas
of his Inferno while parlaying the peace
between various warring Malaspinas.

Situated on what seem like a thousand 
inaccessible crags, Lunigiana’s many
castles speak of the region’s rich hinterland
of conflicts and scraps: from the endless
procession of foreign armies on their way 
south to sack Rome, to the villainous
plotting of brother against brother.

There are noisier villages than
Fosdinovo (you will find only a few
restaurants here) and the larger, livelier
towns have all the usual Tuscan fizz: busy
markets and music festivals, street theatre,
walking pilgrims, and the blithe pealing  

of church bells. But they all feature a
particularly brooding castle or fortress,
and always the unique combination of
buildings painted in terracotta and yellows 
(very Ligurian) and yet with rustic,
over-hanging roofs (very Tuscan).

At the entrance to the busy town of
Pontremoli, ancient stone gates are piled
high with bales of hay. Coffee drinkers sit
outside the Pasticceria degli Svizzeri,
forking dainty little cream confectionery
sprinkled with crushed amoretti: amor
cakes. In the market across the square the
Pugolotti family sell cheese from a van
as crowds mill and mooch. ‘People are
always coming to us with their cheeses!’
says the family’s youngest son, 24-year-old 
Matteo, of the various local producers
passing by and asking him to taste their
wares. Matteo’s parents haggle with
customers and gossip, their faces uplit
by the radiant yellows of their Parmesans
and the cobbles that glimmer after a quick 
cleansing of summer rain. Swallows 
swoop low to wash themselves
momentarily, as the afternoon mellows 
towards its close.
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ANTONIA QUIRKE is a film and travel writer 

and a contributor to BBC Radio 4’s Pick of  

the Week and BBC One’s Film 2016. 

Lunigiana’s winding roads edge along high 
walls mysteriously bursting with flowers, 
as though the volcanic rock were moist 
and living. These mountain-hewn 
passageways give a curious echo to the 
voices of cyclists negotiating an endless 
succession of bends. Using the electric 
power of an e-bike, it’s possible to soar 
effortlessly up the terrace-groved hills 
before freewheeling back down to the sea.

Lunigiana’s best stretch of coast, the Gulf 
of Poets, is a lesson in primary colours: 
water as blue as campanula flowers and 
cheerfully painted houses strung along the 
shore under the sun’s golden glare. D H 
Lawrence worked on Lady Chatterley’s 
Lover here, in the village of Tellaro. Perched 
on a Ligurian cliff, its square bursts with 
purple plumbago, and wafts of ripe fig pass 
over those gazing down at the sea. Fellow 
exile Lord Byron once swam five miles 
here, though he probably underestimated 
the challenge; with such clarity of light, 
distances are deceptive. From the high 
viewpoint at the village of Montemarcello, 
the sand below feels oddly within reach.  

Shifting floral scents embrace cyclists as 
the coastal road snakes through a string of 
villages. Modest San Terenzo is the one poet 
Percy Shelley chose, and his house still 
stands. Today, painted huts enliven the 
beach in front of Villa Shelley, a plaque 
marking how Mary Godwin ‘anxiously 
waited’ for her husband to return from a 
boat trip in 1822. He never did. On the 
nearby rocks today is a solitary fisherman, 
trying patiently for orata and spigola (bream 
and bass). The water here is unusually deep. 
‘You get high waves, but also tropical fish 
and the bluest calm,’ says walker Carola 
Haupt. ‘It’s mysterious; you can’t stop 
looking at the sea.’ Most days the beach is 
quiet: teenagers loll in warm shallows and 
babies pat sand from buckets.

Further along the shore, in the town of 
Lerici, families lunch in cafés on a marina, 
sunning themselves to the sound of rocking 
hulls and clapping masts. Others queue for 
ricotta ice cream, police indulging the 
parking chaos as people run in and out of 
gelateria Cono o Coppetta. There seems an 
unspoken agreement that the pursuit of ice 
cream should never result in a ticket.

Explore the 
Gulf of Poets
by bike



The town of Lerici, looking 

towards the marina and the 

12th-century Castello di Lerici, 

which once controlled the 

entrance to the Gulf of La Spezia
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GETTINGTHERE

Airlines such as BA, easyJet and

Ryanair fly from the UK to Pisa,

an hour’s drive from the town of

Lerici (from £95; ryanair.com).

Alternatively, fly to Genoa or

Florence for a similar price,

both about 90 minutes away.

GETTING AROUND

A car is essential to navigate the

remote, winding roads that pass

through Lunigiana’s landscapes.

The usual companies operate at

airports (week-long hire from

£110; avis.co.uk).

WHENTO GO

Late spring and early summer

see clement weather and

wildflowers.There are numerous

celebrations in the region

throughout the summer,

including Fivizzano’s Sapori food

festival in June, and the Puccini

Festival atTorre del Lago in July

and August, featuring outdoor

opera performances. Don’t

discount an off-season visit, with

harvest produce aplenty and the

woodlands draped in mist and

turning russet over the autumn,

and skiing and snowshoeing an

option in the mountains in winter.

FURTHER READING

Books inspired by Lunigiana

include Eric Newby’s Love and

War in the Apennines, Kinta

Beevor’s memoir ATuscan

Childhood, and D H Lawrence’s

travelogue Twilight in Italy. For

ideas for further

explorations in

northern Italy

and beyond, pick

up our Florence

&Tuscany

(£14.99) or Italy

(£17.99) guides.

Essentials 

What to do

O Local operator Trame di

Lunigiana is unmatched for

its knowledge of and

enthusiasm for the region,

and can tailor-make a whole

trip or organise day outings

(tramedilunigiana.it).

O Trame di Lunigiana also

offers half-day tours,

including a Gulf of Poets 

e-bike ride that wheels via 

fishing villages and beaches 

to the town of Lerici (£50).

O There’s a marble-themed 

hike from the Rifugio Carrara 

(see Local cuisine, right) to 

the quarries of Mount Sagro 

(£33), and guided visits to 

Carrara’s marble workshops 

(pictured left; £20).

O Their horse-riding trip 

(£80) explores medieval 

villages and takes riders into 

Fosdinovo Castle (see Where 

to stay, left), the kitchen of 

which is also the setting for 

cooking classes. Guests 

whip up original Lunigiana 

recipes before enjoying lunch 

or dinner on the castle walls 

(£45, with wine).

MAP KEY

La Burlanda

Fivizzano

Fosdinovo

Lerici

 La Luna di 

Quarazzana

Montemarcello

Podere Bonelli

Pontremoli

Rifugio Carrara

Ristorante Emili

Tellaro

Torre del Lago

 Vignola

Where to stay

O�Castello di Fosdinovo 

(above) is a 12th-century 

castle and b&b; guests are 

given keys and are free to 

wander. Huge rooms are 

decked with antiques, their 

windows offering views 

across the forests (from £65; 

castellodifosdinovo.it).

O�La Luna di Quarazzana 

overlooks the Apuan Alps and 

has a handful of simple 

rooms. Excellent meals are 

made with produce from its 

farm (from £35; bed-and-

breakfast-lunigiana.it). 

O�Family-run�Podere Benelli, 

near Pontremoli, has 

characterful beamed rooms, 

and apartments with terraces. 

There’s a wine tasting room, 

and trails to hike or horse-ride 

(from £65; poderebenelli.it).

O�La Burlanda is an 

agriturismo set amid olive 

groves and vineyards. Rooms 

have wood-burning stoves 

and some have sea views. 

There’s a terrace and 

restaurant (from £60; 

agriturismolaburlanda.com).
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There’s no shortage of 

memorable food experiences to 

be had in Lunigiana. In Lerici’s 

Piazza Garibaldi, stalls such as 

La Magnolia sell sandwiches 

filled with anchovy, octopus or 

sausage. You’ll also find Cono o 

Coppetta, which serves hefty 

scoops of inventive gelato, such 

as saffron. Rifugio CAI Carrara 

is a welcoming mountain 

retreat, whose tables heave 

with charcuterie and other 

hearty food, and local wine 

flows freely (stay from £30; 

search ‘rifugio carrara’ on 

Facebook). Held in 

its cobbled square every 

Wednesday and Saturday, 

Pontremoli’s market is the 

place to pick up the Pugolotti 

family’s cheese, and other local 

produce. The elegant Art 

Nouveau café Pasticceria degli 

Svizzeri nearby serves strong 

coffee and region-famous 

‘amor’ pastries (pastries from 

80p; aichta.com). In the hamlet 

of Vignola, you can see Lorenzo 

Garigali prepare testaroli, and 

also try some (contact in 

advance at lorenzo.garigali@

alice.it). Ristorante Emili, near 

Fosdinovo, is a local favourite 

with dishes ranging from pasta 

to wild boar stew, served on a 

terrace with sea views (mains 

from £10; emili.biz).

Local cuisine
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Camping beside an oxbow lake 

at Kalovia campsite, close to 

one of the largest hippo 

populations in Africa
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Set off on a self-drive road trip beneath the big skies of Zambia:
roaming among big game by day, pitching under the stars at

night and casting off in a canoe at the road’s end

WORDS OLIVER SMITH @OliSmithTravel O PHOTOGRAPHS PHILIP LEE HARVEY @philipleeharvey

 A drive on the 
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RULES 47–54 OF THE ZAMBIAN 
Highway Code concern animals. 
They offer considered advice like: 
‘Do not carry animals on vehicle 
roof-tops’; ‘If you have an animal in 

your car… make sure it cannot disturb you’; and, 
most concerning of all, ‘Be careful around larger 
game animals (which) may charge your vehicle, 
causing damage and endangering your life.’

For further study on this last point, an 
excellent resource is YouTube. On YouTube you 
can carefully identify hazards such as: monkeys 
prizing windscreen wipers off a Land Rover,  
a rhino enthusiastically sinking its horn into a 
Renault Mégane, an elephant flipping a minibus 
on its side. This is all required homework if,  
like me and photographer Phil Lee Harvey,  
you are about to set out on an 800-mile road  
trip across Zambia in a Toyota Land Cruiser, 
driving unsupervised among the big beasts of  
the African bush.

‘The important thing is to respect all animals’ 
suggests Mark Geraghty, a representative of 4x4 
service Safari Drive, handing me the keys to said 
Land Cruiser in the parking lot of Lusaka airport. 
‘The animals were here before you. Remember:  
in the wild anything can happen!’

Where most safari-goers travel in the company 
of a knowledgeable guide – on hand to deal with 
difficult situations, supplying complimentary 
mints in times of acute crisis – on a self-drive 
safari you are your own guide, driver, navigator, 
cook, first-aider and engineer. Some say self-
driving heightens the best elements of safari: the 
dizzy sense of being truly alone in the wilderness; 
the tantalising proximity to things that can 
theoretically slice, stomp and poison you in 
terrifying and fascinating ways. There are few 
places better for such an adventure than Zambia: 
among the most sparsely inhabited countries  
in Africa, with remote swathes of forest and 
grassland bisected by mighty rivers and arrow-
straight highways that stretch to the horizon.

The Great East Road
We set out on one such highway, the Great East 
Road, bound for the wilderness country of South 
Luangwa National Park. Soon the chaotic traffic 
jams of the capital Lusaka retreat behind us. 
Potholes appear in the road: big craters that jolt 
the car, send loose items airborne and instantly 
scramble any eggs stored in the on-board fridge.

These potholes are all the more difficult to 
dodge when you’re distracted by a landscape of 
exquisite loveliness. At first, low forested hills rise 
on all sides, growing taller as the road skirts the 
border with Mozambique, before lapsing into 
infinite green plains on the cusp of the Luangwa 
Valley. Homecoming schoolchildren shuffle 



A leopardess looking for her cubs in the Nsefu sector

 of South Luangwa National Park
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‘Self-driving heightens the best elements of safari: 
the tantalising proximity to things that can theoretically slice, 

stomp and poison you in fascinating ways’
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along the roadside, bound for villages where 
bonfire smoke swirls about thatched roofs. 

In the market town of Chipata, people sell 
groundnuts through the car window. A policeman 
flags us down at a checkpoint for a symposium on 
Wayne Rooney. Mostly we are alone on the road. 
Now and then freight trucks from Malawi, Congo 
and Zimbabwe barge past (seemingly unsure if 
Zambians drive on the left or on the right: most 
going for a compromise option and driving down 
the middle with the horn blaring).

Night descends swiftly, and soon the headlights 
pick the shapes of sleeping villages out of the 
gloom. An owl swoops into the glare of the beams. 
It is many hours before we arrive at the gates of the 
national park, and the last hiccups of tarmac give 
way to rusty-brown earth.

South Luangwa
Like any highway, the bush tracks of South 
Luangwa National Park have their own particular 
set of rules. For instance: you should slip the 
clutch delicately when approaching a leopard 
snoozing on a log. When attempting a three-point 
turn on a riverbank, you should check the 
rear-view mirror for oncoming hippos. 

And, above all, you should be respectful to other 
road users. Soon after arriving in the park I have  
to do an emergency stop as a young bull elephant 
barges onto the road. It becomes clear he is the 
white van man of the Luangwa traffic system, 
honking angrily at the Land Cruiser and anything 
else hoping to overtake him. Keeping a sensible 
following distance are a convoy of giraffes, their 
heads gently bobbing above the treeline.

It’s said often that safari is one long drama  
– and in driving yourself you soon realise you
are, if not exactly a starring cast member, at least 
a non-speaking extra in the production. In 
accidentally bashing the car horn to reach for  
a sandwich, I send about 20 tonnes of panicked 
hippo pods bundling into a lagoon. 

Finding your way around requires skill in 
South Luangwa: a labyrinth of tangled foliage and 
oxbow lakes where waterlilies grow. It means that 
even self-drivers are advised to sometimes park 
up at lodges and enlist the services of a guide,
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‘Like any highway, the bush 
tracks of South Luangwa National 

Park have their own particular 
set of rules’

An elephant takes a dust bath beside the Luangwa River.  

OPPOSITE Driving the Land Cruiser along bush tracks to South Luangwa
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such as Yona Banda: a local who has honed a 
Superman-like ability to spot animals at long 
range ever since he was president of his 
secondary school wildlife club. With Yona at  
the wheel, we soon happen upon a herd of 40 
more elephants crossing the Luangwa river – 
their trunks raised like periscopes as they wade 
through the current.

‘When you look into the eyes of an elephant, 
you can see they are thinking like us,’ says Yona, 
studying the herd through his binoculars. ‘They 
mourn like us too. I’ve seen elephants returning  
to the place where their friends have fallen just to 
hold the bones in their trunks.’

He soon scouts a group of 14 lions and cubs, 
all watching intently on a riverbank as one of 
their pride swims across the water, three 
crocodiles in pursuit. Transfixed by the plight of 
their comrade, the lions don’t seem to register 
our vehicle, coming close enough that their 
whiskers brush the car door.

We are the only visitors at our bush campsite, 
arriving just as the dying sun slips beneath the 

canopies of sycamores and tamarind trees. We 
pitch up the Land Cruiser’s built-on roof tents 
(complete with mattresses and soft pillows), 
shaking 500 miles of dust off the outer sheet.  
Cape turtle doves coo up among the ebony trees 
and tufts of wild cotton drift through the evening 
air. Logs are chopped, sausages are grilled, beers 
are clinked. Stories are shared.

Each day on safari is essentially a harvest for 
tales around the campfire (it is also an unspoken 
rule that the element of danger is allowed to be 
exaggerated by approx. 30 per cent for maximum 
storytelling effect). The last embers crackle and 
die, and it is time to climb the ladder up to my 
rooftop bed. At this point, tales laughed over by 
the warm glow of the fire acquire a new, sinister 
resonance in darkness.

260gsm polytetrafluoroethylene-coated 
polycotton ripstop fabric can repel rain, sleet and 
snow. It can stand firm in raging winds. But its 
all-season outdoor performance specifications do 
not extend to withstanding a sharp feline claw. 
Lying inside the tent at night, you soon realise 

Lionesses of the Mfuwe pride with their cubs, watching a lion 

being chased by crocodiles in the river below



that only a few millimetres of fabric separate  
you from all the animals you have seen on the 
road: that for all you know, all the elephants, 
lions, and crocodiles you’ve spotted could be 
inches outside (perhaps forming an orderly 
queue at the bottom of the ladder).

It takes about 45 minutes for the human eye  
to fully reach maximum sensitivity in darkness. 
Poking my head out the tent into the inky 
blackness, it takes 10 minutes before I spot bats 
flitting through the patch of sky around Orion’s 
Belt; another 15 before I spy baboons stirring  
in the high branches of nearby fig trees. But 
compared to most mammals, the nocturnal 
vision of Homo sapiens leaves much to be 
desired. It takes a full nine hours before I climb 
out of my tent in the slanting morning sunshine, 
yawn, reach for my toothbrush and see the 
footprints of a leopard crossing the tracks of the 
Land Cruiser on the far edge of camp.

Lower Zambezi
For all the off-road capabilities of our Land 
Cruiser, some Zambian bush highways cannot be 
reached in a 4x4. These are the tributaries and 
sandy lagoons of the Lower Zambezi National 
Park: thoroughfares for hippos, crocodiles and 
elephants, and, at certain times of the year, 
Anthony Elton and Tavengwa Kangwara.

Anthony and Tavengwa pioneered canoe 
expeditions on the Zambezi three decades  
ago, and now lead clients on multi-night canoe 
journeys through the backwaters, sneaking past 
hippo pods by day, camping on uninhabited 
river islands by night. And these trips are not 
without incident. 

On one outing long ago, Anthony woke up  
one morning looking up at the underside of an 
elephant. On another, he pretended to be asleep 
as a pride of lions peed on him, one after the 
other, to mark their territory.
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‘ They sneak past hippo pods by day, 
camping on uninhabited river islands by night’

Casting off at dawn from a wild camp on the banks of the Zambezi
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‘Some people in Zambia think a canoe safari is
dangerous,’ says Tavengwa, stocking the boats
with tents and supplies. ‘But I have been paddling
here for 21 years. I still have all my arms and legs.’

We drift with the current on its slow procession
to the Indian Ocean, listening to the slosh of the
paddles and the calls of fish eagles from the
treetops. The Zambezi changes character with
each mile it travels. At first it seems as wide and
serene as the Thames, woods of acacia and winter
thorn the boundary between water and sky. Then
it turns into a muddle of channels with crocodiles 
basking on the sandbanks, and hippo pods 
blocking the way, bearing their tusks.

Tavengwa soon spies a herd of elephants
watering upstream. We paddle against the current
until the folds of metallic grey skin are just metres
away. There is nothing more likely to restore a
childlike sense of smallness than seeing a herd of
elephants from a canoe, your body measuring only
two or three feet tall from the water line, gazing up 
into a forest of legs. Among the elephants are
juveniles spurting water over each other and a
matriarch – maybe 50 years old – ponderously 
scratching her backside on an acacia tree.

In the 50 years since this matriarch first arrived 
in this world, the number of elephants has
plummeted by two thirds across Africa. Most
recently, a poaching epidemic has annihilated
elephant populations across the continent. The
Lower Zambezi population is healthy, but not far
away poachers have targeted elephants lacing
waterholes with cyanide – the poison shutting 
down a heart the size of a car engine.

The current takes us out of sight and the sound
of faraway trumpeting carries downstream. At
moments like this, safari feels an experience more
precious and profound than seeing millennia-old 
pyramids, or wandering museums filled with
centuries-old artefacts. For the big beasts of the
Zambian wilderness are masterpieces of evolution
hundreds of millions of years in the making. They
are Mother Nature’s Mona Lisa, its Michelangelo’s
David, Taj Mahal and Angkor Wat – but living,
breathing, roaming the bush highways of Africa
and scratching their backsides on acacia trees.
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Guide Tavengwa Kangwara resting on the riverbank; a waterbuck peeks through the reeds at passing canoes

OLIVER SMITH did very little driving in the 12

months between getting his licence and driving  

800 miles across Zambia.



Elephants and impala at

sunset in South Luangwa

National Park
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GETTING THERE

AND AROUND

There are no direct flights

to Zambia from Europe.

Some of the possible routes

involve flying to Lusaka

with Kenya Airways via

Nairobi, with Emirates via

Dubai or with Ethiopian via

Addis Ababa (from £450;

ethiopianairlines.com).

British nationals can easily

obtain a visa on arrival

at Lusaka (£35 for single

entry). Public transport

infrastructure is limited

in Zambia, though long-

distance buses run between

major towns, such as Lusaka

and Chipata (around £10).

If you plan to do the driving

yourself, an International

Driving Permit is required

(£5.50; postoffice.co.uk).

WHEN TO GO

Zambia’s peak wildlife-

viewing season runs from

May to October, coinciding

with the dry weather. Be

aware that many lodges are

closed for the rest of the

year, and some bush tracks

may be impassable.

FURTHER

INFORMATION

For more, see our Zambia,

Mozambique & Malawi

guide (£17.99) or download

the Zambia chapter from

lonelyplanet.com (£2.99).

ESSENTIALS

MAP KEY

Chipata

Chirundu

Lilongwe

Lower Zambezi

National Park

Lusaka

 South Luangwa 

National Park

Want more safari ideas? Turn to p90 for budget suggestions galore.
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Zambia

Sunset over a River 

Horse Safari camp  

on a river island on 

the Zambezi

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N



1Your first step is organising

a suitably equipped vehicle

for your road trip across Zambia.

A number of outfits rent 4x4s, and

one of the most comprehensive

is Safari Drive. Its heavily

customised Land Rover Defenders

and Toyota Land Cruisers come

with a fridge-freezer, gas cooker,

satellite phone, satnav and roof

tents. They organise bespoke

itineraries where guests decide

the balance of lodges and rooftop

camping. A 13-night itinerary

based on the locations in this

feature and below costs from

£5,240pp (safaridrive.com).

2Once you’re fully acquainted

with your 4x4, set out from

the Zambian capital Lusaka.

It takes roughly three hours to

drive south to Zambezi Breezers

camp near the town of Chirundu,

from where canoe trips depart.

Canoeing the Zambezi requires

no previous experience, and you

only need be moderately fit. The

excellent River Horse Safaris

counts among the operators

running trips from March to

December. The company offers

two- to five-night itineraries,

paddling in Canadian canoes

by day and camping in the wild

at night. Rates include three

generous meals per day,

use of camping equipment,

transfers back upstream and

local guides experienced in

dodging hippo pods (two-night

Zambezi canoe trail from £384;

riverhorsesafaris.com).

3Once you return from your

canoeing trip, follow the

same road back to Lusaka. It

takes roughly nine hours to drive

northeast from here to South

Luangwa National Park’s Milyoti

Gate (park fees £22 per person

per day, vehicle fees £11 per day).

Set close to the gate, in one of the

most wildlife-dense parts of the

park, Nsefu is the oldest safari

lodge in Zambia, with a huddle of

circular cabins set by a bend in the

Luangwa River. Be sure to spend

some time in the well-concealed

hide overlooking a small watering

hole (from £400pp including

meals, drinks and game drives;

robinpopesafaris.net).

4One hour’s drive from Nsefu

in a remote tract of bush,

Kalovia is a community-run

campsite for self-drivers. The

facilities include a campfire-

heated bush shower and

toilet. Close to the camp is the

Changwa Channel – home

to one of the biggest hippo

populations in Africa, reached

from the camp via a magnificently

bumpy 45-minute drive (camping

from £50; campzambia.com).

5Not far from Kalovia,

Chikoko Camp is an

PLANYOUR SELF-DRIVE ITINERARY

excellent base for the walking safaris

for which Zambia and South Luangwa

National Park are renowned. It’s only

accessible on foot, with guests parking

up their car, crossing the Luangwa by

canoe and taking a 10-minute stroll

with porters carrying luggage and

supplies. Accommodation takes the

form of stilt-houses rebuilt from scratch

every year using bamboo and thatch,

and visitors take game walks with a

guide and armed ranger (from £465pp

including meals, drinks and guided

walks; remoteafrica.com).

6Getting to Luangwa River Camp

involves some fairly advanced map

reading. However, it’s the perfect place

to spend a last night in the park, with

handsome villas, knowledgeable guides

and a lawn frequented by mischievous

monkeys (from £335pp including

meals, drinks and game drives;

robinpopesafaris.net).

7As an alternative to returning to

Lusaka, there’s the option of a four-

and-a-half-hour drive to the Malawian

capital Lilongwe, from whose airport

there are international connections

to the UK, involving a stopover in

Johannesburg or Nairobi. If you need

to stay overnight, Latitude 13° has

comfortable, idiosyncratic rooms

and is very handy for Lilongwe airport

(from £165; latitudehotels.com).
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 (for less than you think)
Unique Travel

From unforgettable sunsets to a movie under the stars, the travel memories  
that stick longest in the mind aren’t necessarily the ones that break the bank.  

We pick our favourite low-budget bucket-list experiences from around the world 
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Glorious  
Asian 
sunsets
U Bein Bridge
M Y A N M A R

Some landmarks are best seen as 

silhouettes, and U Bein Bridge is 

emphatically one of them, being at 

its most photogenic just as the sun 

dips over Taungthaman Lake, seven 

miles south of Mandalay in the 

riverlands of central Myanmar. 

Measuring three quarters of a  

mile long, the bridge was first 

constructed around 1850 from  

the timbers of a dismantled royal 

palace, and has counted as the 

world’s longest teak bridge ever 

since. For the best view, make for 

the eastern shore of the lake as 

sunset approaches – watching 

maroon-robed monks on bikes and 

locals carrying parasols traversing 

the creaking planks, while rowing 

boats glide and fishermen wade  

in the waters down below.

O�Free

Manila Bay
P H I L I P P I N E S

Pollution and geography conspire  

to create a scene of great beauty 

over horseshoe-shaped Manila Bay 

in the Philippine capital, an unlikely 

setting for some of Asia’s most 

spectacular sunsets. Stake out a 

viewing spot on Seaside Boulevard 

near the seafront funfair at the vast 

Mall of Asia complex, Manila’s 

answer to Santa Monica Pier, and  

a fine place to seek respite from  

the hectic, traffic-clogged streets  

of the capital. Here you can listen  

to the whirring of the Ferris wheel, 

the music of the merry-go-rounds 

and the slosh of the tide as you 

watch the sun disappearing beyond 

the Bataan Peninsula and into the 

South China Sea, just as cargo ships 

sail to the horizon and yachts cast 

off from nearby jetties.

O�Free

Tsim Sha Tsui 
Promenade
H O N G  K O N G
Sunset comes with its own 

after-dinner show at Hong Kong’s 

Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade, set on  

the southern tip of Kowloon. Start 

by taking a late afternoon stroll 

along the Avenue of the Stars – HK’s 

version of Hollywood Boulevard 

(hello there Jet Li, howdy Jackie 

Chan) – before grabbing a 

waterfront seat for sunset over 

Hong Kong Island, watching the 

last rays of sunshine vanish from 

the top floors of skyscrapers and 

the forested tip of Victoria Peak.

Stay put for a while to see the 

whole of Hong Kong Island 

transformed into a giant stage  

for the nightly Symphony of Lights. 

The world’s largest light and sound 

show, it’s a thirteen-minute long 

display of lasers, searchlights and 

pyrotechnics set to music.

O�Free; nightly displays at 8pm

U Bein Bridge was built out of 

teak wood more than 150 

years ago, and is used by 

locals crossing Taungthaman 

Lake in Myanmar

Sarangkot
N E PA L

With its mirror lakes and mountain 

canopy, the Pokhara Valley was 

made for a stunning sundown 

spectacle. To see it at its best, head 

for the village of Sarangkot on the 

ridge high above Phewa Tal Lake 

where the finest vista in all the 

Himalayas unfurls before your 

eyes: a range of snowy summits 

that glow pink with sunset. Due 

north is the pyramidal peak of 

Machapuchare, a sacred mountain 

ascended only once in the 1950s  

by a team of climbers who stopped 

150m short of the summit out of 

respect to locals. It has been off- 

limits ever since. Beyond lies the 

bulky mass of Annapurna II, and  

to the west, Dhaulagiri – among  

the most dangerous peaks in the 

Himalayas. Look out for paragliders, 

launching from Sarangkot and 

gliding the currents above.

O�Viewpoint entry fee 20p
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Tokyo
Metropolitan
Government 
Building
J A P A N

Sunsets over cities really need

to be seen from above; but the

challenge is finding a viewing

deck without a high-rise entry

fee. Enter the Tokyo Metropolitan 

Government Building No 1,

housing the headquarters of the

city government and – in the spirit

of civic duty – offering gratis sunset 

views from the 45th floor. Face

south and you’ll see the striking

three-tiered skyscraper of Tokyo

Metropolitan No 2; orientate

yourself east and you’ll see the

leafy expanse of the Shinjuku

Gyoen park down below. But by

far the best view is to the west,

where the sun sinks beside the

silhouette of Mount Fuji, some

60 miles distant, often seen rising 

out of a murky layer of smog.

O Free; metro.tokyo.jp

Golden Temple  
of Amritsar
I N D I A

Pilgrims flock to Amritsar’s

Harmandir Sahib whatever the

time of day – bathing in the sacred

waters of the pool, eating in the

vast dining room or ambling the

long marble walkways. This being 

said, there’s a special magic

hovering over the most sacred

shrine to Sikhism at sunset –

especially when the elegant,

gold-encrusted Golden Temple at

its centre catches the setting sun,

and the pool sparkles sublimely

with the dying of the day. Non-

Sikhs are welcome in the temple’s

inner sanctum where priests chant 

the verses of the Guru Granth

Sahib – the Sikh holy book. Be sure

to stick around until a few hours

after sunset when said book is

carried from the Golden Temple

into the nearby building of Akal

Takht for the night, to be returned 

again just before sunrise.

O Free

Jimbaran Beach
B A L I
Sunset, sand, seafood – what’s

not to like about Jimbaran Beach?

This westward-facing crescent of

golden sand stretches south from

the runway of Denpasar airport,

not far from the busy sands of

Seminyak and Kuta, but has a

more mellow atmosphere than its

northerly cousins. Grab a table on

the foreshore, order grilled ocean

prawns, squid, barracuda, snapper

and mud crabs and tuck in as the

sky gets a repaint from the setting

sun. Alternatively, take a short

detour onto the Bukit Peninsula

to the cliffs around Pura Uluwatu

– a temple dedicated to Hindu sea

gods, perched on a steep bluff at

the far southwestern tip of Bali.

The temple shuts to visitors

shortly before sunset really gets

spectacular, but the surrounding

cliffs are a perfect spot from which

to watch the sun sinking past the

pagoda and into the waters of the 

Indian Ocean beyond.

O Free

West Lake,
Hangzhou
C H I N A

Chinese poets have waxed lyrical

about Hangzhou West Lake since

the 11th century, and a thousand

years have done little to diminish 

this spot’s boundless charm.

Set on the outskirts of the city of

Hangzhou, the lake only began life

in the 8th century, when a local

governor ordered the dredging of a

tract of marshes. Ever since it’s been

one of the nation’s most revered

landscapes, with meticulously kept

gardens of willow and peach trees,

lofty pagodas rising among treetops 

and half-moon bridges and

causeways spanning the waters.

There are no shortage of potential

sunset vantage points around the 

lake: a classic option is on the

eastern shore looking across to

the five-storey Leifeng Pagoda:

a 10th-century structure which

collapsed in 1924. It was rebuilt in

2002 and is much sturdier for it.

O Free; eng.hangzhou.gov.cn

The sun sets behind Leifeng

Pagoda on Hangzhou’s West

Lake, as seen from a pavilion in

Changqiao (‘Long Bridge’) Park
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European 
culture –  
for free 

Museo del Prado
S PA I N
Madrid’s Prado has enjoyed a long, 

colourful career: starting life as a 

scientific institute, transformed 

into a cavalry barracks during 

Napoleon’s reign over the city, 

before finally evolving into a home 

for the royal art collection. It’s now 

one of the world’s greatest art 

galleries, free to royals and 

non-royals alike every evening. 

Wandering its long, echoing 

corridors, you’ll find works by the 

titans of western art – Rubens, 

Durer, Rembrandt – though the 

best-loved pieces in its collection 

are by Spanish artists: especially 

Goya, El Greco and Velázquez.  

The latter’s Las Meninas is arguably 

the stellar painting in the Prado’s 

collection – a 17th-century 

depiction of the Spanish royal 

family in which Velázquez inserted 

himself into the scene, cryptically 

gazing into the eyes of the viewer 

from the shadows. 

O�museodelprado.es

Amsterdam 
Gallery
N E T H E R L A N D S

One of the world’s only ‘museum 

streets’, this walk-through 

exhibition space – known until 

recently as the Schuttersgalerij 

(Civic Guards Gallery) – mixes a 

sprinkling of Dutch Masters with a 

dash of irreverent modern artwork. 

Run by the Amsterdam Museum 

(to which it forms an entrance), 

this mini-collection got its former 

name from vast paintings of Dutch 

burghers of old, solemnly bearing 

their muskets and swords in the 

role as members of the capital’s 

Civic Guard. Added to their ranks 

you’ll find more recent depictions 

of Amsterdam residents: Ajax 

footballers, policemen and, rather 

strangely, a giant statue of Goliath, 

rescued from an amusement park, 

now glaring down at visitors (and 

accompanied by a much smaller 

and less fearsome statue of David).

O amsterdammuseum.nl

Berlin Wall 
Memorial
G E R M A N Y

This poignant museum preserves 

one of the last sizeable pieces of the 

Berlin Wall, along with remnants of 

fortifications giving an impression of 

how the wall would have appeared 

soon before its demolition in 1989. 

The adjoining visitor centre tells the 

peculiar story of Nordbahnhof 

S-Bahn – a nearby ‘ghost station’ 

visited daily by commuter trains 

from West Berlin between 1961 and 

1990, but whose platforms saw no 

passengers on account of the station 

entrance being in East Berlin. 

Exhibits cover other tales of horror, 

heroism and hope on Bernauer 

Strasse – where desperate East 

Germans jumped from their 

apartment windows into West 

Berlin during the early stages of the 

wall’s construction.

O berliner-mauer- 

gedenkstaette.de

Musée Carnavalet
F R A N C E
History meets art in this peculiarly 

Parisian institution dedicated to 

the history of the city, with 100 

Tardis-like rooms transporting 

visitors through time, via paintings 

and artefacts from the City of 

Light’s illuminating past. Spread 

over two adjacent mansions –  

the Hôtel Carnavalet and Hôtel  

Le Peletier de St-Fargeau – this 

idiosyncratic collection includes 

the personal belongings of Marie 

Antoinette, toiletries belonging to 

Napoleon and some of the earliest 

depictions of the Eiffel Tower. 

Arguably the most memorable 

exhibit, however, is the room in 

which the severely allergic Marcel 

Proust wrote his seven-volume 

masterpiece À la recherche du 

temps perdu (In Search of Lost Time) 

– completely lined with cork 

boards to protect himself from 

dust, pollen and noise.

O�carnavalet.paris.fr

British Museum
E N G L A N D
London’s full of famous freebies, 

but the pick of the bunch is this 

mothership museum, packed  

with souvenirs pinched from  

all continents during Britain’s 

globetrotting heyday. There  

are also a few wonders dug  

out of British soil: notably the 

Anglo-Saxon treasure found in 

Suffolk’s Sutton Hoo, and the 

Lewis chessmen – a 12th-century 

chess set from the Outer Hebrides. 

You’ll never get around in one day 

– you’ll just have to come back. 

O�britishmuseum.org

The Great Court forms 

the centrepiece to the 

British Museum. 

ABOVE, LEFT Goliath 

looms at one end of 

Amsterdam’s Civic 

Guards Gallery
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Europe’s most awe-inspiring  
national parks 

Jotunheimen 
National Park
N O R W A Y

Literally translating from 

Norwegian as the ‘Home of the 

Giants’, this park is the Scandinavian 

wilderness at its most epic: a region 

of mighty glaciers, highland lakes 

and snow-crowned arêtes (glacial 

ridges) at the heart of the country. 

Jotunheimen also contains 

Norway’s 29 tallest mountains, 

including the 2,469m-high 

Galdhøpiggen, the highest peak  

in Northern Europe, on whose 

summit the sun never sets on 

summer nights. Hikers here get  

to enjoy ‘allemannsretten’ – free 

access to roam all uncultivated 

parts of the countryside – but there 

is no shortage of established 

trekking routes either. Among  

them is the the Besseggen Ridge –  

a legendary scramble along a rocky 

spur, requiring concentration and 

the use of all four limbs, with the 

lakes of Bessvatnet and Gjende 

providing a distracting backdrop. 

O�Free; jotunheimen.com

Gran Paradiso 
National Park
I TA LY

Once the private hunting ground  

of Italian King Victor Emmanuel II 

who came here to shoot Alpine 

ibex, Gran Paradiso National Park 

is now the preserve of hikers, 

climbers and cross-country skiers. 

The peak after which the park is 

named counts as one of the most 

accessible summits above 4,000 

metres in the Alps – an easy, 

non-technical trek until the final 

paces, where mountaineers 

shimmy along a sheer cliff watched 

over by a statue of the Virgin Mary 

on the peak. Those who reach her 

are rewarded with sweeping views 

of the peaks of Mont Blanc and 

Grand Combin to the north, and 

towards the plains of Piedmont in 

the south. If you don’t fancy the 

hair-raising climb, plenty of 

lower-altitude paths meander 

among wildflower-strewn Alpine 

meadows, and larch and fir 

woodlands down below. 

O Free; pngp.it

Ice floes drift through 

Iceland’s Jökulsárlón lagoon.  

OPPOSITE, BELOW An Alpine 

ibex surveys the peaks of 

Gran Paradiso National Park
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Vatnajökull
I C E L A N D

One of Europe’s biggest national parks, Vatnajökull covers 14 per cent 

of Iceland’s entire surface area and is home to the continent’s most 

powerful waterfall – the mighty Dettifoss. Visitors come here to hike, 

go snowmobiling and ice caving – though perhaps the highlight is 

Jökulsárlón, a glacial lagoon on the southern edge of the park where 

icebergs drift about in the shadow of the hulking Vatnajökull glacier. 

O Free; vatnajokulsthjodgardur.is

Cairngorm 
National Park
S C O T L A N D

Britain’s largest national park 

occupies a vast heather-strewn 

plateau punctuated by some of 

Scotland’s highest peaks. The 

greatest prize is 1,309m-high  

Ben Macdui – a humpbacked giant 

dotted with patches of snow well 

into the summer months, and 

often reached as part of a 

challenging day-hike taking in  

the adjoining peak of Cairn Gorm. 

Ben Macdui is the haunt of Am Fear 

Liath Mòr (‘The Big Grey Man’) –  

a supernatural beast that’s the 

Highlands’ answer to the Yeti,  

fond of creeping up behind hikers 

and leaving cryptic footprints.  

If you don’t fancy the slog to the 

top to meet him, hitch a lift aboard 

the Cairngorm Mountain Railway 

– a funicular that shuttles guests  

up to the plateau in eight minutes, 

and from whose terminus station 

guided walks can be arranged. 

O�Free; cairngorms.co.uk

Mount Olympus
National Park 
G R E E C E

In Greek mythology the slopes of 

Mount Olympus housed the 12 

Olympian gods. They spent their 

days lurking in the mountain’s 

gorges, occasionally congregating 

on the summit to hold assemblies 

and on special occasions sending 

thunderbolts down into the realm 

of mortals below. Nowadays, it’s 

golden eagles looking down from 

the heavens, watching over a range 

of hills home to wolves, wildcats, 

jackals and deer. Walkers, too, 

come here to exert themselves  

in the original Olympic theatre – 

wandering the cool beech forests 

or braving the scramble to the 

Mytikas peak, the highest point in 

Greece, often shrouded in clouds 

and lightning storms. The pretty 

town of Litochoro is the base camp 

for adventures in the park, while 

close by are the ancient ruins  

of Dion – a two millennia-old 

sanctuary visited by Alexander  

the Great, devoted to Zeus, the 

king of the gods, and the lord of  

the mountain beyond.

O Free; olympusfd.gr

Parc National  
des Pyrénées & 
Parque Nacional 
de Ordesa y  
Monte Perdido
F R A N C E / S PA I N

Separated by the Pyrenees, these 

twin parks share fantastic fauna, 

including the lammergeier (bearded 

vulture), one of Europe’s largest 

birds. The French reserve is spread 

over six main valleys, perhaps the 

most beautiful being the Vallée 

d’Aspe, where limestone peaks cast 

long shadows over a landscape of 

tumbledown farmsteads and church 

spires. Once crossed by Julius 

Caesar’s Roman legions, the valley is 

now traversed by hikers on the GR10 

– a long-distance path hewn into 

steep cliffs, passing by on its way 

from the Mediterranean Coast to 

the Atlantic. On the Spanish side,  

a similarly fine walk takes hikers 

through a series of switchbacks from 

Pradera de Ordesa to the Refugio  

de Góriz: a remote shelter, and a 

staging post for the rocky heights of 

Monte Perdido – ‘the lost mountain’.

O�Free; parc-pyrenees.com, 

magrama.gob.es

Bavarian and 
Bohemian Forest
G E R M A N Y /

C Z E C H  R E P U B L I C

This wild utopia exists where 

Bavaria meets Bohemia in central 

Europe’s largest forest – known as 

the Bayerische Wald on the German 

side of the border and Šumava on 

the Czech side. A remnant of a far 

larger, ancient wood that extended 

from the Rhine in the west to the 

Carpathians in the east, these 

forested hills were divided by the 

Iron Curtain during the Cold War, 

watchtowers and defences 

gradually being swallowed by the 

forest ever since. Geopolitics matter 

little to the 10,000 animal species 

that inhabit the woods – fox, deer, 

otter and wild boar among them. 

Hikers and cyclists can also be found 

on balmy summer days and 

cross-country skiers arrive when  

the woods are covered by a blanket 

of winter snow.

O�Free; nationalpark-bayerischer- 

wald.de, npsumava.cz
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Safaris on a budget
Hell’s Gate
National Park

K E N Y A

Beneath the basalt cliffs of this

volcanic landscape in the Great Rift

Valley northwest of Nairobi, you’ll

find zebras, giraffes, impalas and

buffaloes wandering the

grasslands. Large carnivores, on

the other hand, are much rarer,

meaning it’s possible to spend

a day walking or cycling through

the park without spending too

much time nervously glancing over

your shoulder, on the look-out for

approaching predators. At the

centre of the park are the craggy

strata of Hell’s Gate Gorge, its

entrance presided over by the

monolithic rock of Fischer’s Tower,

which local legend tells is a Masai

bride turned to stone through 

homesickness.

O Entry fee £23, camping available,

bikes can be rented for an additional 

£4.50; kws.go.ke

Mole
National Park
G H A N A

Most people looking for safari

immediately make a beeline for

the wide open landscapes of East

and Southern Africa – not realising

that it’s emminently possible to

encounter the big beasts of the

African savannah in the west of the

continent too. One such place is

Mole National Park in the north

of Ghana, a wilderness reserve

especially known for its elephants,

but whose watering holes and

grasslands are also frequented by

buffaloes, kob (a type of antelope),

baboons, warthogs and numerous

colourful bird species. Costs come

in much lower than in more

popular safari destinations too:

share the park’s vehicle hire (£16

per hour) with others to make it 

even more of a bargain.

O Entry fee £8, plus guide £2 per 

hour; molemotelgh.com

Kruger
National Park
S O U T H A F R I C A

Set in the far northeastern corner

of South Africa, Kruger is one of the

world’s greatest parks – a swathe

of wilderness the size of Wales,

where, unlike Wales, you’ll find

elephants, rhinos, buffaloes, lions

and leopards roaming the

landscape. The park is as varied as

it is vast: from granite hills in the

busier, more game-rich southern

region of Kruger, to wide-open

savannah in the centre, to the

crowd-free fever-tree forests and

gorges in the remote north.

Perhaps more than any other park

in Africa, independent access is a

breeze, with good-quality roads

suitable for two-wheel drive cars,

and petrol stations at all the rest

camps. Camping options are

plentiful, as are picnic spots with

toilet and food facilities.

O Entry fee £15; sanparks.org

Okavango Delta
B O T S W A N A

Exploring the remote backwaters of the Okavango Delta is one of Africa’s

greatest safari experiences, and also among its most expensive, with

£500+ a night luxury camps in abundance. Budget travellers need not

despair, however. One excellent thrifty alternative is Old Bridge

Backpackers – a popular overland spot perched beside a hippo pool with  

a range of self-catering tents and pitches for independent campers.

O Tents from £30; maun-backpackers.com

Etosha
National Park

N A M I B I A

The Etosha salt pan is truly

captivating – a flat, saline expanse

in Africa’s most sparsely populated

country, transformed by rains into

a shallow lagoon for a few days

every year, on which flamingos and

pelicans congregate. Nonetheless,

it’s the animals frequenting the

nearby grasslands and waterholes

that make this one of the continent’s

most extraordinary parks: with

populations of elephants, lions,

leopards and endangered rhinos

all stomping the bush tracks along

the pan’s edge. Smooth, well-

surfaced roads mean smaller (and

therefore cheaper) rental cars are

an option for self-drive safari-goers,

and there are a number of well-kept

campsites to choose from within 

the park’s boundaries. 

O Entry fee £5;

etoshanationalpark.org

Botswana’s Okavango River.

OPPOSITE Tanzania’s Masai giraffe

is the largest of the nine subspecies

of giraffe found in Africa
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Katavi
National Park
TA N Z A N I A

Think of a thousand hippos sharing

a mud bath and you’re some way

to envisaging the drama of Katavi

National Park in western Tanzania

– one of East Africa’s great unsung

reserves, receiving fewer visitors in

a year than Serengeti typically gets

in a day. A stronghold of walking

safaris, it’s best visited in the dry

season (May to October) when

giraffes, lions and elephants

congregate around the increasingly

dry rivers and swamps, themselves

home to large populations of

hippos and crocodiles. Best of all,

it’s ideally placed for travellers on

a budget, who can c p inside the

park or else find affordable, simple

guesthouses in the nearby village 

of Sitalike.

O Park fee £16, walking safari guide 

£16; katavipark.org
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Yellowstone 
National Park
W Y O M I N G

Yellowstone’s geothermal 

phenomena attract thousands of 

visitors, from the spurting jet of Old 

Faithful Geyser to the technicolour 

splendour of the Grand Prismatic 

Spring. Most thermal waters in the 

park are too hot to safely bathe in; 

one of the few places you’re allowed 

to soak is the barely signposted 

Boiling River, near the terraces of 

Mammoth Hot Springs. From the 

point where the North Entrance 

Road crosses from Montana into 

Wyoming, a half-mile footpath runs 

along the Gardner River to where a 

set of hot springs tumble down a 

mini-waterfall into the bathing 

pools. Open year-round except 

when water runs too high, the 

springs often get very busy – arrive 

in the morning to stand the best 

chance of having it to yourself.

O�£23 for seven-day vehicle pass, 

£12 individual fee; nps.gov/yell

Great Smoky 
Mountains 
National Park
N O R T H 

C A R O L I N A / 

T E N N E S S E E

Those who think big, blockbuster 

American scenery means you have 

to go west should pay a visit to the 

Great Smoky Mountains National 

Park. Here, the southern reaches  

of the Appalachians see the range 

at its most beguiling, with rolling 

foothills where clouds cling to the 

valley floors, pioneer log cabins 

with rickety roofs and stone 

hearths, and swathes of mossy, 

old-growth forest. More than 1,500 

varieties of wildflower explode into 

colour here during the spring –  

a perfect time to go back-country 

hiking and wild camping.�Watch 

out for the black bears that roam 

the park – if you see one, back 

away slowly, never run.

O�Free, with camping from £11;  

nps.gov/grsm

Adventures 
in the US

Theodore 
Roosevelt  
National Park
N O R T H  D A K O TA

Follow in the footsteps of the 

conservationist president in the 

park where he first fell in love with 

the American wilderness – a region 

of copper-coloured badlands, 

endless green prairies and rushing 

rivers in North Dakota. Glance up 

at skies where golden eagles glide 

by day and, very occasionally, 

northern lights dance by night. 

Back-country hiking adventures 

along the trails might yield close 

encounters with mule deer, 

coyotes, cougars, wild horses, 

bighorn sheep and the park’s 

greatest celebrity: the mighty 

bison. Unlike Teddy, you’re not 

allowed to shoot bison and mount 

them on your wall, so make do 

with fixing them in your camera’s 

crosshairs instead. 

O�£16 for a seven-day vehicle pass; 

nps.gov/thro

Great Basin National Park
N E V A D A

Four hours’ drive from the neon glow of Vegas, the night sky is  

about as dark as it gets in the USA, with heavens so clear you can 

regularly see five planets with the naked eye. Rangers offer free  

hikes through the Great Basin National Park in summer when  

there’s a full moon, with walkers looking up to craggy peaks  

and glacial lakes illuminated by a cool lunar glow. 

O�Free; nps.gov/grba

Vernal Fall plunges 

almost 100 metres in 

Yosemite National Park. 

LEFT A star-gazing party 

in Nevada’s Great Basin 

National Park
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Yosemite National Park
C A L I F O R N I A

The best way to experience Yosemite, America’s signature national park,

is to ditch the car and set out on foot. And the best short-range hike is the

view-rich Mist Trail, which runs for 6½ miles along the Merced River and

up into the Sierra Nevada mountain range. En route, walkers pass through

the thundering mist created by two magnificent cascades: Vernal Fall and

Nevada Fall. Prepare for a soaking, particularly in springtime when the falls

are their most powerful.

O £23 for seven-day vehicle pass; nps.gov/yose

Chaco Culture
Historical Park
N E W M E X I C O

An International Dark Sky Park,

Chaco has terrestrial wonders to

complement its heavenly delights.

Featuring Ancestral Puebloan

buildings set in an isolated

high-desert environment, Chaco

contains evidence of 10,000 years

of human occupation. In its prime,

the community here was a major

trading and ceremonial hub for the

region, and the city the Puebloan

people created was masterly in its

layout and design. Pueblo Bonito is

four storeys tall and may have had

600 to 800 rooms. It’s thought that

the complex was built to align with

the stars during the equinoxes. It’s

best to linger after sunset too; there

are free Night Sky programmes with

talks and telescope viewing.To

extend the experience, camp

overnight, from only £7.50.

O £9 for a seven-day vehicle

pass; nps.gov/chcu

Katmai  
National Park 
A L A S K A

Humans have lived in Katmai –  

in the northern part of the Alaska 

Peninsula – for at least 9,000 years, 

sharing the mountains, tundra and 

forest with wildlife including brown 

bears, moose, foxes, great horned 

owls and bald eagles. To this day, 

there are few wildlife encounters  

as exciting as watching a big brown 

bear from close by, particularly in 

these surrounds; fortunately, at 

Brooks Camp, the bears have tastier 

fish to fry than you, with raised 

riverside platforms offering visitors 

safe and unobtrusive viewing as the 

animals pluck sockeye salmon out 

of the water. July to September is 

the best time to see them. There are 

plenty of other opportunities for 

back-country adventures in Katmai,  

with several marked hiking trails 

and ranger-led nature walks 

through the park. 

O�Free; nps.gov/katm

U N I Q U E  T R A V E L
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Denver
C O L O R A D O

Film on the Rocks evenings offer

plenty of bang for your buck, with

each movie preceded by a concert

and stand-up from a comedian.

The real draw here though is the

surrounds – this must be one of, if

not the only chance to see cinema

in a geologically created, natural

red sandstone amphitheatre that

happens to offer perfect acoustics

as well as being a national historic

landmark. Just 10 miles west of the

city of Denver, this 300 million-

year-old rock formation has long

been a big-hitting music venue,

hosting concerts for the likes of

The Beatles and Bruce Springsteen,

and its annual film festival has now

clocked up its 17th season. This

year’s edition features Star Wars:

The Force Awakens – imagine Kylo

Ren and Han Solo doing battle

against this otherworldly scenery.

O Screenings £11.50; film.

redrocksonline.com; May–Sep

New Orleans
L O U I S I A N A

Whether it’s Mardi Gras or the Jazz

& Heritage Festival, residents of

the Big Easy love to celebrate out 

on the streets. In spring and

autumn each year, the New

Orleans Film Society gives them

yet another excuse to go al fresco

with Moonlight Movies, a carefully

thought-out curation of mostly

free, outdoor films at locations

across the city, ranging from a

square beside the Mississippi to

the Sculpture Garden at the New

Orleans Museum of Art. A highlight

this September is The Wiz, a 1978

Motown remake of The Wizard of

Oz, starring Diana Ross as Dorothy

and a teenage Michael Jackson as

the Scarecrow, with spectacular

musical numbers written by Luther

Vandross, to be shown at the Arts 

Market in Palmer Park.

O Screenings free to £4;

neworleansfilmsociety.org;  

Mar–May and Sep–Nov

Brooklyn
N E W Y O R K

From providing the backdrop to

one of the kiss scenes in Woody

Allen’s classic Annie Hall to being

trampled over in Transformers:

Revenge of the Fallen, New York’s

Brooklyn Bridge has featured in so

many flicks it arguably deserves its

own star on Hollywood’s Walk of

Fame. Few places, therefore, could

be more fitting to watch the big

screen than sprawled out on the

lawns beside its eastern end.

Every year on hot summer nights,

Brooklyn Bridge Park presents

Movies With A View, a mash-up of

indie shorts, classic and cult films

(this year’s run includes American

Graffiti and Selma). With the sun 

dipping below Manhattan’s

skyline in the background,

screenings really can’t get more 

cinematic than this.

O Free screenings; brooklynbridge 

park.org; Thu Jul–Aug

Coldwater
M I C H I G A N

For a slice of pure Americana,

head to Coldwater, a small town

between Detroit and Chicago,

where the Capri Drive-In Movie

Theater remains little changed

since it began operating in the

1960s. Even if you’re not behind

the wheel of a Mustang convertible

or Chevrolet pick up, it’s still a retro 

experience to cruise past the

original neon sign to pull up by

one of the twin screens. Although

the films shown are current (think

Star Trek and Ghostbusters – the

modern reboots) and moviegoers

now tune into the sound system

with their car radios, the vintage

concession stands selling hot dogs

and pop retain a certain Greased

Lightning vibe. Just be sure to treat

your date well, so you don’t get

stranded at the drive-in like John

Travolta’s luckless Danny Zuko.

O Screenings £6.50;

capridrive-in.com 

America’s best  
movie nights

GET THE BOOK!

For more

money-saving

tips and ideas

for the best-

value sights in

the world, pick

up our new

book The Best Things in Life are
Free (£16.99; lonelyplanet.com),

also available with this month’s

subscription offer (p20).

The skyscrapers of Lower

Manhattan provide a

screen backdrop for

filmgoers at Pier 1 in

Brooklyn Bridge Park

Miami
F L O R I D A

Taking advantage of the city’s

long warm dry winters, the Miami

Beach SoundScape Cinema Series

has weekly movie nights from

October to May in a unique

open-air setting that’s just a

couple of blocks back from the

beach. Grab picnic baskets and

blankets and join local Floridians

in the bougainvillea-filled and

palm-tree-lined urban park beside

the Frank Gehry-designed

New World Centre. Settle in as

blockbusters such as The Dark

Knight Rises, The Day After

Tomorrow and Back to the Future

are projected onto a suitably

colossal 7,000-square-foot wall.

O Free screenings; mbculture.com; 

Wed Oct–May
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Once the heart of the Moorish empire, southern Spain’s capital is rich with cultural
traditions and impressive architecture, yet it’s also a city that lives in the moment.

Amble cobbled streets lined with orange trees, flit between atmospheric bars for tapas,
and stumble across spontaneous displays of flamenco, the dance that was born here

S E V I L L E
The Perfect Weekend
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TRAVEL ESSENTIALS BA, easyJet and Ryanair fly direct to Seville from theUK (from £90; easyjet.co.uk). Buses leave from the airport to the city centre every 20 minutes

(single £2; tussam.es); a taxi costs about £20. A Sevilla Card offers free entrance to key attractions, guided tours and discounts at shops and restaurants (£27 for 72 hours).
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La Giralda, on the

northeastern side of the

cathedral, was the

minaret of the mosque

built in the 12th century;

the belltower section

dates from the 16th

century, as does the

weathervane that

represents ‘faith’

The
monument
‘Let’s construct a church so large, future

generations will think we were mad,’ said the

architects of Seville in 1402 when they began

one of the most ambitious building projects

in medieval history.And they did. Seville

Cathedral is Europe’s largest Gothic

building, with an interior that could house

a football stadium. It’s built on the site

of a 12th-century mosque, and the

original minaret still stands beside it, now

repurposed into a belfry.This trellis-brick

tower, La Giralda, has become an emblem

of Seville and the Moorish-Christian heritage

that defines the city. Begin with an ascent via

35 gently inclining brick ramps, built to allow

a muezzin to ride a donkey to the top for the

call to prayer. Chinks of the city are revealed

through castle-like slit windows as you climb,

but the real reward is the glorious panorama

from the top. After absorbing the views,

descend to wander the vaulted cathedral,

home to artworks by Goya, and to pay your

respects to the world’s most famous traveller,

Christopher Columbus, who is buried here.

O Cathedral & Giralda £7.50; catedraldesevilla.es
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ABOVE, FROM LEFTA customer

orders pastries from the menu at

the ‘torno’ in Convento de Santa

Inés; the towering honeycomb of

Metropol Parasol
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For a unique perspective on Seville, head to Plaza

de la Encarnación, where you’ll find the city’s

most bizarre-looking landmark, the Metropol

Parasol. Known as Las Setas (Mushrooms), this

wooden waffle construction, which houses a

food market, restaurant and concert hall, has

divided local opinion. It’s true, architect Jürgen

Mayer H has created a modern head-turner in the

historic heart of the city, yet no-one can argue

with the killer views that the building’s rooftop

provides of the city.Wander undulating walkways

to gaze over the Gothic cathedral to the south

and Santiago Calatrava’s distinctive cantilever

bridge to the north. If you feel like a challenge,

see how many church spires you can spot – after

Rome, Seville has the most churches of any city

in the world.A wacky bolt-on to your mushroom

experience is that your entry fee includes a free

drink at one of the cafés around the square – just 

keep your receipt to claim your prize.

O Entry to walkway £2; setasdesevilla.com

The pastry
It may not have found its way into

guidebooks but the Convento

de Santa Inés is no secret to

Sevillaños, who make a weekly

pilgrimage to this 14th-century

convent in the city centre.The

reason for their devotion is the

pastries that the Poor Clare

community of nuns make in their

kitchen, as they have done for

centuries.An enormous studded

door marks the entrance to the

convent, but patrons use a smaller

door cut within, which opens onto

a courtyard of faded frescoes and

blue-and-white azulejo tiles.At the

far end of the square is the wooden

‘torno’ – an oversized lazy Susan where

transactions are made.As it’s a closed

order, you won’t see the nuns, but ring a

bell and a friendly ‘buenos días’ will signal

that a sister is on the other side, ready to serve

you. Choose from a menu of buttery biscuits

and cakes, including bollitos de Santa Inés –

doughy balls sprinkled with sesame seeds, that

are a speciality. Place your money on the torno

and the nun will spin it round to return your

baked goods, often still warm from the oven.

O Pastries from £2 for six; open 9am–1pm and

4pm–6.30pm; Calle Doña María Coronel 5  

A group of kayakers

pass under the Puente

deTriana that connects

theTriana district with

the centre of the city

The activity
On Sunday mornings when most of Seville is

sleeping off the excesses of Saturday night,

church bells ring out, doing their best to rouse

the city. But down by the river there are signs

of life. Well-built guides drag kayaks from a

shed and line them up on the bank as small

groups wriggle into life jackets to watch a

demonstration of how to use oars.This is

Kayak Sevilla, which offers tours along the

Guadalquivir.The river was key to Seville’s

fortune; with the discovery of theAmericas in

1492, the city became the trade port with the

New World. Merchant ships travelled 60 miles

from theAtlantic, loaded with gold, silver and

tobacco, to dock in Seville. Steer your vessel

south on the route taken by Columbus and the 

conquistadors, passing under bridges and

beside theTorre del Oro, a 13th-century

Moorish watchtower.As you paddle, swallows

swoop low and dragonflies flit over the water’s

surface. Stay close to the west bank and you

may spot turtles basking in the sunshine.

O Kayak trips from £20; kayaksevilla.com  
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Andalucían-blue window at

Hospes Las Casas del Rey

de Baeza; the narrow streets

of barrio de Santa Cruz.

INSETA bedroom at the hotel
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The hotel
A welcome hush and coolness await guests

who step through the doors of Hospes

Las Casas del Rey de Baeza, a handsome

18th-century building on the edge of barrio de

Santa Cruz.Though just a 10-minute walk from

the hubbub of the centre, this whitewashed

retreat movesto a much slower pace. Forty-one 

spacious rooms on three levels surround a

central cobblestone courtyard with a fountain,

and two smaller patios, abundant with ferns,

creepers and palm-filled terracotta pots. Steps

lead up to herringbone-brick walkways where

help-yourself baskets of oranges lend a splash 

of colour as well as a heady scent to the

air, and windows are adorned with

thick roll blinds to block out

the scorching Seville sun at

siesta time. Once you’ve

checked in to your

room, make for the

rooftop for a plunge

in the pool and a

drink from the bar

while you look out

over the Seville

skyline, blinding

white at midday

but becoming warm

and golden as the

sun sinks lower.

O From £140; hospes.com

The walk
Just east of the cathedral lies the barrio de

Santa Cruz, the former Jewish quarter of the

medieval city. It’s a maze of improbably narrow

cobbled streets, where lime-washed houses

lean in so close they appear to touch, and

elderly men play draughts under the shade of

orange trees. Come in the middle of the day 

when the rest of the city is too hot for

sightseeing – the temperature here is 5°C

cooler than anywhere else – and lose a couple

of hours ambling the alleyways, emerging from 

time to time into small squares bathed in

sunshine. Getting lost really is part of the fun;

scrutinise a map and you’ll miss the details – 

the hidden courtyards brimming with

bougainvillea, jasmine and geraniums; the tiny 

churches that were once synagogues; and

neighbours on wrought-iron balconies, sharing

local gossip while they hang their washing.This

is a place of countless stories and you’re sure to 

stumble across locations made famous by

literary antihero Don Juan, such as Plaza de

Doña Elvira, one of Seville’s prettiest squares,

where the legendary lothario held trysts with

local beauty Doña Inés under the orange trees.

O Walking tours from £20; sevillaofficialtours.com
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The bar
Eleven on Saturday night is peak time at

El Rinconcillo, the bar on the ‘little corner’.

Raucous laughter emanates through the

labyrinthine streets, a reassuring signal to

a group of guidebook-clutching first-timers

intent on finding the oldest bar in Seville.Yet

despite its fame, this 350-year-old taberna is

no tourist trap. Locals come for a glass of fino

sherry or a caña of Cruzcampo – Seville’s own

beer – and tapas, the small dishes that are an

essential part ofAndalucían culture. It’s a

place where nothing has changed for a long

time. Blackened hams hang on hooks from

the ceiling and bottles ofTempranillo gather

dust on theArt Nouveau shelving. Grumpy

waiters, looking more like funeral directors

with their pallid complexions and black

waistcoats, pour drinks and fetch dishes with

great reverance. Once you’ve chosen your

tapas – two if you’re on a tapas trawl, more if

you require a meal – order at the wooden bar,

where your bill will be chalked in front of you.

Upturned sherry barrels make for standing

posts from which to devour your morsels

while you enjoy the happy chaos around you.

O Tapas from £1.50; elrinconcillo.es  

A waiter slices

jamón Ibérico, one

of the most popular

tapas choices at

El Rinconcillo



ABOVE Lunchtime

at the Mercado

Lonja del Barranco.

BELOWTubs of

salmorejo in various

flavours, such as

roasted pepper and

truffles, with an

array of toppings

P E R F E C T  W E E K E N D  S E V I L L E
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Thehammam
A comforting smell of cinnamon greets those

who enter Aire de Sevilla, a traditional baños

Árabes (Arab bathhouse) tucked away in a

backstreet in Santa Cruz.Trickling fountains and

plaintive music set the tone as visitors take a

seat, while mint tea is served from ornate silver

pots.This former 16th-century palace was built

by an Indian viceroy on the site of a Moorish

hammam, yet the history runs even deeper

here, as Roman vaults form the foundations.

This blend of civilisations is tangible as you

wander between rooms heavy with incense,

and plunge into pools of cool and hot water.

Flickering candles light up the latticed

dark-wood ceilings and shadows are amplified

on the russet walls. Hushed-voiced attendants

lead robed bathers up winding stairs to be

massaged with aromatic hot oils. Once

sufficiently plunged and pummeled, you

emerge onto the rooftop terrace for ice-cold

lemon water and one of the finest views of the

cathedral and Giralda, a few 

rooftops away.

O From £18 for

1½ hours;

airedesevilla.com The market
If El Rinconcillo has its feet firmly rooted in

Seville’s past, then Mercado Lonja del

Barranco exemplifies the city’s modern face.

Housed in a glass-and-wrought-iron pavilion

that was once a fish market, this stylish

gourmet food hall offers the region’s best

produce.The 20 or so puestos (stands) each

champion a different dish. Follow the locals

and queue for tubs of salmorejo, a burly cousin

of gazpacho; generous slabs of tortilla; and

pulpo a la Gallega – waxy potatoes holding

aloft succulent slices of octopus. Cruzcampo is

poured to the thirsty from copper vats high in

the rafters and bottles of rioja are behind the

bar for those who need something stronger.

Take your finds to one of the high tables

clustered under eclectic pendant lights. If the

Seville sun is being gentle, you could instead

head outside to picnic beside the Guadalquivir,

for views of the Puente de Triana, and the

neighbourhood across the water, which is  

the birthplace of flamenco.

O Dishes from £3; mercadolonjadelbarranco.com

The plunge pool on

the roof of Aire de

Sevilla. INSETThe

cool, dark interior

of the hammam
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The
restaurant
Though ‘ir de tapeo’ (bar-hopping with tapas)

is the principal mode of dining in Seville,

sometimes something more hearty and slowly

savoured is called for. ConTenedor – literally,

‘with fork’ – fits the purpose perfectly.This

restaurant in the once down-and-out district

of Macarena eschews the Old World azulejo

tiles and starched tablecloths of traditional

Andalucían restaurants. Instead, its modern

interior features an eclectic mix of tables and

chairs, a polished concrete floor,

whimiscal mobiles and a display of

modern artworks.The menu, which

changes daily, according to what

the chefs find at local markets, is

presented in a rainbow of chalk

on a blackboard. Dishes such

as grilled octopus on seafood

noodles with baked garlic

cream, and roast duck with

crispy black rice are dispatched

from the open kitchen. Portions

are generous – there are no

pop-in-the-mouth morsels here;

a knife and fork is definitely required.

O Mains from £10; restaurantecontenedor.com

Flamenco is a way of life
in Andalucía, and Seville is
its heartland. People express
their joys and sorrows through 
dance. You only have to
wander the Triana district to
feel flamenco all around you.
I like to walk along Calle Betis,
a street beside the river, until
I hear the singing, the guitar 
and the dancing.

THE LOCAL’S TIP

ALICE BRAHAM, our production editor, found

it very easy to adopt the Sevillian lifestyle of

siestas in the day and bar crawls by night.

MARINAVALIENTE has been dancing since she was three years

old. She travels the world performing and teaching flamenco,

and a gallery of her work can be seen at marinavaliente.com.

RIGHT Cod on a bed of

chard and pine nuts,

served with asparagus

and bergamot at

ConTenedor.

INSET Setting the tables

for the evening service;

the artworks on show

are for sale
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Street football is a big part of 

the city’s culture, played out 

on favela hills with amazing 

backdrops. Reached via a very 

steep ascent, Cantagalo is 

high above Ipanema Beach 

and its adjacent hotels
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The Photographer’s Story
TO N Y  B U R NS

Rio, 
City of 
Sport
In Rio de Janeiro sport is everywhere: from football 
in the favelas to surfing, diving and volleyball on 
the beach. It’s a big part of life and culture in the 
Olympic host city – beautiful weather year-round 
means a big outdoors lifestyle. Life in Rio can be 
hard, particularly for those living in favelas; for 
children growing up there, sport is often an escape 
from their surroundings. Here, life is lived out on 
the busy streets. I visited the city six or seven times, 
shooting over quite a few months in several favelas, 
and at beaches like Ipanema and Copacabana. It’s a 
fascinating place, and looks spectacular – one of 
the most beautiful cities in the world, with some of 
the warmest people. Though the favelas can be 
dangerous, I worked with a local fixer and 
translator and was made very welcome. Not many 
people get to see this part of the world, let alone 
everyday life here, so it was a real privilege.

TONY BURNS is a British travel and fine art photographer 

(shootingtheworld.com;  @tonyburnsphotos).



ABOVE Arpoador lookout by Ipanema Beach is always a crowded spot. A lot of locals and tourists go there to sit on the huge rock face and watch what’s going on: surfers,

people diving off, the sunset.This guy was showing off a little, with spectacular jumps off the rocks. If the weather is good, Ipanema is one of the busiest beaches there is.

BELOW Praia da Barra is a more local beach. This is a play on the kiss scene from the album cover for the soundtrack of City of God, one of the best-known films set in Rio.

T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y
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ABOVE LEFT I took this photo of the Christ the Redeemer statue and the south side of Rio on a helicopter tour. I was lucky to get it, as the city often has a lot of low cloud.

ABOVE RIGHT This portrait of Rio resident Thiago was taken in the central neighbourhood of Lapa, against a wall graffitied with the bright colors of the Brazilian flag.

BELOW The Rio skyline as seen from Sugarloaf Mountain is my favourite view, with the clouds rolling in from the sea and Christ the Redeemer in the distance.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
The 2016 Olympics run from 5–21 August and the Paralympics from 7–18
September; watch on the BBC and find our free Olympics city guide on the
Rio page at lonelyplanet.com. BA flies direct to Rio de Janeiro from London
(from £822; ba.com). Non-direct flights cost from £490 (flytap.com).
TucanTravel’s trips include the eight-day Fun and Sun holiday in Rio and
the island retreat of Ilha Grande, in addition to tailor-made tours (from
£949 excl flights; tucantravel.com). Brazil Expedition’s city tours include
favela and football options (from £21; brazilexpedition.com). Find out 
more at riodejaneiro.com and in our Rio de Janeiro guide (£14.99).
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Eating in 
London

MINI GUIDE

In London, the whole world is available on

a plate. Fine-dining institutions thrive but 

the city is also having a renaissance in

British cuisine and unique market food.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Special occasions

Gastropubs

Food markets

Vegetables with goat’s curd and

buckwheat at Duck & Waffle

Maltby St Market is a popular

spot for brunch at the weekend

The Empress serves its fish and 

chips on yesterday’s news

THE ANCHOR & HOPE

A stalwart of the South Bank food

scene,The Anchor & Hope is a

quintessential gastropub: elegant

but not formal, and delicious.

The menu is European food with

a British twist, such as rabbit with

anchovies, almonds and rocket,

and panna cotta with rhubarb

compote (anchorandhopepub.

co.uk; 36The Cut; 5pm–11pm

Mon, 11am–11pmTue–Sat, 12pm– 

3.15pm Sun; mains from £16).

THE WHITE SWAN

Though it may look like any City

pub from the street,The White

Swan is anything but typical.

Downstairs, diners will find a

smart bar that serves excellent

pub food under the watchful eyes

of animal prints and trophies,

including a swan. Upstairs, there’s

a more formal dining room with

a classic British menu (thewhite

swanlondon.com; 108 Fetter

Lane; 11am–midnight Mon–Thu, 

to 1am Fri; mains from £13).

THE EMPRESS

In the hip inner east suburb of

Hackney, a spitting distance from

Victoria Park, this upmarket pub

conversion belts out excellent

modern British cuisine under chef

Elliott Lidstone. On Mondays

there’s a £10 main-plus-drink

deal, onTuesdays its BYO, and on

weekends there’s a classic British

brunch menu (empresse9.co.uk;

130 Lauriston Rd; 5pm–11pm Mon,

noon–11pmTue–Fri, 10am–11pm 

Sat & Sun; mains from £12). 

DUCK & WAFFLE

Perched atop HeronTower, just

down from Liverpool St Station,

Duck & Waffle is a fashionable

City venue for dining with a view.

It serves Continental and British

dishes in small and large plate

sizes, including the signature duck 

leg confit, fried duck egg and

waffle, with maple syrup

(duckandwaffle.com; 40th fl,

HeronTower, 110 Bishopsgate;

open 24hr; dishes from £8).

THE ORANGERY

Punctuate a visit to Hyde Park

and Kensington Gardens with

breakfast, lunch or afternoon tea

atThe Orangery, housed in an

18th-century conservatory on the

grounds of Kensington Palace.Tea

is the standout experience here:

book ahead to bag a table on the

beautiful terrace and splash out

on the ‘Royal’ to enjoy it with a

glass of Pimm’s or champagne

(orangerykensingtonpalace.co.uk;

afternoon tea noon–6pm; £27.50,

or £34 with Pimm’s, and £37.50 

with champagne).

FOYER AT CLARIDGE’S

A landmark hotel and London

institution, Claridge’s is a swanky

spot for dining.The setting is

gorgeous and the gentle clinks of

porcelain and champagne glasses

may be a highlight of your trip to

London. Extend your pinkie finger

to partake in afternoon tea within

the classicArt Deco-style foyer,

or retreat to the inner sanctum for

Michelin-starred dinner at its Fera

restaurant (claridges.co.uk; 49–53

Brook St; afternoon tea 2.45pm–

5.30pm; £58, with champagne

£68; three-course lunch £39).

BOROUGH MARKET

This market nicknamed London’s

Larder is overflowing with food-

lovers, wide-eyed visitors and

Londoners in search of inspiration.

There are plenty of takeaway stalls 

for lunchtime browsers. The

market heaves on Saturdays:

head to Southwark Cathedral

gardens nearby to enjoy your finds

(boroughmarket.org.uk; 8

Southwark St; 10am–5pm Mon–

Thu, to 6pm Fri, 8am–5pm Sat).

MALTBY ST MARKET

Billed as an alternative to Borough

Market, Maltby St Market is

another popular SE1 food haven;

it’s smaller than its big brother and

some would say more authentic.

The stalls are top-notch and many

offer original small bites, such as

East London smoked salmon and

cream cheese blinis, and luxury

cheese toasties. Little Bird Gin bar

is a small-batch distillery serving

cocktails (maltby.st; MaltbySt;

9am–4pm Sat, 11am–4pm Sun).

MARYLEBONE FARMERS’

MARKET

This weekly farmers’ market is the

largest in town, with 30 to 40

producers coming from within a

100-mile radius of the M25. It’s

expensive but charming, reflecting

the upmarket clientele who come

here to do their weekly shop. Local

beekeepers sell London honey

here and it’s also possible to get

freshly shucked oysters (lfm.org.

uk/markets/marylebone; Cramer

Street Car Park; 10am–2pm Sun).

A cheese stall at

Borough Market

in East London
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MINI GUIDE
Eating in London

York & Albany is a north

London gastropub in Gordon

Ramsay’s culinary empire. Its nine

bedrooms have huge windows,

fireplaces and plush bathrooms

(gordonramsayrestaurants.com/

york-and-albany; 127–129

Parkway; from £170).

Threadneedles is in the heart

of the City (five minutes from

Duck & Waffle) yet from the

wonderfully understated exterior

you’d hardly know it existed.The

74 rooms are spread over five

floors (hotelthreadneedles.co.uk;

5 Threadneedle St; from £250).

TRANSPORT

Aer Lingus, BA, easyJet, Flybe and

Ryanair fly to London airports

from many UK cities (Edinburgh to

Gatwick from £85; easyjet.com).

The airports are well serviced by

train and bus, and Heathrow has

its own tube stations.Trains arrive

into London from all over the UK;

Manchester to Euston takes 2

hours (from £42; virgintrains.co.

uk). Public transport in London is

expensive: buy an Oyster card

from any of the city’s tube stations

for the cheapest fares (zone 1

single £2.40; see tfl.gov.uk). Or

hire a ‘Boris bike’ (£2 access fee,

first half-hour free, £2 for every

half-hour after that; tfl.gov.uk/

modes/cycling/santander-cycles).  

WHERE TO STAY

Book far enough ahead at

The Hoxton and you might pay

just £49. the recently renovated

rooms are small but stylish and

come with a desk, fridge and

breakfast in a bag delivered

to your door (thehoxton.com;

81 Great Eastern St; from £49).

FOODTRENDS & FADS

New food obsessions sweep the

capital; here are the trends

occupying Londoners right now:

Going regional It’s no longer

plain old Chinese but Dongbei 

or Xinjiang; Indian is now

Gujarati, Goan or Punjabi.

Smokehouses The growing fad

for flame-seared flavours has

hatched a host of restaurants 

across town.

Late-night diningThe

imminent weekend night tube

service is only going to give this

trend a further shot in the arm.

Peruvian food Food waves in

Lima have sparked inspiration

for Peruvian food in the capital,

in particular ceviche.

Ramen The Japanese noodle

broth is served andeatenquickly

– perfect for those on the move.

Food trucks Whether part of

a market or just occupying a

chain-free corner, food trucks

have become a feature of the

capital’s

eating

scene.

London essentials

The circular lobby and glass  

dome at Threadneedles

The know-how

 Eating  Sleeping
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FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s London

(£12.99) is a comprehensive

guide to the city; for short

breaks, try Pocket London

(£7.99). Download Lonely

Planet’s free Guides app,

featuring London, from

iTunes.The London supper

club scene is eclectic.To find

out about coming events, try

supperclubfangroup.ning.

com, an excellent directory

set up by a supper club host.

Tania Ballantine’s Eat Like

A Londoner (£9.99; Frances

Lincoln) is an illustrated

guide to dining in the capital,

with venues split out into 

clever categories.
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Wines of
Champagne

MINI GUIDE

Anchored by the historic towns of Reims and

Épernay, the hillside vineyards, touring routes

and champagne houses of France’s renowned

Champagne region make a perfect getaway.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Wine education 

Cellar tours

Food & champagne

A château run by the owners of

the Musée de la Vigne et du Vin

A platter of local cheeses to go

with champagne at C.Comme

Champagne bottles in ‘pupitres’

(wooden racks) at Taittinger

MUMM

Pronounced ‘moom’, Mumm is a

convenient tasting stop in central

Reims, founded in 1827. Engaging

and edifying guided tours take you

through cellars filled with 25

million bottles of fine bubbly and

conclude with a tasting. Phone

ahead to book if possible (mumm.

com; 34 Rue du Champ de Mars;

9.30am–1pm & 2pm–6pm daily,

shorter hours & closed Sun Nov–

Dec; tours incl tasting from £16).

TAITTINGER

The headquarters ofTaittinger are

an excellent place to see a clear

presentation on how champagne

is made. Parts of the cellars, now

Unesco-listed, were 4th-century

Roman stone quarries; other bits

were dug by 13th-century monks.

The maison is a mile southeast of

central Reims (taittinger.com;

9 Place Saint-Niçaise; 9.30am–

5.30pm dailyApr–mid-Nov,

shorter hours & closed weekends 

rest of year; tours from £15).

ÉPERNAY’S AVENUE

DU CHAMPAGNE

This handsome street in the

region’s champagne capital is

lined with mansions and maisons

de champagne. Moët & Chandon

and Mercier are both based here;

the tours at Moët are impressive,

offering a peek into its 17-mile

labyrinth of cellars (uk.moet.com;

20 Ave de Champagne; 9.30am–

11.30am & 2pm–4.30pm daily

mid-Mar–mid-Nov, Mon–Fri rest

of year, closed Jan; from £20).

MUSÉE DE LA VIGNE ET

DU VIN

This outstanding wine museum,

in the comely village of Le Mesnil-

sur-Oger, belongs to the Launois

family, champagne-makers since

1872. It displays a collection of

century-old winery equipment.

Two-hour tours run in French and

English (champagne-launois.fr;

2Ave Eugène Guillaume; tours

10am & 3pm Mon–Fri, 10.30am

Sat–Sun; tour incl 3 flutes £10).

CHAMPAGNE DOMI

MOREAU

Nathalie and Max run scenic and

insightful three-hour minibus

tours (in French and English) of

their vineyard in Mancy, outside

Épernay, passing through local

villages, getting among the vines

and then finishing with a tasting

back at their house.The pick-up

point is in Épernay; they can also

organise self-guided cycling tours

(champagne-domimoreau.com;

tours 9.30am & 2.30pm except

Wed & Sun, closed last three

weeks of Aug & Dec–Mar; £26).

VILLA BISSINGER

You can try champagne anywhere

but if you want to know more,

Villa Bissinger near Épernay, home

to the International Institute for

the Wines of Champagne, runs an

informative two-hour workshop

(in French). Besides covering the

basics such as names, producers,

grape varieties and characteristics,

the workshop includes a tasting

of four different champagnes.

Call ahead to secure a place

(villabissinger.com; 15 Rue

Jeanson,Ay; 2.30pm first Sat of

the month Apr–Oct; from £22).

C. COMME

There’s a relaxed ambience at this

champagne bar in Épernay, which

offers tasting plates and a stash of

350 varieties of champagne in its

cellar ready for sampling (from £5

a glass).The bar-bistro is kitted

out with funky bottle-top tables,

and plates include rillettes (pâté),

regional cheese and charcuterie

(c-comme.fr; 8 Rue Gambetta;

10am–8pm, to midnight Fri–Sat,

3pm–9pm Wed; dishes from £7).

LA CAVE

À CHAMPAGNE

‘The Champagne Cellar’ is rated

by locals for its champenoise

cuisine – such as snail and pig’s

trotter casserole, and fillet of beef

in pinot noir – served in a warm,

traditional atmosphere in

Épernay.The restaurant also offers

a tasting flight of four champagnes

for £24 (la-cave-a-champagne.

com; 16 Rue Gambetta; lunch

Thu–Tue, dinnerThu–Mon; menus

from £17 for three courses).

PATISSERIE VINCENT 

DALLET

This sweet dream of a

chocolaterie, patisserie and

tearoom is the place to come for a

champenoise speciality called the

‘Baba’ – vanilla cream topped by a

cork-shaped pastry flavoured with

champagne. Or order the café

gourmand: coffee with a selection

of mini desserts, costing £7

(chocolat-vincentdallet.fr; 26 Rue 

du Général Leclerc, Épernay;

7.30am–7.45pm Tue–Sun).

The mill at Verzenay in

the champagne country 

southeast of Reims
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MINI GUIDE
Wines of Champagne

Sitting handsomely beside the

Avenue de Champagne in Épernay

in grounds with an outdoor pool,

LaVilla Eugène is a class act.This

beautiful 19th-century mansion

once belonged to the Mercier

family (villa-eugene.com; 84Ave 

de Champagne; from £225).

To sip champagne in the

lap of luxury, book into Les

Crayères on the fringes of

Reims. Manicured lawns sweep

to this graceful château, where

you can dine in Michelin-starred

finery (lescrayeres.com; Blvd

Henry Vasnier 64; from £320).

TRANSPORT

There are no direct flights from the

UK to the Champagne region, but

it’s around 2½–3 hours’ drive from

Calais and is easily reached from

Paris and its airports.Trains run

from Paris Gare de L’Est to Reims

in less than an hour (from £25 rtn;

uk.voyages-sncf.com) and to

Épernay in about 1½ hours (£38).

Direct trains also run between

these two regional hub towns

(£12; 22–42 minutes).The best

way to get toTroyes is by bus from

Reims.To explore the countryside

and wine-growing villages you’ll

need a car: Hertz has a base in

Reims and Europcar is in Épernay.

WHERE TO STAY

Hôtel Les Comtes de

Champagne is ensconced in a trio

of pastel-hued 16th-century half-

timbered houses inTroyes, in the

south of the region. Its bright

courtyard lobby and flower boxes

give it a lovely feel, and there’s a

12th-century cellar (comtesde

champagne.com; 54–56 Rue de  

la Monnaie; from £80).

CHAMPAGNE

SAVOIR-FAIRE

Blanc de Blancs Champagne

made using only chardonnay

grapes. Fresh and elegant with

a bouquet reminiscent of fruits

such as pear and plum.

Blanc de NoirsA full-bodied,

deep golden champagne made

solely with black grapes (pinot

noir or pinot meunier). Often

rich and refined, with great

complexity and a long finish.

Rosé Pink champagne (mostly

served as an aperitif), with a

fresh character and summer-

fruit flavours. Made by adding

a small percentage of red pinot

noir to white champagne.

Prestige Cuvée Usually made

with grapes from top-classed

grand cru vineyards, and priced

and bottled accordingly.

Millésimé Vintage champagne

produced from a single crop

during an

exceptional

year. Most

champagneis

non-vintage.

Champagne essentials

One of 20 classically decorated 

guestrooms in Les Crayères

The know-how
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FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s France

(£17.99) includes a chapter

on the Champagne region

and its touring routes, which 

can also be downloaded

individually (£2.99) at

lonelyplanet.com; France’s

Best Trips (£15.99) includes

a Champagne itinerary as

one of its 39 regional drives.

Wine Travel Guides offers a

free, in-depth online guide

to the Champagne region

(winetravelguides.com).

Noel Barber’s lightweight

war drama, A Farewell to

France (£3; Coronet), about

rural life on a Champagne

vineyard in the 1930s–40s.
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Weekend  
in Oslo

MINI GUIDE

Norway’s capital has world-class museums

and galleries, a thriving café culture and top-

notch restaurants – all complemented by a

buzzing waterfront and the great outdoors.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Saturday

Friday

Sunday

Akershus Festning has survived 

every siege since the 1290s

Tapas bar Champagneria

Bodega in Mathallen Oslo

Formerly industrial Aker Brygge 

is now a popular dining spot

OSLO OPERA HOUSE

This centrepiece of the massive

redevelopment project sweeping

the waterfront precinct is fast

becoming one of the iconic

modern buildings of Scandinavia.

Before venturing inside be sure to

walk up onto the roof, a ‘carpet’

of sloping angles and flat surfaces.

It’s free to enter the foyer; to

venture further, join a lunchtime

guided tour (operaen.no; Kirsten 

Flagstads Plass 1; tour £9).

AKER BRYGGE

For dinner, head to this old

shipyard west of Oslo’s main

harbour, which has been turned

into a trendy shopping complex

with dozens of cafés and

waterside restaurants that are

among the most popular in the

city. If the weather is nice, the

local meal of choice is peel-and-

eat shrimp, bought off a fishing

boat and eaten dockside with

a fresh baguette, mayonnaise 

and a touch of lemon.

JAZZ AT BLÅ

This jazz club features on a

global list of 100 great jazz

clubs compiled by the savvy

editors at the US jazz magazine

DownBeat. It’s an intimate

venue by the River Akerselva

that hosts both up-and-

coming artists and well-known

international acts. Many gigs are

free and, when there’s no live

music, DJs get the crowd going

(blaaoslo.no; Brenneriveien 9; 

paid-for gigs from £9).

ASTRUP FEARNLEY

MUSEET

All manner of zany art is

contained within this museum,

the artistic highlight of the city. 

This stunning architectural

creation on the waterfront,

designed by Renzo Piano and

completed in 2012, is a

wonderful wooden building

floating on jetties and rafts, with

sail-like roofs (afmuseet.no;

Strandpromenaden 2; entry £11).

AKERSHUS FESTNING

& SLOTT

Oslo’s Festning (fortress) and

Slott (castle) are two of the

city’s architectural highlights,

strategically located on the

eastern side of the harbour.

Inside the expansive complex

are a couple of museums and

interesting buildings, dungeons

and a chapel worth exploring.

The Slott looks medieval from

the front, but inside it was

renovated into a Renaissance

palace in the 17th century

(akershusfestning.no; entry £6).

BYGDØY PENINSULA

Just a hop across the harbour,

the Bygdøy Peninsula holds

some of Oslo’s top attractions

and is worth at least half a

day’s exploration. To get there,

take the 15-minute ferry from

Rådhusbrygge Quay, around

the corner from the Festning

(No 91; £3). Highlights include

the Vikingskipshuset (Viking

Museum), which displays the

best-preserved Viking vessels

in the world, and the Fram polar

ship museum (khm.uio.no;

Huk Aveny 35; joint entry £7).

VIGELAND PARK

Take tram No 12 west to this

park, brimming with 212 granite

and bronze works by Norway’s

best-loved sculptor, Gustav

Vigeland. His highly charged

sculptures range from entwined

lovers and tranquil elderly

couples to contempt-ridden

beggars. His most renowned

work, Sinnataggen, portrays a

particularly grumpy young child 

stamping his foot (free).

NASJONALGALLERIET

The National Gallery houses the

country’s largest collection of

Norwegian art. Some of Edvard

Munch’s best-known creations

are on display, including the main

copy of The Scream. There’s also

an impressive collection of

European art, with works by

Gauguin, Picasso and El Greco,

and Impressionists such as

Manet, Degas, Renoir, Matisse,

Cézanne and Monet (nasjonal 

museet.no; £9, free Thu).

MATHALLEN OSLO

Before hopping on a plane

back home, grab lunch at this

seriously hip, post-industrial

food court dedicated to the best

of Norwegian regional cuisine,

as well as food from elsewhere.

There are dozens of delis, cafés

and restaurants crammed into

this space and the surrounding

buildings, and the place buzzes

throughout the day. Prices are

generally low and quality high

(mathallenoslo.no; Vulkan 5).

Oslo Opera House, opened

in 2008, is designed to

resemble a glacier
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MINI GUIDE
Weekend in Oslo

Ellingsens Pensjonat is a

comfy, historic pension offering

one of the best deals in Oslo.

Rooms are spacious, and there’s

also a sweet studio. Plus there’s

a small garden for lounging on

sunny days (ellingsenspensjonat.

no; Holtegata 25; from £105).

Part of the buzzing waterfront

development, The Thief is a

world-class hotel overlooking

the Astrup Fearnley Museum.

Luxuries include rainforest

showers, down duvets and

wool blankets (thethief.com;

Landgangen 1; from £250).

TRANSPORT

Airlines including BA, Norwegian,

Ryanair and Scandinavian fly to

Oslo from Edinburgh, Gatwick,

Manchester and other UK airports

(from £65; ryanair.com). Oslo’s

main airport is Gardermoen;Torp

and Rygge airports are further out.

All three have good train or bus

links to the city centre (visitoslo.

com/en/transport/to-oslo). Oslo

has an efficient transport network

of underground trains (T-bane),

buses, trams and ferries (advance

single tickets £2.70). Buy an Oslo

Pass from the tourist office and it

will get you free public transport,

free museum entry and other

discounts (visitoslo.com;

1-/2-/3-day pass £30/£44/£55).

WHERE TO STAY

Grand Central, built out of

part of the former train station,

has a trainload of character, with

graffiti-covered rooms and a

central position right next to the

newly opened Østbanehallen

food court (choice.no;

Jernbanetorget 1; from £70).

BEST COFFEE SPOTS

Tim Wendleboe Produces the

most authentic Italian-style

espresso in the city – most of

the tiny space is given over to

a giant coffee bean grinder and

roaster (timwendelboe.no).

Kaffebrenneriet Opposite the

National Gallery, this relaxed

café has dozens of types of

coffee, as well as great cakes

(kaffebrenneriet.no).

Zagros Café Strong Italian

coffee, comfy sofas and cakes

to tuck into (Storgata 34C).

Stockfleths Founded in 1895,

this award-winning coffee

shop is one of Oslo’s oldest.

It also serves wholegrain bread

with brown cheese – a local

favourite (stockfleths.as).

Åpent Bakeri Neighbourhood

bakery that serves coffee in

deep bowls, as well as freshly

with homemade

stirred jam,

called røre

syltetøy

(apentbakeri.no).

Oslo essentials

The artwork-decked lobby at

contemporary hotel The Thief

The know-how
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FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s Norway 

(£15.99) has a chapter 

dedicated to Oslo and its 

surrounds, which can also 

be downloaded individually 

(£2.99) at lonelyplanet.com. 

The Almost Nearly Perfect 

People: The Truth About  

the Nordic Miracle by 

Michael Booth (£9.99; 

Vintage) is an entertaining 

look at modern Scandinavia, 

with Norway playing centre 

stage; or try the Oslo Crime 

Files – a quartet of thrillers 

set in and around Oslo,  

by Torkil Damhaug  

(£8.99; Headline).
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Hidden Prague

MINI GUIDE

Visitors flock to the Czech capital to stand 

on Charles Bridge and climb up to the

monumental Prague Castle, but the city’s

maze of cobbled lanes, hidden courtyards

and local bars is still a boon for explorers.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Local haunts

Offbeat attractions

Tranquil spaces

Czech beer and its traditional

accompaniments at Lokál

Nový Svět lies at what was once

the northwest corner of Prague

The 216-metre TV Tower was

built between 1985 and 1992

ŽIŽKOV TV TOWER

Prague’s tallest landmark is the

futuristic (and some say ugly)TV

Tower. But more bizarre still are

the 10 giant crawling babies that

appear to be exploring the outside

– an installation called Miminka,

by artist David Černý. Inside,

there’s an observation deck with

futuristic hanging armchairs, a

café, cocktail bar and restaurant

(towerpark.cz; Mahlerovy Sady 1, 

Žižkov; 8am–midnight; £6).

HOTEL JALTA NUCLEAR

BUNKER

Hidden beneath the 1950s Hotel

Jalta on Wenceslas Square lies a

communist-era nuclear shelter,

now open to the public.The tour,

led by a guide in period security

police uniform, takes in a series of

secret chambers; the highlight is

the comms room, for monitoring

wiretaps in the bedrooms of

important guests (hoteljalta.com;

Václavské náměstí 45; English

tours 2pm–7pm Fri–Sun; £4).

KGB MUSEUM

The enthusiastic Russian collector

of KGB memorabilia who set up

this small museum will insist on

showing you around his treasure

trove of spy cameras, concealed

pistols, weapons (including an

original garotte, known as ‘Stalin’s

scarf’) and sinister electrical

‘interrogation equipment’.There

are also rare photos of Prague

taken in 1968 by a KGB officer

(kgbmuseum.com;Vlašská 13;

9am–5pm Tue–Sun; £9.50).

LOKÁL

This classic Czech beer hall (albeit

with slick modern styling) is

always busy, mostly with locals.

It serves excellent tankové pivo 

(tanked Pilsner Urquell)

complemented by a daily-

changing menu of traditional

Bohemian dishes and smiling,

efficient, friendly service

(lokal-dlouha.ambi.cz; Dlouhá

33; 11am–1am Mon–Sat, to

midnight Sun; mains from £3.50).

ICE HOCKEY

Catching an ice hockey game

in Prague is a genuinely Czech

experience and well worth the

effort, as Czechs rank very highly

among the world’s players and

the sport is a passionate affair

for Prague locals. HC Sparta

Praha, one of the top teams in

the Czech league, plays at the

city’s O2 and Tipsport Arenas

(en.hcsparta.cz) and tickets are

usually available for electrifying

matches during the season from

September to April. Buy online

at TicketPortal (ticketportal.cz).

NÁPLAVKA FARMERS’

MARKET

Stretching along the east bank of

theVltava, south of the junction

withTrojická, this weekly market

makes the most of its riverside

setting with live music and stalls

selling fresh bread, locally grown

vegetables, homemade cakes and

pastries, wild honey, hot food and

a range of arts and crafts. From

May to October, you’ll also find

stalls selling wild mushrooms,

foraged from the woods around

the city (farmarsketrziste.cz;

Rašínovo nábřeží; 8am–2pm Sat).

NOVÝ SVĚT QUARTER

In the 16th century, houses were

built for castle staff in an enclave

of curving cobblestone streets

down the slope north of the

Loreta.Today these diminutive

cottages have been restored and

painted in pastel shades, making

the ‘New World’ quarter a perfect

alternative to the castle’s crowded

Golden Lane. Check out Nový

Svět 1, where Danish astronomer 

Tycho Brahe once lived.

KAMPA PARK

Kampa – an ‘island’ bounded by

theVltava River and Čertovka

(Devil’s Stream) – is the most

picturesque part of the Malá

Strana quarter, especially the little

square called Na Kampě, ringed

with 16th-century houses.The

island is a peaceful place to stroll,

and the area where the Čertovka

passes under Charles Bridge can

also be visited on a dinky tour boat

(prague-venice.cz; Křížovnické

náměstí 3; 10.30am–5pm; £10).

OLŠANY CEMETERY

Huge and atmospheric, Prague’s

main burial ground was founded

in 1680 after a plague epidemic.

The oldest gravestones can be

found in the northwestern corner,

near the 17th-century Church of

St Roch. Jan Palach – the student

who set himself on fire in 1969 to

protest the Soviet invasion – is

also buried here.To get here, take

any bus or tram headed for

‘Olšanské hřbitovy’ (Vinohradská

153, Žižkov; open daylight hours). 

Spires, domes and

rooftops at the eastern

end of Charles Bridge
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MINI GUIDE
Hidden Prague

Fusion Hotel has style in

abundance, but won’t break the

bank with its dorms, en suite

doubles and family rooms. Works

by young Czech artists decorate

the bedrooms, and there’s a

revolving bar (fusionhotels.com;

Panská 9; from £70).

The GoldenWell is tucked at

the end of a cobbled cul-de-sac –

a Renaissance house perched on

the southern slope of the castle

hill.The rooms are spacious, and

many overlook the city, as does its

excellent restaurant (goldenwell.

cz; U Zlaté studně 4; from £160).

TRANSPORT

BA, Czech Airlines, easyJet, Jet2,

Ryanair, SmartWings and Wizz Air

fly to Prague from UK airports

including Bristol, Edinburgh,

Gatwick, Leeds, Manchester and

Stansted (from £70; smartwings.

com).To get into Prague, take bus

119 from outside the terminal to

NádražíVeleslavín (buy your ticket

in the arrivals hall; £1; prg.aero),

then take metro lineA into the city

centre (no new ticket needed).

AAATaxi operates a 24-hour taxi

service from the airport, costing

£15–£20 (aaataxi.cz). Prague has

an integrated metro, tram and bus

network – tickets are valid for 30

or 90 minutes (75p/£1; dpp.cz).  

A 24-hour pass costs £3.40.

WHERE TO STAY

On a quiet square near the

castle, Dům UVelké Boty (House

at the Big Boot) has a warren of

ancient rooms, including a family

suite, simply furnished in period

style.The owners are unfailingly 

helpful (dumuvelkeboty.cz; 

Vlašská 30; from £60).

PUB ETIQUETTE

O It’s normal in crowded Czech

pubs to share tables with

strangers. Don’t rearrange the

seating, and ask ‘je tu volno?’ (is

this free?) before taking a seat.

OTake a beer mat from the rack

and place it in front of you, and

wait for the bar staff to come

to you; waving for service is

guaranteed to get you ignored.

The waiter will keep track of

your order by marking a slip of

paper that stays on your table;

whatever you do, don’t write on

it or lose it (or you risk a fine).

OAs soon as the beer in your

glass falls to within an inch of

the bottom, the eagle-eyed

waiter will be on his/her way

with another. Never pour the

dregs of the old glass into the

new – this is considered deeply

uncivilised behaviour.

OWhen you’re done drinking,

place a beer mat on top of your

glass.To pay, say ‘zaplatím’  

(I’ll pay) and the

bill will be brought 

to your table.

Prague essentials

AVintage room at Fusion Hotel  

in Nové Město (New Town)

The know-how
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FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s Prague & the

Czech Republic (£13.99)

offers an in-depth guide to

the city; Pocket Prague

(£7.99) is a compact version.

Lonely Planet’s free Guides

app, featuring Prague, can be 

found on iTunes. Milan

Kundera’s classic The

Unbearable Lightness of

Being (£8.99 ; Faber & Faber)

is a love story set against the

backdrop of Prague before

the 1968Warsaw Pact

invasion. For insider tips on

the food scene, tryTaste of

Prague’s professional blog,

with a ‘Prague Foodie Map’ 

(tasteofprague.com).
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Outdoors
Nova Scotia

MINI GUIDE

Maritime heritage, striking lighthouses,

Unesco-listed landscapes and great food  

and wine make this easterly Canadian

province a perfect salt-tinged escape.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Seaside villages

Activities

Food & drink

Main St in Mahone Bay is home

to restaurants and workshops

Lobster fishing remains a key

industry across Nova Scotia

Kayaking around Borgles Island 

with Coastal Adventures

KAYAKING

About eight miles southwest

of Taylor Head Provincial Park,

Tangier’s deserted islands and

protected coves make it one of

the Maritimes’ best settings for

kayaking. Coastal Adventures

offers introductions to sea

kayaking (half-/full-day £50/£115),

rentals (single/double kayaks

from £30/£40) and guided

trips (coastaladventures.com;

84 Masons Point Rd; Jun–Sep).

WHALE WATCHING

One of the best whale-watching

tours in the province is found just

near the Tiverton ferry dock at

Digby Neck. Ocean Explorations

has the adventurous approach of

getting you down low to whale

level in a Zodiac. The company

donates part of its proceeds

to wildlife conservation and

environmental education. Tour

times depend on weather and

demand (oceanexplorations.ca; 

half-day tours £45).

TIDAL-BORE RAFTING

Maitland is an ideal spot for

rafting, thanks to the white water 

formed by the Shubenacadie

River meeting the incoming

Fundy tides. Wave heights are

dependent on the phases of the

moon – book through River

Runners and enquire about the

tides for your chosen day since

your experience will be dictated

by this. No expertise necessary

(tidalborerafting.com; 8681

Route 215; half day from £35).

PEGGY’S COVE

Driving southwest from Halifax

you’ll come to a series of

delightful coastal villages, the

first of which is Peggy’s Cove –

possibly Nova Scotia’s most

photographed spot: the rolling

granite cove, highlighted by a

red-and-white lighthouse, exudes

a dreamy seaside calm, even

through the parading tour buses.

Visit before 10am, if coming in

summer, to avoid the crowds. 

LUNENBURG

Historic Lunenburg is the

largest South Shore fishing

settlement and one of the

province’s five Unesco World

Heritage sites. It was the first

British settlement outside

Halifax and its heritage is

intertwined with rum running

and shipbuilding. The town, full

of small, independent galleries,

is at its most picturesque viewed

from the sea around sunset,

when the boxy, vividly painted

old buildings glow behind the 

ship-filled port.

MAHONE BAY

The sun shines more often

here than anywhere else along

the coast. With more than

100 islands only 55 miles from

Halifax, the town is a great base

for exploring this section of the

South Shore. Take out a kayak

or a bike from one of the hire

companies on Main St, or

simply stroll down this central

thoroughfare, which skirts the

harbour and its three photogenic

churches, and is scattered with

shops selling antiques, quilts,

pottery and local artworks.

LOBSTER POUND

Hall’s Harbour is a great spot to

spend an afternoon hiking along

the beach. It’s also one of the

best places to eat the much-

lauded Bay of Fundy lobster.

Hall’s Harbour Lobster Pound is

a gentrified seafood shack where

you can pick your own, and the

dining room is a prime spot for

watching the tides rise and fall

(hallsharbourlobster.com; 1157 W

Halls Harbour Rd; lobster roll £10).

GOOD CHEER TRAIL

This food and wine trail connects

more than 30 wineries, breweries,

artisan producers and other

foodie outlets across the province.

It runs from Yarmouth to Cape

Breton and passes through

heritage sites, wild beaches and

bucolic farmlands along the way.

To explore without driving, book

a tour with Grape Escapes Wine

Tours (novascotiawinetours.

com; May–Oct; from £55, 

including lunch).

FUNDY CLAM

DIGGING

Get your hands dirty with locals

who have been clam digging

around the Bay of Fundy since

they were children, on a food

tour with Fundy Adventures.

You’ll hack through the sand for

a couple of hours looking for

clams while learning about local

sustainability efforts, and then

steam your clams right there on

the beach for a delicious alfresco

meal (fundyadventures.com; £40).

The port town of

Lunenburg was founded

by the British in 1753
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MINI GUIDE
Outdoors Nova Scotia

Lofty Victorian architecture

makes Wolfville’s Blomidon Inn

feel pleasantly upper crust. It sits

in perfectly maintained gardens

and the rooms are just as well

groomed. Guests can enjoy a free

afternoon tea (blomidon.ns.ca;

195 Main St; from £70).

Trout Point Lodge, nestled

in the wilderness of a Unesco

Biosphere Reserve, can organise

outdoor activities to accompany

cooking classes and foraging

trips. Rooms feel like cosy cabins

(troutpoint.com; 189 Trout Point

Rd, East Kemptville; from £100).

TRANSPORT

Direct flights from London

Heathrow to Halifax with Air

Canada take just six hours (from

£480; aircanada.com). The

airport is 25 miles northeast of

town and there’s a bus that runs

into the centre half-hourly to

hourly between 5am and midnight.

A taxi to downtown Halifax costs

about £30. Nova Scotia does

not have a good public transport 

network; renting a car is the

easiest way to get around,

particularly for outdoor pursuits,

and can be more economical

than taking the bus. Car rental

chains are represented at the

airport and in downtown Halifax

(from £32 per day; budget.com).

WHERE TO STAY

The Lighthouse on Cape

d’Or, an original lighthouse

keeper’s residence, is now a

simple four-room guesthouse

commanding views of the Bay of

Fundy at one of Nova Scotia’s

most beautiful spots (capedor.ca;

Advocate Harbour; from £45).

MARITIME HISTORY

Maritime Museum of the

Atlantic This flagship museum

in Halifax includes a popular

Titanic display and another on

the extraordinary 1917 Halifax

Explosion disaster (maritime 

museum.novascotia.ca).

Canadian Museum of

Immigration at Pier 21

Between 1928–1971, over a

million immigrants entered

Canada via Pier 21 in Halifax

– this museum presents many

of their stories (pier21.ca).

Hector Heritage Quay

A replica of the ship Hector

(below) that carried the first

200 Highland Scots to Nova

Scotia sits alongside displays 

about the passengers

(shiphector.com).

Fisheries Museum of the

Atlantic First-hand tales from

retired fisherfolk of life in the

fishing industry (fisheries

museum.novascotia.ca).

Nova Scotia essentials

Views over a river from the back 

porch of Trout Point Lodge

The know-how

 Activities  Tours  Sights  Eating  Sleeping
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FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s Nova Scotia,

New Brunswick & Prince

Edward Island (£14.99) has

in-depth coverage of the

Maritime provinces; the

Nova Scotia chapter (£2.99)

can also be downloaded at

lonelyplanet.com. For good

novels set in Nova Scotia,

try No Great Mischief by

Alistair MacLeod (£8.99;

Vintage), a saga about a

family of Scottish ancestry

and their life in Canada; and 

The Birth House by Ami

McKay (£12.99; Harper

Perennial), which delves into

rural midwifery traditions.
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Fold 2

Fold 1

Budget
Chicago

MINI GUIDE

Low-key and cultured, America’s Windy

City has bragging rights for its comedy

heritage, live-music clubs and public art –

much of which can be enjoyed on the cheap.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Activities

Sights

Food & drink

Tiny B.L.U.E.S. bar thrives on an

intimate, informal atmosphere

‘Sammiches’ include The Fat

Club at the Little Goat Diner

Navy Pier acquired its name in

1927 to honour WWI veterans

MILLENNIUM PARK

Public art is everywhere in

Chicago, and Millennium Park,

the playful heart of the city,

is full of it. Anish Kapoor’s silvery

smooth Cloud Gate (aka ‘The

Bean’) is perhaps the most famous

installation, but also don’t miss

Frank Gehry’s swooping silver

bandshell. Free concerts waft

through the park in summer

(millenniumpark.org; 201

E Randolph St; 6am–11pm; free).

NAVY PIER

Chicago’s most visited attraction

– celebrating its 100th birthday

this year – is its old municipal

wharf, with a half-mile-long pier

stretching into Lake Michigan.

Highlights include the newly

opened Centennial Wheel, a

Shakespearean theatre and

regular firework displays, plus

there’s an appealing beer garden.

Nearby Ohio St Beach is a good

place for a dip on hot days (navy

pier.com; 600 E Grand Ave; free).

CAPONE’S CHICAGO

Gangster Al Capone’s legacy

looms over Chicago, although

the site where the St Valentine’s

Day Massacre took place is now

a car park. You can still sip a

martini with his ghost at the

atmospheric jazz bar Green Mill

(greenmilljazz.com), Capone’s

favourite speakeasy; the tunnels

where he hid his prohibition booze

are below the bar. There’s also a

1¾-hour Untouchable gangster

tour (gangstertour.com; £23).

LIVE BLUES

Chicago’s music is legendary and

the city rocks to the rhythms of

jazz, rock, folk, house, hip-hop

and gospel. However, the city is

most famous for the blues. Catch

a live act at B.L.U.E.S. – a veteran,

high-volume club where big local

names grace the small stage and

the audience soaks up every

electrifying moment (chicagoblues

bar.com; 2519 N Halsted St; 8pm– 

2am; cover charge from £4).

LOOP ARCHITECTURE

Join the Chicago Architecture

Foundation, whose base in

the Santa Fe Building houses

galleries and a model city of

the local skyscrapers, for one

of its tours of Chicago’s famed

architecture. The city erected the

world’s first modern skyscraper

in 1885 and has been pushing the

envelope of modern design ever

since; the Loop, Chicago’s central

business district, is the focal point

for gawking (architecture.org;

224 S Michigan Ave; 9am–9pm;

galleries free, tours from £15).

COMEDY NIGHTS

Chicago is the home of

improvised American comedy,

and the city’s clubs have

spawned the likes of Bill Murray

and John Belushi. Comedy nights

abound but can be pricey – try

the iO Theater, one of Chicago’s

top-tier improv houses but a bit

edgier (and cheaper) than its

competition. Four stages host

bawdy shows nightly and plenty

of them only cost a few bucks.Two

bars and a beer garden add to the

fun (ioimprov.com/chicago; 1501

N Kingsbury St; tickets from £4).

CLARK STREET ALE

HOUSE

This beloved neighbourhood bar

in the Near North quarter is a

popular place for locals to relax

after work with free pretzels and

Midwestern microbrews. Join

them in the garden and order a

three-beer sampler, or try some

of the 25 craft beers on tap during

the early-evening happy hours,

Thursday to Saturday (clarkstreet

alehouse.com; 742 N Clark St).

LITTLE GOAT DINER

Local celebrity chef Stephanie

Izard opened this diner for the

foodie masses as a cheaper

alternative to her acclaimed

restaurant across the street,

Girl & the Goat. Scooch into a

vintage booth and order off the

all-day breakfast menu. If money

stretches, try lunch and dinner

favourites such as the goat sloppy

joe with rosemary slaw pancakes

(littlegoatchicago.com; 820 W

Randolph St; breakfast from £5).

PEQUOD’S PIZZA

You can’t come to Chicago and

miss out on deep dish pizza – a

culinary speciality more akin to

a pie cooked in a cast-iron pan

than an Italian pizza. Pequod’s

is legendary because of its

caramelised cheese, generous

toppings and sweetly flavoured

sauce. Midweek, there’s a special

lunch deal that’s £4 for a seven-

inch pizza plus a fountain soda

(pequodspizza.com; 2207 N

Clybourn Ave; pizzas from £6).

The Frank Gehry-

designed bandshell

in Millennium Park
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MINI GUIDE
Budget Chicago

Urban Holiday Lofts has

exposed brick walls, hardwood

floors and plump beds. There are

dorms as well as private rooms,

a buzzy common room, plus

there’s free wi-fi and breakfast

(urbanholidaylofts.com; 2014

W Wabansia Ave; from £95).

Small and stylish Italianate

Willows Hotel near Lincoln Park

is a beauty. The 55 rooms evoke a

19th-century French countryside

feel and there’s a cosy fireplace

in the lobby should the weather

turn (willowshotelchicago.com;

555 W Surf Street; from £115).

TRANSPORT

Several airlines fly direct to

Chicago from the UK, including

American, BA, Delta, United and

Virgin Atlantic (from £570;

virgin-atlantic.com). Almost all

flights land at Chicago O’Hare

International Airport, though

there is another smaller airport,

Midway. Chicago’s elevated/

subway train system (nicknamed

the ‘L’), is the easiest way to get

around the city and the Blue Line

runs from O’Hare Airport to the

Loop (£4; transitchicago.com).

Buy a rechargeable Ventra Card

at train stations – the standard 

fare is £2 and allows two

transfers, or it’s £8 for an 

unlimited day pass.

WHERE TO STAY

Vintage-style accommodation

awaits at Longman & Eagle in

Logan Square. The six arty rooms

aren’t much soundproofed, but

after using your whiskey tokens in

the bar you probably won’t care

(longmanandeagle.com; 2657  

N Kedzie Ave; from £75).

Chicago essentials

The industrial-styled lobby  

at Urban Holiday Lofts

The know-how

 Drinking  Entertainment  Sights  Eating  Sleeping
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DIY CHICAGO TOURS

Free Tours by Foot offers a

number of ‘pay what you like’

walking tours. Some, such as

suburb walks and food tours,

are self-guided; guided options

(pictured below) include a

ghost walk and a film location

tour for movies such as Blues

Brothers, Home Alone 2 and 

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

(freetoursbyfoot.com).

Chicago Loop Alliance maps

Loop activities, sights and

places to eat according to

interests such as architecture

and art, theatre, film locations

and popular food spots

(chicagoloopalliance.com).

The Art Institute Tours app

features 50 customisable

tours through the collection of

Chicago’s most prestigious art

museum, organised by themes,

including Impressionism,

African art, self portraits and 

architecture (artic.edu).

FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s Chicago

(£13.99) and PocketChicago

(£7.99) include walking

routes, restaurant tips and

handy hints on sightseeing.

Find Chicago in Lonely

Planet’s free Guides app on

iTunes. TheAdventures of

Augie March by Saul Bellow

(£12; Penguin Classics) is a

modern classic about a

penniless Chicago boy

growing up during the Great

Depression.Those interested

in the Chicago mob, Capone

and how the gangster was

eventually caught should

read GetCapone by Jonathan

Eig (£12; Simon & Schuster). 
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C O M P E T I T I O N

Lonely PlanetTraveller has teamed up with

Destination British Columbia to offer one

lucky reader and their guest a seven-night stay

in the Canadian Rockies, and the chance to

plan ahead for a top winter sports holiday.

The trip begins with one of BritishAirways’

daily flights from London Heathrow to

Calgary, on WorldTraveller Plus. From here,

you’ll be transferred by road to the Panorama

Mountain Resort, through Banff and Kootenay

National Parks – home to some of the most

dramatic mountain scenery in NorthAmerica.

Panorama is a ski village in the Purcell

Mountains, part of the Rocky Mountains

chain. It’s also on the Powder Highway –

a loop taking in British Columbia’s top ski

resorts.At Panorama, 10 lifts give access to

120 named trails, covering a good spread of

ability levels.The prize includes a stay in one

of the UpperVillage condos, which give easy 

slope access from their hillside location.

For more information on this holiday, 

please visit panoramaresort.com.

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

1. The Promoter of this competition is Immediate Media Company London Limited. 2. The prize includes: a pair of return tickets with British

Airways in World Traveller Plus between London Heathrow and Calgary; seven nights’ accommodation in an Upper Village one-bedroom

condo (self-catering); six days’ equipment hire; six days’ lift pass; return airport transfers. 3. Travel must be taken by 15 April 2017. Travel not

permitted 28 December 2016–1 January 2017 and 17 February 2017–19 February 2017. Both hotels and flights are subject to availability.

4. The prize does not include travel insurance, visas (if applicable), additional meals and refreshments, UK transfers, optional activities or

spending money. 5. The winner must be at least 18 years old and hold a valid 10-year UK passport, with six months or more remaining after 

return to the UK. 6. For full terms and conditions, visit lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions.

THE PRIZE

XTwo returnWorldTraveller Plus flights with British Airways 

from Heathrow to Calgary (ba.com/canada)

XSeven nights’ accommodation at Panorama Mountain

Resort in an UpperVillage self-catering one-bedroom condo

XSix days’ ski or snowboard equipment hire

XSix days’ lift pass

XReturn airport transfers between Calgary and Panorama 

Mountain Resort

WIN a luxury ski trip to Canada

Schober’s Dream is one

of the longer ski runs

in Canada’s Panorama 

Mountain Resort

HOWTO ENTER
To be in with a chance of winning this fantastic prize, fill in your details online at the address 

below. Competition closes at 11.59pm on Sunday 11 September 2016.

lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions

Worth

£3,850
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Travel Quiz
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What on Earth?
YOU WANT ANSWERS?

1) NORWAY. 2) VENICE. 3) SOUTH AFRICA. 4) CZECH REPUBLIC. 5) FLORIDA. 

 6) JUST ONE – RUSSIA. 7) COSTA RICA. 8) UZBEKISTAN. 9) PORTUGUESE.

5
Cape Canaveral is in

which US state?

7
Which country has a name

meaning ‘rich coast’ in Spanish?

4
Which

country (in

its current

shape since

1993) combines

the historic lands of

Bohemia, Moravia and

a small part of Silesia?

2

9
If English- 

speakers are  

called Anglophones, 

and French-speakers 

Francophones, what do the world’s 

260 million Lusophones speak?

It’s 100 years since the writer Roald 

Dahl was born in Cardiff. Which 

country did his parents come from?

8
Which former 

Soviet republic, 25 

years independent 

this September,  

is home to the 

ancient cities of 

Samarkand and 

Bukhara?

1 Which city holds  

its Regata Storica  

on 4 September?

Bobotie (curried minced meat with 

a baked egg topping) is a national 

dish of which country? 

If you’re travelling 

overland between 

Finland and China, how 

many other countries 

do you need to cross  



Make the most of your trip
whatever your budget.

Amazing experiences don’t have to cost the earth. From

free parks, museums and exercise classes to cheap eats

and bargain safaris, make the most of your trip –

whatever your budget – with Lonely Planet.

Available now in all good bookshops
and online at shop.lonelyplanet.com



Availability may be extremely limited, particularly during peak periods. Price quoted is correct as of 13/07/2016 and is subject to change, for travel between 09 January 2017 and 13 February 2017. Price quoted is
based on 7 day travel for 2 adults travelling in World Traveler cabin with economy car, with outbound journey from London Gatwick to Orlando International Airport, and return journey from Miami International
Airport to London Heathrow, made using the customize your trip function. Car pick up and return to respective Florida airports. The holiday featured is ATOL protected under the British Airways Holidays number 
ATOL5985. British Airways Holidays standard terms and conditions and conditions of carriage apply. For full terms and conditions please refer to ba.com.

From Orlando to Miami
Fly-drive holidays in Florida mean you can see the state, your way. Start in Orlando, for a few

nights’ fun-packed excitement, before jumping in the car and heading down to Fort Lauderdale

where you can relax in the laidback ‘Venice of America’. Take in the scenery while drifting along 

by gondola or simply unwind on golden sands. After recharging your batteries soak up the 

vibrancy of glamorous Miami, with its thriving art scene and nightlife.

Benefit from great rates and flexibility, 24 hour customer support, and road side assistance,

plus British Airways Executive Club members earn bonus Avios on every fl ight & car booking.

Orlando to Miami 
7 day fly-drives
from

£549pp

Customise your trip at ba.com/fl ydrive


